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Editorial Preface
From the Desk of Managing Editor…
It may be difficult to imagine that almost half a century ago we used computers far less sophisticated than current
home desktop computers to put a man on the moon. In that 50 year span, the field of computer science has
exploded.
Computer science has opened new avenues for thought and experimentation. What began as a way to simplify the
calculation process has given birth to technology once only imagined by the human mind. The ability to communicate
and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the
internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace.
At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for
quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to
share and disseminate scientific and technical information.
We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we
deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a
place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field.
We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the
world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal,
as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review
process.
We hope that this edition of IJACSA inspires and entices you to submit your own contributions in upcoming issues. Thank
you for sharing wisdom.
Thank you for Sharing Wisdom!
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A New Bio-Informatics Framework: Research on 3D
Sensor Data of Human Activities
Sajid Ali

Ahmad Tisman Pasha

College of Information Science and Technology, Beijing
Normal University, Engineering Research Center of Virtual
Reality and Application, Ministry of Education, Beijing,
China

Department of Information Technology,
Institute of Computing,
Bahauddin Zakariya University
Multan, Pakistan

*Wu Zhongke

Muhammad Adnan Khalid

College of Information Science and Technology, Beijing
Normal University, Engineering Research Center of Virtual
Reality and Application, Ministry of Education, Beijing,
China

Institute of Automation
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
Beijing, China

Zhou Mingquan

Muhammad Saad Khan
School of Electronic Engineering
Beijing University of Post Telecommunication, Beijing,
China

Abstract—Due to increasing attraction of motion capture
systems technology and the usage of captured data in wide range
of research-oriented applications, a framework has developed as
an improved version of MOCAP TOOLBOX in Matlab platform.
Firstly, we have introduced a faithful script to deal with public
motion capture data, which will be friendly for us. Various
functions through dynamic programming, by using the Body
Segment Parameters (BSP) are edited and they configured the
position of markers according to data. It is used to visualize and
refine without the MLS view and the C3D editor software. It has
opened a valuable way of sensor data in many research aspects as
gait movements, marker analysis, compression and motion
pattern, bioinformatics, and animation. As a result, performed
on CMU and ACCAD public mocap data, and achieved higher
corrected configuration scheme of 3D markers when compared
with the prior art, especially for C3D file. Another distinction of
this work is that it handles the extra markers distortion, and
provides the meaningful way to use captured data.
Keywords—Sensor data; Bioinformtics behavior;
actives; BSP domain; Marker Configuration

I.

Optical

INTRODUCTION

Due to improvement in motion, capture technologies such
as optical, mechanical, or magnetic sensors are attached to
human joints and their movements are record. Such systems
depend on an active source, which emits pulses of infrared
light with a high frequency, which is reflected by small
spherical markers, or LEDs attached to track the subject (e.g.
contribution of subject walking, or running). In motion capture
system, every camera captures the position of reflective
markers in two-dimensional cameras. Network of system
computes position data in 3-dimensions. Now more and more
researchers are interested to use 3D-mocap data with different

College of Information Science and Technology, Beijing
Normal University, Engineering Research Center of Virtual
Reality and Application, Ministry of Education, Beijing,
China

types of application; such as retarget [1-3], analysis [4],
animation [5] and surveillance systems [6]. In addition, they
have demanded for different types of toolbox to utilize the
variety of data ASF/AMC, BVH [7], and C3D [8] file format
for multiple research purposes. Some of them have interested
to develop mocap toolbox; which are helpful to other scientists.
They are focused to use the captured data in various research
directions. Recently, Jeroen and Boxtel [9] have developed a
toolbox (Biomotion toolbox) in the Matlab environment that
can read and display the different types of mocap data by using
Psychtoolbox-3[10]. This third party toolbox (Psychtoolbox-3)
is not exactly suitable for biomotion. However, some features
of the biomotion are limited, and have specific designs to
display and manipulate point-light displays (PLD). Charles
Vernon [11], developed a toolbox with a limited number of
functions. It provides a graphical user interface (GUI). The
major mocap toolbox in MathWorks platform is mainly dealing
with recorded data by infrared marker based optical motion
capture system.
The MathWork provides precompiled functions[12], and
they are used on different types of data. Some of the functions
are used as part of mocap toolbox, such as PCA and ICA
packages, Signal Processing and Statistical Toolbox. So user
can design functions and scripts in the Matlab environment
according to their requirements. Recently, Burger and Petri
[13] developed the MoCap Toolbox having 64 functions,
excluding other toolbox packages. These functions have been
used to visualize and analyze captured data and have the
capability to read the different types of data format. They
notified three parts: 1)-Motion Data Structure (MDS), 2)Segment Data Structure (SDS) and 3)-Normal Data Structure.
These structures have interconnection and processed. Their
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Output= mcread (‘E: \walk.c3d’); (1)

computation implied statistical and mathematical methods in
order to propose a homogeneous framework and their analysis
and simulation (animation). They also claimed that their work
can read C3D file, but still it has some indispensable issues to
trade with such type of data. It cannot read the public mocap
data. We have inspired of work [14], our focus is to refine
functions and use them on data (C3D format) which will be
used for different purposes such as in clinical field, retarget
motion and animation. In [13], we have big issues and
challenges for mocap data researchers. These are: 1)-reading
the C3D file not displaying in human skeleton shape (see
Figure 1 a), 2)-Markers configuration which shows the motion
data structure of the human skeleton, 3)-Normalized the data of
the human skeleton (see Figure 1 b, c); and 4) -required
Qualisys software to manage the .dat and.mat data format. We
have tried hard to resolve these individual issues see.

We use some of the existing functions after embedding
script (C3D_VaxD2PC) into the toolbox and read the data
successfully by (1). The following functions have been used to
display calibrated 3D markers position and form them into the
human skeleton shape.
However, it is not like human skeleton. It looks like
network connection between marker nodes because some
existing toolbox functions are not operated according to marker
positions (see Figure-1 (b) & (c)). The functions used on
mocap data before modification are:
mcplotframe(walk1, 160, mapar);
mcplotframe(walk2j, 160, japar);

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) Indicates the errors to in reading the C3D file, before introducing a script. After removing, the errors and we still have a tremendous data problem such
as frame issue, (b) existing setting markers position in function.

Keeping the above issues, we have refined some functions
of Mocap Toolbox to stem these issues and compiled them
successfully according to data [15]& [16]. It can be associated
with other toolboxes in the Matlab environment such as
Mocap136 [17] and Robotics [18]. The pictorial structure of
the improved version of Toolbox has been given in Figure 2.
Lot of research works have been done on mocap data.
Improved version can be used in different research fields such
as joint analysis, design the locomotion pattern, retarget
motion, human skeleton animation, motion classification, 3D

pose estimation and human identification by using 3D mocap
databases plausible with the human body segment parameters
(BSP).
The rest of this paper is set up as follows. Section II gives a
concise story about motion capture systems, and data
preprocessing. Section III describes the configuration scheme
of sensors and data visualization functions. Brief descriptions
of the human Body Segment Parameters (BSP) and data
normalization are discussed in section IV. The experimental
results, conclusion and future work are explained in section V.
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Mocap
Data

Run scrip data Conversion
MoCap data structure

Display rough skeleton
and performed marker
computation

Configured Markers
Connection by using one
To one or one to many or
functions

Normalized
Mocap Data
BSP & Nomalized
Data

Display rough skeleton
and performed marker
computation

Computation ND & BSP

Normalized-Skeleton

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the improved version mocap toolbox

II.

MOCAP DATA SYSTEMS

Motion Capture Sensor Systems (MCSS) record the
MOCAP data. Such systems are highly sophisticated, and
require a certain number of motion capture session during
subject activities. They are classified into two categories (1)
Optical and (2) Non-optical Capture Sensor Systems. They
provide different type data format. They are *. C3D, *. BVH,
*.txt,*.tvt, and *. ASF/AMC.
A. Mocap Data Preprocessing
Preprocessing of data is a primary step to get accurate
results in any scientific research [19]. Data captured by
ubiquitous sensors based on subject movement is stored as the
C3D file format with necessary attribute such as start and end
times, sensor id and sensor values. It depends upon several
types of hardware platform issues such as DEC (Digital
Equipment Corporation), SGI/MIPS (Microprocessor without
Interlocked Pipeline Stages)) and Intel. They represent the
different floating-point numbers and are stored accordingly in
hardware (VAX-D, IEEE-LE and IEEE-BE Vicon call them a
"C3D_VaxD2PC”. It establishes the strong connection
between MOCAP TOOLBOX function and data. It is used
before the mcread () function, its syntax as

Output =C3D_VaxD2PC ('Convert’,’ data
location');
(2)
It converts the C3D files into PC format, because these files
depend on several types of hardware and floating-point. After
compiling data through (2). MocapToolbox mcread () function,
read C3D files, and arrange them into a reliable database. Here
its name is called „Processed Data for MocapToolbox‟.

Fig. 3. Procedure of processing public domain mocap data for enhanced
MOCAP TOOLBOX

As shown in Figure 1 (a), an error has resolved by emitting
this function. The graphical representation of the database can
be seen in Figure 3.
After reading the C3D file successfully, some remaining
typical issues have shown in Figure 1 (c & d). They have
affected the standard human skeleton; attached markers on
human body and joint positions.
Both of these issues will
be addressed in the section III through mapar.conn and
japar.conn functions.
III.

MOTION SENSORS CONFIGURATION AND
VISUALIZATION

A. Motion Sensors Configuration
The markers or motion sensor configuration on the human
body has many possible ways for motion recording one of
them is shown in Figure-4.
In Figure-4, 41 sensors have been configured on the human
body to follow the configuration scheme of CMU motion
capture system and are described in the Vicon 512 manual
[20]. We analyzed the sensor labels of the C3D file by using
3MAX software. Keeping to these labels, we assessed the
sensor values after editing the mcreadC3D function according
to the markers order of template (see Figure-A.1). Data keeps
maintaining some dumping markers during the motion capture
session of human activities such as walking, running, dancing
etc.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Configuration scheme between markers, (a) One to one; and (b) One
to many mapping

After successful compilation steps 1, 2, and 3 on data, step
to construct the human skeleton model by using the following
function, seen in Figure 6.
mcplotframe (walkm,180, mapar);

(3)

Fig. 4. An example, markers, or sensor configuration scheme on the human
body according of CMU data

We modify the mcread C3D function by using the
following steps:
1) First access the index of motion sensors which are
placed on the human body by using the code (Appendix A.1.
1):
For example, accessing the L_finger index of motion
sensor from C3D file of CMU database (see Appendix A.1).
Similarly have accessed the other remaining 40 or 41 labels
from file.
2) Some extra markers have stored during the recording
we handled and assigned zero values; and adjusted them with
marker labels.
3) Many mocap data, scientists use C3D format. They feel
hard to export and construct raw motion data to the desired
model. They have unmatched position between the calibration
motion sensors. These positions are unable to make human
model. For this matter, we used a mapar.conn (); and
configure according to public mocap data. It is configured by
using the mathematical methods. They are as one to one and
one to many (see Figure 5).The following function parameters
can be driven (see Appendix A.1.1 for code of accessing
sensor labels),
mapar.conn=[12 16;16 9;9 8;12 8;14 7;7 4;4 11;11 19;19
21;11 24;21 24;....
5 10;10 6;6 27;27 26;27 3;3 1;1 26; 22 23;22 20; 20 2; 2 23;31
15;15 28;...
28 34;34 36;36 32;34 33;33 32;35 37;37 38;38 30;30 39;30
41;41 40;39 40;...
23 31;31 2;23 15;2 15;20 35;22 35;20 37;22 37;5 23;2 5;22
14;20 14;14 13;...
13 5;23 25;2 25;20 17;22 17;13 29;29 25;29 17;17 18;25 18;5
25;25 14;...
17 5; 17 14; 20 25; 5 18; 18 14];

Fig. 6. Specific pose of skeleton after steps 1, 2, and 3 by using function (3)

IV.

HUMAN BODY SEGMENT PARAMETERS AND DATA
NORMALIZATION

There are many methods [21-31] to compute the human
body segment parameters. They have trendy source of BSP
knowledge of human body. The BSP and mocap data should
comply on each other.
A. Human Body Segment Parameters
Body segment parameters perform an important role to
generate motion of human activities by motion capture
systems. The mcgetsegmpar () function parameters of the
Mocap Toolbox use the Dempster computed BSP data [32].
We replaced BSP parameters [32] of mcgetsegmpar () function
to Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov adjusted by the de Leva [33], and
their computation is [34]. For instance, an example of the BSP
computation of specific human body part can be seen Eqs A.1
to A.6 in Appendix A.1.3. These parameters and 3D motion
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capture data used to visualize the standard human skeleton with
20 joints (see Figure 7).
B. Mocap Data Normalization and Visualization of
Skeleton Refinement
In order to investigate the marker‟s positions of C3D file
and their indexing, we configured the mapar.conn () and
japar.conn () function according to indices. The source code of
markers indexing configuration (Appendix A.1.2.).

12

19

15
10

20

16

1

2

6

7

3

4

8

5

9

Fig. 7. Normalized Skeleton

japar.conn=[1 2; 2 3; 3 4; 4 5...
1 6;6 7;7 8;8 9;...
1 10; 10 11; 11 12;...
11 13; 13 14; 14
15; 15 16...
11 17; 17 18; 18 19; 19 20];
Expect of two joints 11 and 1, used the one to one function
definition. The following function visualize the skeleton
having 20 joints (see Figure 7),
mcplotframe (walk2j,180, japar);
The following function performs the animation pose of
extracted skeleton of the C3D file from CMU database. It also
has ability to create animation of the mocap data after editing
some mocap Toolbox functions. The Figure 8 is created by
using the mcanimate () function as,
mcanimate (walk2j, 15, japar);

17
18

The m2jpar() depends on mcm2j() function. It has the
knowledge to compute the translation from markers to joint
representation. The joint position has computed by applying
the center method around placed marker on human body joints.
For instance, the root position of joint is found-out between the
22,23,2 and 20 marker (markers marked with blue ellipses see
Figure 4). Similarly, other joint positions are computed. We
label each joint with specific name. They can be seen in Table
1. The following function uses to initialize required joint
parameters.
japar = mcinitanimpar;
It contains information that will be helpful to initialize joint
parameters and assigns the attributes of japar () structure. One
of the fields of this structure is to edit the parameter by putting
joint index of m2jpar and make the connection between these
indices by applying the faithful methods (see Figure-5). These
functions are used by applying japar.conn () Parameters can be
accessed (see source code in Appendix A.1.3) and attain
human skeleton (see Figure-7 with a specific pose and
generated animation motion frame see Figure-8).

11

13
14

(4)

TABLE I.
1

root

2

lhip

3

lknee

4

lankle

5

ltoe

6

rhip

7

rknee

8

rankle

9

rtoe

10

midtors

11

neck

12

head

13

lshoulder

14

lelbow

15

lwrist

16

lfinger

17

rshoulder

18

relbow

19

rwrist

20

rfinger

SKELETON JOINT NAMES
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code into mcreadC3Dc3d (). This code would be seen in
(Appendix A.1.2.). We modified a list of functions of the
Mocap Toolbox according to CMU and ACCAD mocap
database. The list of functions is as mcread C3Dc3d (),
mapar.conn (), japar.conn , mcm2j() (), mcgetsegmpar (), and
m2jpar (). The visualization of placed markers on the human
body and is transferred into skeleton by using some editing
functions. It is illustrated in Figure 10. It shows the effects of
the edited functions. The rest of functions also can also be used
for public mocap data. Some examples are as follows:

Fig. 8. An example of specific animated pose by using the function (4)

(a). Human mesh skeleton
before improve function of
mocap toolbox

(a). Mesh human skeleton

(c). Refinement mesh human
skeleton after improve version

(b). Stick skeleton

Fig. 9. (a) Triangular mesh skeleton contain 28 sensors, and (b) human
skeleton with 20 joints [34]

After modification of toolbox functions, it can be enabled
to read the C3D file successfully from public 3D mocap
databases. Some of the existing function performances will be
discussed in the section V.
V.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

In this paper, we will improve the Mocap Toolbox by
introducing new script and editing some functions, it can be
used as input mocap data such as CMU, and ACCAD
(Advance Computing Centre for the Arts and Design)
databases. Earlier, Toolbox demonstrates 28 sensors and
formed a triangular mesh human model and extract a skeleton
(see Figure-9 a & b) by applying the structure of connection
matrix. It had been collected by using the Qualisys motion
capture system. After that, we used public mocap data (C3D
files) and found the fundamental errors (see Figure 1). This
shows that data could not support because of more than 28
sensors.
Meanwhile, the public data has at least 41, or 42 markers, it
is as standard form but more than that such as 80, 90, and 356
create the ambiguity and difficult trouble to understand in
many research fields. This issue can be handled by adding the

(b). Human stick skeleton
before editing function of
mocap toolbox

(d). Refinement of 3D human
stick skeleton after editing
function

Fig. 10. (a) & (b) describe the sensor connection through mapar.conn
structure field to construct a mesh human skeleton and human stick skeleton
extracted by using mcm2j function is used to transform these sensors
information to the joint positions;(c) and (d) proved the edited functions that
explained in section III, IV

newpar1 = mcanimate(walk1, mapar); (5)
newpar2 = mcanimate(walk2j, japar); (6)
These two functions (5 & 6) executed successfully on
mentioned data, and demonstrate the following animation
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poses. It will be used to analyze the performance of placement
marker pose by pose of human movements.

Figure-12, black shaded colors indicate the missing markers
and number of frames from a C3D file in CMU database.

As shown in Figure 11. (a), the successful result of
animation poses of the human mesh skeleton, between markers
interconnection, which complied with all required parameters
in function (8). Figure 11. (b) shows the successful result of
animation poses of normalized human skeleton, which
extracted from 41 markers, and compiled all required
parameters in function (9). The parameters (walk1 and mapar)
deal with placing markers on the human body; and they
(walk2j, japar) deal with human joint positions.

[mf, mm, mgrid] = mcmissing (walk1);
subplot(3,1,1),
bar(mf), xlabel('Marker'), ylabel('Num.
of Missing frames')
subplot(3,1,2),
bar(mm), xlabel('Frame'), ylabel('Num. of
Missing markers'subplot(3,1,3),
imagesc(-mgrid'),
colormap
gray,
xlabel('Frame'), ylabel('Marker'

(b)An example walking animation poses of triangular mesh human model
between motion sensors connection

Fig. 12. Analysis of sensors and frames

The rest of other existing functions in Mocap toolbox
(framework) can be applied on mocap data, and some of them
can plot with respect to time as a mcplottimeseries
function. For example, hip joint sensor with xyz coordinates
missing frames, the missing area marked with a circle (see
Figure 13) information is related to female subject no B20 in
ACCAD mocap database.

(a)An example of animation poses of normalized human stick model
Fig. 11. After modification functions results (a) marker positions of
animation poses of the human waking results, and (b) normalized human
skeleton of walking animation poses of CMU mocap data

The following functions are helpful to assess the accuracy
of placing sensors on the human body during the motion
recording sessions giving the information of missing markers,
which are very useful for researchers. (See Figure 12). In

Fig. 13. An example of hip joint movement missing frame

We compared some of the above functions (see Table 2) to
early version of the toolbox with respected to response time
under a platform. We performed this evaluation on two public
mocap databases and existing data of the toolbox. The details
of these experiments are presented above. We have performed
all above experiments under some specifications such as 2 GB
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RAM, Intel( R) Core™ i5 CPU M520 @ 2.4 GHz Dell i5 Intell
core 2 CPU 2.4 and window 7 ultimate 64-bit and MATLAB
R2012a. In Table 2, fourth column contains two colors red and
blue ellipse. The red denotes the edited functions and blue
indicate early function response time. Finally, we concluded
that red has taken more time to blue because these function use
public data but opened for everyone who want to test mocap
data for multiple applications. The conclusion is formed in
Figure 14 with functions time response.

TABLE II.

S.
N
o

1

2

Fig. 14. Response timing comparison between different function. The red bar
indicates our editing function according to public mocap data, and blue
indicates the early functions with 28 markers configuration

VI.

3

TIME EVALUATION OF BEFORE AND AFTER EDITING TOOLBOX
FUNCTIONS

Function
Name

mcreadc3d()

Mcplotframe()

Mcplotframe()

CONCLUSION AND FURTUR WORK

In this study, improved version is used partly due to the
inherent structure information from Mocap toolbox. The key
assumption of this improved version is that there is a high
probability of using public mocap data. It is in native C3D file
format. It has rich and plentiful information of human, which
offers various types of numerical treatment. In future, we hope
that it will be allowed for a prosperous variety of functions
used for motion capture data for numerous research fields like
animation, human joint analysis, gender and human
identification (bioinformatics), retarget motion in real time
environment.
Our improved version is proved to be effective in finding
human mesh and stick skeleton model from public data as
compared to capture with previous development platform [34]
because it support only 28 3D markers. These skeleton models
will be useful for joint movements‟ analysis and multiple
purposes in indoor and outdoor environment. In addition, it
gives the information about the quality of mocap-captured data
(see Figure 12, 13).

4

mcinitanimpar

5

mcinitanimpar

6

7

8

Based on the investigation, we conclude that which type of
data is more reliable. The Xense1 has introduced a state-of-theart of inertial high sensory quality systems to capture the
motion of subjects with wide range of area. It is capable of
supporting and generating different motion formats, such as
BVH, C3D etc. These types of data is very different from the
image and video data. It has real and truthful relics of the
human and object activities.

1

9

Mcm2j()

Mcm2j()

Mcplotframe()

Mcplotframe()

3D
MoCap
Data

CPU
Elapsed
time With
respect to
functions
& data

CMU
&ACCA
D
database
s

0.204703s

Qualisys
Mocap
System
with 28
makers

0.199483s

CMU
&ACCA
D
database
s
Qualisys
Mocap
System
with 28
makers
CMU
&ACCA
D
database
s
Qualisys
Mocap
System
with 28
makers
CMU
&ACCA
D
database
s
Qualisys
Mocap
System
with 28
makers

CMU
&ACCA
D
database
s

0.207661s

0.000762s

0.002590s

Comments

Before improved of it, it
could not be operated on
public Mocap data.
It prepare data by Qualisys
Mocap system then author
used.
After improved Toolbox,
we used public Mocap data.
This is response time to
read C3D file from
Mocap database.
This is response time of
Mcplotframe(),and display
See (Figure 9.a).
It contains 28 sensor
moreover, showsTriangular
human mesh model.
This is response time of
Mcplotframe(), and display
See (Figure 10.c).
It contain 41 or 42 sensor
moreover, showsTriangular
human mesh model.
It is response time to
initialize the parameter to
28 joints
It is response time to
initialize the parameter to
41 or 42 joints

0.003352s

It is response time transfer
28 sensors to 20 joints
position

0.007916s

It is response time our
configured 41 or 42.
They transfer into 20 joints
position.

0.168140s

0.199701s

This is response time of
mcplotframe(walk2j,100,jap
ar). It is extracted
stick skeleton human model
From 28 markers display
See (Figure 9.b).
It contains 20 joints and,
Shows human stick model.
This is response time of
mcplotframe(walk2j,50,japa
r). It is extracted stick
skeleton human model from
41 markers display See
(Figure 10.d). It contains 20
joints and, shows human
stick model.

www.xsens.com
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APPENDIX:
A. Markers Configuration and BSP Computation
1) Source Code for retrieving the maker index
We edited the mcreadc3d () function as follow
d= mcreadc3d (fn);
% Here fn is file name of the data
[poss jointj] = size(d.markerName)
% This is for L_finger-----------1

for labelInd=1: poss %- This is for L_finger
if(strcmpi(d.markerName{labelInd,1},'liu:LFIN')
||strcmpi(d.markerName{labelInd,1},'steve:LFIN'
||strcmpi(d.markerName{labelInd,1},'TakeoMonday
:LFIN')||strcmpi(d.markerName{labelInd,1},'Just
in:LFIN')||strcmpi(d.markerName{labelInd,1},'Ta
iChi:LFIN')||strcmpi(d.markerName{labelInd,1},'
Style1:LFIN')||strcmpi(d.markerName{labelInd,1}
,'Style2:LFIN')||strcmpi(d.markerName{labelInd,
1},'Style4:LFIN')||strcmpi(d.markerName{labelIn
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d,1},'Style7:LFIN')||strcmpi(d.markerName{label
Ind,1},'rory6:LFIN')||strcmpi(d.markerName{labe
lInd,1},'Female1:LFIN')||strcmpi(d.markerName{l
abelInd,1},'male2:LFIN'))
dataindex_1=labelInd end
end

2) Source Code for handling extra markers index
We add the following code to mcreadc3d()function and
manage the extras marker index during reading c3d files, those
were stored during motion capture session
[Pose

numjoints]=size(d.data);

numjoints_maker =numjoints;
total_joints= numjoints_maker/3
if total_joints > 41_use_able_joints
Extrajoints=total_joints - 41_use_able_joint
set_extract_joints_zerosuse=3*Extrajoints;
tempmatrix=zeros(1,
set_extract_joints_zerosuse)
save('tempmatrix')
end
if numjoints/3==41 % This is for 41 markers or
more
for pose = 1: size(d.data(:,:),1)
tem_data = reshape (d.data (pose,:),3,41)';
d.data(pose,:)=[tem_data(dataindex_1,:),tem_dat
a(dataindex_2,:),tem_data(dataindex_3,:),tem_da
ta(dataindex_4,:),tem_data(dataindex_5,:),tem_d
ata(dataindex_6,:),tem_data(dataindex_7,:),tem_
data(dataindex_8,:),tem_data(dataindex_9,:),tem
_data(dataindex_10,:),tem_data(dataindex_11,:),
tem_data(dataindex_12,:),tem_data(dataindex_13,
:),tem_data(dataindex_14,:),tem_data(dataindex_
15,:),tem_data(dataindex_16,:),tem_data(dataind
ex_17,:),tem_data(dataindex_18,:),tem_data(data
index_19,:),tem_data(dataindex_20,:),tem_data(d
ataindex_21,:),tem_data(dataindex_22,:),tem_dat
a(dataindex_23,:),tem_data(dataindex_24,:),tem_
data(dataindex_25,:),tem_data(dataindex_26,:),t
em_data(dataindex_27,:),tem_data(dataindex_28,:
),tem_data(dataindex_29,:),tem_data(dataindex_3
0,:),tem_data(dataindex_31,:),tem_data(datainde
x_32,:),tem_data(dataindex_33,:),tem_data(datai
ndex_34,:),tem_data(dataindex_35,:),tem_data(da
taindex_36,:),tem_data(dataindex_37,:),tem_data
(dataindex_38,:),tem_data(dataindex_39,:),tem_d
ata(dataindex_40,:),tem_data(dataindex_41,:)];
end
elseif jsize>41 % set zero values to extra makers
for pose = 1: size(d.data(:,:),1)

tem_data = reshape (d.data (pose, :), 3, jsize)';
d.data(pose,:)=[tem_data(dataindex_1,:),tem_dat
a(dataindex_2,:),tem_data(dataindex_3,:),tem_da
ta(dataindex_4,:),tem_data(dataindex_5,:),tem_d
ata(dataindex_6,:),tem_data(dataind
ex_7,:),tem_data(dataindex_8,:),tem_data(datain
dex_9,:),tem_data(dataindex_10,:),tem_data(data
index_11,:),tem_data(dataindex_12,:),tem_data(d
ataindex_13,:),tem_data(dataindex_14,:),tem_dat
a(dataindex_15,:),tem_data(dataindex_16,:),tem_
data(dataindex_17,:),tem_data(dataindex_18,:),t
em_data(dataindex_19,:),tem_data(dataindex_20,:
),tem_data(dataindex_21,:),tem_data(dataindex_2
2,:),tem_data(dataindex_23,:),tem_data(datainde
x_24,:),tem_data(dataindex_25,:),tem_data(datai
ndex_26,:),tem_data(dataindex_27,:),tem_data(da
taindex_28,:),tem_data(dataindex_29,:),tem_data
(dataindex_30,:),tem_data(dataindex_31,:),tem_d
ata(dataindex_32,:),tem_data(dataindex_33,:),te
m_data(dataindex_34,:),tem_data(dataindex_35,:)
,tem_data(dataindex_36,:),tem_data(dataindex_37
,:),tem_data(dataindex_38,:),tem_data(dataindex
_39,:),tem_data(dataindex_40,:),tem_data(datain
dex_41,:),tempmatrix(1, :)] ;
end

3) Source code for normalized skeleton refinement
between 41 markers (see Figure 4 & A.1 (a)) of mocap data
(C3D).
m2jpar = mcinitm2jpar;
m2jpar.markerName{1} = 'root';
m2jpar.markerNum{1} = [22:23 2 20];
m2jpar.markerName{2} = 'lhip';
m2jpar.markerNum {2} = [23 2];
m2jpar.markerName{3} = 'lknee';
m2jpar.markerNum{3} = [31 15 28];
m2jpar.markerName{4} = 'lankle';
m2jpar.markerNum{4} = [34];
m2jpar.markerName{5} = 'ltoe';
m2jpar.markerNum{5} = [32:34 36];
m2jpar.markerName{6} = 'rhip';
m2jpar.markerNum{6} = [20 22];
m2jpar.markerName{7} = 'rknee';
m2jpar.markerNum{7} = [35 37:38];
m2jpar.markerName{8} = 'rankle';
m2jpar.markerNum{8} = [30];
m2jpar.markerName{9} = 'rtoe';
m2jpar.markerNum{9} = [39:41 30];
m2jpar.markerName{10} = 'midtorso';
m2jpar.markerNum{10} = [18 29 25 17];
m2jpar.markerName{11} = 'neck';
m2jpar.markerNum{11} = [14 13 5 29];
m2jpar.markerName{12} = 'head';
m2jpar.markerNum{12} = [8:9 12 16];
m2jpar.markerName{13} = 'lshoulder';
m2jpar.markerNum{13} = [5];
m2jpar.markerName{14} = 'lelbow';
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m2jpar.markerNum{14} = [10 6];
m2jpar.markerName{15} = 'lwrist';
m2jpar.markerNum{15} = [26 1 27 3];
m2jpar.markerName{16} = 'lfinger';
m2jpar.markerNum{16} = [1];
m2jpar.markerName{17} = 'rshoulder';
m2jpar.markerNum{17} = [14];

4) Computation of BSP
The information of human body segments is used to
determine the location of each segment's center of mass and
each segment's mass. Each of these body segment parameters
(BSP) usually expressed as a percentage value. Computing the
center of each segment and each segment mass. It can be
computed by the following equations:

x CM  x D  %cm   x p  %cm 

A.1

YCM  YD  %cm   Yp  %cm 

A.2

Where (XCM, YCM) = X & Y coordinates of the
segmental CM, (XD, YD) = coordinates of the Distal end of
the segment, (XP, YP) = coordinates of the proximal end, and
%cm = CM.
In short, the general formulas for computing the position of
each segment center of mass and each segment's mass:
n

x cm 



 Bsegs  x segcm s

s 1

A.3

Bbody
n

Ycm 





 Bsegs  Ysegcm s

s 1



A.4
Bbody
Where B is the mass of the body, X, Y is a position
coordinate and n is the number segments and each segment
parameter (BSP) is routinely indicated as a percentage values.

(a).Marker labels

The body center mass can be estimated from the CMs and
the masses of the segments:
x

 i  Bi  x i 
 i Bi

A.5

 i  Bi  Yi 
A.6
 i Bi
From the equations A.5 & A.6 describe as (X, Y) =
coordinates of the body CM, i = segment number, (Xi, Yi) = the
X & Y coordinates of the CM of segment i, and B i = mass of
segment i. We can say in other words, the body CM
coordinates are equal to the sum of the segmental mass
products and segmental CM coordinates divided by the body
mass (  Bi ).
Y

(b). Human body segment

(c). Segmental CM

Fig. 15. A. Human Anatomical landmarks Template
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Abstract—Genetic algorithms have been used extensively in
solving complex solution-space search problems. However,
certain problems can include multiple sub-problems in which
multiple searches through distinct solution-spaces are required
before the final solution combining all the sub-solutions is found.
This paper presents a generic design of genetic algorithms which
can be used for solving complex solution-space search problems
that involve multiple sub-solutions. Such problems are very
difficult to solve using basic genetic algorithm designs that utilize
a single gene-set per chromosome. The suggested algorithm
presents a generic solution which utilizes both multi-gene-set
chromosomes, and an adaptive gene mutation rate scheme. The
results presented from experiments done using an automatic
graphical user interface generation case study, show that the
suggested algorithm is capable of producing successful solutions
where the common single-gene-set design fails.
Keywords—Genetic algorithm; Multi-gene-set; Single-gene-set;
Artificial Intelligence; Generic algorithm; Generic architecture

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nature inspired algorithms have been presenting
astonishing results in solving problems that are not structured
in nature. Genetic algorithms (GAs) are a category of nature
inspired algorithms that have been used extensively in solving
problems requiring an advanced form of heuristic search
throughout a solution space, besides numerical and
combinatorial optimization problems [1].
GAs are inspired from the natural processes of sexual
reproduction and natural selection [1, 2]. The complete
characteristics of a living being is miraculously encoded within
its chromosomes, which have those life codes stored as
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) molecules [3]. These huge
molecules contain the life codes as characteristic encoding
genes comprised of combinations of the primary nucleobases
which are cytosine, guanine, adenine, and thymine [4].
During the process of sexual reproduction, each of the
parents contributes genetic characteristics through providing
half of their child’s chromosomes. These chromosomes then
undergo a process called crossover which causes parent
chromosomes to break and then recombine into chromosomes
with a gene set contributed by both parents. Hence, this child
combines characteristics from both parents [3, 4]. The
chromosomes and the genes they hold are referred to as the
Genotype [5]. As for the characteristics that result from those
genes, they are referred to as the Phenotype [6]. Moreover,
sometimes genetic mutations occur. Such genetic mutations are

changes in the original sequence of genes and can lead to
evolution, health problems, or may have no effect [7].
After the introduction to GAs in section 1, a brief account
of previous work is listed in section 2. The general structure of
the GA is described in section 3. The proposed Aadaptive
Multi-gene-set Genetic Algorithm (AMGA) is outlined in
section 4 then section 5 details the architecture of this
algorithm. Implementation and results are included in section 6
and finally section 7 concludes the paper.
II.

PREVIOUS WORK

GAs found a wide area of applications for which to
generate useful solutions. These applications did not spare any
direction such as physics, mathematics, chemistry, medical,
economics, computer, bioinformatics, pharmacology, etc. In
the remainder of this section, a brief literature review of
applications utilizing GAs for obtaining solutions is presented.
Shimamoto et al. [8] utilized a GA for flexible real-time
dynamic routing control for traffic changes in broadband
networks. It generates the exact solution for finding a routing
arrangement that keeps the traffic loss-rate below a target
value.
Lienig [9] proposed a novel parallel GA approach for
performance-driven VLSI routing running on a distributed
network and optimizes physical constraints such as nets size,
crosstalk and delay.
Chun et al. [10], examined heuristic algorithms as the
search tools for diverse optimization problems. The examined
algorithms included the Immune algorithm (IA), the GA and
the evolution strategy (ES).
Chang and Ramakrishna [11] examined GAs for the
shortest path routing solution of the traveling salesman
problem TSP, proving that the GA is one of the best heuristic
algorithms to solve this problem. Variable-length
chromosomes and their genes were utilized for encoding the
problem, and partial chromosomes crossover with curing of all
the infeasible chromosomes by a simple repair function were
used for creating the diversity within the population.
Juang [12] proposed a recurrent fuzzy network for dynamic
systems processing by using a neural network and a GA for
optimizing the neural network. The fuzzy network was called
TSK. It implements a series of recurrent fuzzy if-then rules
with TSK type consequent parts with supervised learning. It
proved superiority when applied to dynamic system.
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Ozpineci et al. [13] proposed Harmonic optimization of
multilevel converters using a GA. Optimum switching angles
for cascaded multilevel inverters was achieved for eliminating
some higher order harmonics while maintaining the required
fundamental voltage.
Chowdhury et al. [14] designed an Encryption and
Decryption algorithm for communication networks using a GA
to robustly speed up and secure the total cryptography process.
One point crossover and block cipher techniques were
implemented for the simplification of the GA cryptosystem
technique.
Mahdad et al. [15] presented a combined GA and fuzzy
logic rules to enhance the optimal power flow with
consideration of multi shunt flexible AC transmission systems.
The presented method was effective in giving a near optimal
solution and remarkably reduced the computation time.
Malhotra et al. [16] proposed a GA as an optimization tool
for heuristic search applied to optimize process controllers for
using natural operators. Their work explores the wellestablished methodologies of the literature to realize the
workability and applicability of GAs for process control
applications. GAs are applied to direct torque control of
induction motor drive, speed control of gas turbines, and speed
control of DC servo motors.

batch schedule of two massively parallel application codes; a
turbulent combustion flow solver (S3D) and a molecular
dynamics code (LAMMPS). Experiments have shown a
significant deviation from ideal weak scaling and variability in
performance. This technique showed significant improvement
in solving speed, besides improvement in variability and
scalability.
The work in this paper suggests the use of a multi-gene-set
chromosome GA with an adaptive gene mutation rate scheme,
aiming to deal with multiple sub-problems in order to find a
viable solution for complex solution-space problem. Such
problems are usually very difficult to solve using the traditional
single-gene-set chromosomes GA designs.
III.

THE GENERAL STRUCTURE OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS

GAs were inspired from nature to solve problems to which
we have no structured solutions that can be coded into
algorithms. Examples of such problems are building and
refining a set of production rules [22], then creating and
adapting computer programs [23].

Kabeer et al. [17] used Boosted Feature Subset Selection
(BFSS) as a preprocessing step to provide a gene subset that is
fed to a GA, thus reducing the feature subset to smaller
numbers and helping to generate a better optimal subset of
genes. They claim that their hybrid approach shows better
results compared to other well-known approaches when
applied to leukemia, colon and lung cancer benchmarked
datasets.
Ahmed [18] developed a simple GA using sequential
constructive crossover to obtain heuristic solutions to the
Bottleneck traveling salesman problem. He proposed a hybrid
GA that incorporates 2-optimization search, another proposed
local search and immigration to the simple GA for obtaining
better solutions.
Umbarkar et al. [19] proposed Dual Population GA for
solving Constrained Optimization Problems. It is based on
maximum constraints satisfaction applied as a constraints
handling technique and a Dual Population GA used as a metaheuristic. It achieved close to optimum rather than exact
optimum solution as compared with the Ant Colony algorithm,
the Bee Colony algorithm, the Differential Evolution algorithm
and the GA that have been used for solving the same problem
set.
Moin et al. [20] proposed a hybrid GA with multi parents
crossover for job shop scheduling problem (JSSP). The search
space is reduced by generating a full-active schedule that
satisfies precedence constraints, a neighborhood search is
applied to exploit the search space for better solutions and to
enhance the GA. Simulation suggests sustainability of this
hybrid GA in solving JSSP.
Sankaran et al. [21] proposed a GA based parallel
optimization technique aiming to improve the performance of

Fig. 1. A chromosome with multi-gene-sets

These kinds of problems require gradually evolved solutions
rather than simply calculated ones. This is where GAs show
their true power. They are evolutionary algorithms that use a
number of initial solutions and attempt to evolve them in a way
that eventually leads to the sought solution.
In order to perform an evolutionary search into the solution
space, a GA requires a number of data structures, some specific
rules and certain procedures. The main data structure of a GA
is the cchromosome. The chromosome represents the genotype
of a solution. This genotype is usually encoded as a string of
0’s and 1’s, however, it can be encoded using other types of
data as well [1].
Another important part of a GA’s structure is the algorithm
for calculating a chromosome’s fitness value. This algorithm is
called the fitness function and it is responsible for providing a
measure of a chromosome’s quality as a solution to the
problem at hand. It is important to note that a fitness function is
problem specific. That means we need to create a new fitness
calculating algorithm for each different problem. A fitness
value is usually a measure of how close a certain solution is to
the required solution [1, 2].
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IV.

THE PROPOSED ADAPTIVE MULTI-GENE-SET GENETIC
ALGORITHM

The problem under consideration in this research considers
a complex system with multiple objectives. Hence, an
algorithm is proposed that is capable of looking into a complex
solution space. It suggests an Adaptive Multi-gene-set Genetic
Algorithm that has multiple heterogeneous solution fitness
aspects. In other words, the problem requires searching for a
complex solution that requires a genotype that contains
multiple types of genes. The main challenge with such a
genotype would lie in the complex crossover process. We
simply cannot exchange gene data between genes containing
different data semantics even if the data types match.

Such an architecture of the GA also allows for multithreading to be efficiently used. This is made possible by
separating the sub-solution search operations into distinct
threads that run simultaneously and independently in parallel.
This enables very efficient implementations of the algorithm to
be created when compared to the traditional GA architecture.
The fitness of the complete solution needs to be calculated
in each generation to determine how each of the sub-solutions
search algorithms should operate .Fig 3 clarifies the
contribution of Gene-set fitness to the calculation of
Chromosomes fitness.

To visualize the multiple gene sets for a certain
chromosome, a class diagram is shown in fig 4. Furthermore,
neighboring multi-gene sets chromosomes would have some
influence on each other through genetic operations such as
crossover and mutations.
The crossover process is meant to create a new set of
solutions that mix aspects of existing solutions. For that reason,
we need a proper encoding of the genotype that preserves the
purpose of crossover. The proposed algorithm suggests the use
of multiple gene sets within a single chromosome. This would
enable a complex problem to be divided into multiple smaller
sub-problems which will be handled separately, and then those
sub-solutions are gathered in order to create a complete final
solution. Fig 2 illustrates a sketch for the expected crossover
process amongst multi-gene set chromosomes.

Fig. 3. Gene-set fitness values contribute towards the total chromosome
fitness

Fig. 2. Crossover amongst multi-gene-set chromosomes

A. Adaptive mutation rates
When the search results seem to converge towards
unsuccessful solutions then it is time to add new genetic
material to the mating pool. This is where mutation comes into
play. Mutation is a process that changes the data of the
genotype by creating new values that are usually randomly
generated within predefined constraints. Mutation rate is
usually predefined prior to the execution of the GA. This limits
the behavior of the GA to a semi-static form when it comes to
steering the search process towards a solution. Hence, the GA
would not be able to increase the rate of introduction of new
genetic material when the search converges towards
unsuccessful solutions in order to escape that convergence. The
GA will also be unable to reduce that rate of new genetic
material introduction when the search seems to converge
towards successful solutions. This reduction is very helpful
when there is a need to concentrate the search within the
existing genetic material that represents successfully evolving
solutions.

Each sub-problem would require its own crossover process
which is capable of generating offspring sub-solutions with
data that are semantically correct. The fitness of each subsolution needs to be calculated in order to determine whether
that part of the complete solution needs further search for the
current generation of the algorithm execution or not. This
means that a sub-solution that may seem optimal for the subproblem might not be suitable for the complete solution.
Moreover, this would require searching for a new sub-solution
during the coming generations until a suitable complete
solution is found.

In order to succeed, a GA needs to be fine-tuned by setting
a proper mutation rate through a process of trial and error. If an
unsuitable mutation rate is used, the search may never be able
to converge successfully towards a solution. A higher than
needed mutation rate would cause the algorithm to search the
solution space blindly. A lower than needed mutation rate may
lead the algorithm to converge towards unsuccessful solutions.
This would be the result of existing genes representing the
current mating pool of solutions being overly dominant and if
those solutions have low fitness values then the new generated
solutions are most likely to have a low fitness values as well.
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On the other hand, an adaptive mutation rate would steer
the search conducted by the GA towards successful solutions
more efficiently than using a static rate. In this adaptive
scheme, the mutation rate is adapted for each sub-solution
according to statistics showing convergence towards successful
solutions, or convergence towards unsuccessful solutions. Each
mutation rate is re-evaluated for each generation. According to
that evaluation, the mutation rate is increased or decreased
according to equation (1), where mrnew, mrold, and rc are the
new mutation rate, old mutation rate and convergence rate,
respectively.

It is important to note that the rate of convergence is
represented as negative values when the convergence is
towards less successful solutions and it is positive when the
convergence is towards more successful solutions.

V.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE ADAPTIVE MULTI-GENESET GENETIC ALGORITHM

The class diagram representing the architecture of a
traditional single-gene-set chromosome GA is shown in fig 4.
The GA consists of a population of chromosomes that
accommodate genes and data structures representing gene-data.
The proposed adaptive multi-gene-set chromosome GA is
completely different from the traditional generic model as
clarified in the class diagram shown in fig 5. The algorithm is
designed to be generic in nature as it requires minimal
modifications in order to be used for solving any evolutionary
search problem. For example, an interested developer using
this architecture would only need to create new classes
implementing the interfaces IGene and IGeneData in order to
solve any type of problem requiring chromosomes with
multiple gene sets.

Fig. 4. Class diagram for the single-gene-set GA architecture
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Fig. 5. Class diagram of the multi-gene-set GA architecture

VI.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed AMGA,
an experiment is conducted to implement it in the process of
graphical user interface generation. The results are then
compared to those obtained when conducting the same
experiment using a static mutation rate single-gene-set GA.
The problem of automated graphical user interface
generation using GAs was discussed in [24-26].
The genetic material of the graphical user interface
generation problem consists of two types of gene-sets per
chromosome. The first gene-set contains information on the
containers used to host controls on a form. The second gene-set
contains information on the controls that are used to create the
graphical user interface.
The single-gene-set GA relies on a single gene-set to
represent both the controls and the containers. In order to do
that, the containers were treated as controls, and each regular
control contained an attribute that stores a serial number
representing its parent control. Each control was represented as
a gene containing the following data:
1) X-axis location in pixels.
2) Y-axis location in pixels.

3) Width in pixels
4) Height in pixels.
5) Margin in pixels.
6) Padding in pixels.
7) Parent container serial number.
8) Dock location on the form (top, bottom, left, right, full,
none)
Using that gene data, the algorithm needs to search for
candidate formations of the supplied controls in order to
accommodate the following criteria:
1) Controls of the same type should be located within the
same container.
2) Controls should be horizontally stacked if the parent
container is vertically oriented and should be vertically
stacked if the parent container is horizontally oriented.
3) Controls should be left aligned if they exist in a
vertically oriented container and should be center aligned if
they exist in a horizontally aligned container.
4) Controls of the same type within the same container
should have the same height value in pixels.
The multi-gene-set GA relies on two separate gene sets for
representing the containers and the controls respectively. This
requires creating two gene types. The first type represents the
containers and it contains the following data:
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1) Container serial number.
2) Container type.
While the exchangeable data include:

Experiment 1
Multi-gene-set

50.00%
0.00%
0

1) Control name.
2) Control type.
While the exchangeable data include:

TABLE I.

1000

Experiment 2
Multi-gene-set

Single-gene-set

100.00%
50.00%
0.00%
0

500
Generations

1000

RUNNING THE SINGLE-GENE-SET GA

Single-gene-set Algorithm
Max No. of generations = 1000
No. of Containers

No. of
Controls

Generation of
termination

Best
fitness
value

5

10

1000

71.70%

5

20

1000

72.60%

5

30

1000

61.90%

TABLE II.

500
Generations

Fig. 6. Performance of the multi-gene-set algorithm when compared to its
single-gene-set counterpart for the automated GUI generation problem with 5
containers and 10 controls

Fitness

1) X-axis location in pixels.
2) Y-axis location in pixels.
3) Width in pixels.
4) Height in pixels.
5) Margin in pixels.
6) Padding in pixels.
7) Parent container serial number.
The obtained best fitness values for the case study when
implementing the single-gene-set algorithm running for a
maximum number of 1000 generations and having 5 containers
with different numbers of controls (e.g. 10, 20 & 30), are
summarized in Tables I. While the obtained best fitness values
for implementing the AMGA running for the same parameters,
are summarized in table II.

Single-gene-set

100.00%
Fitness

1) Container dock location on the form (top, bottom, left,
right, full, none).
2) Container width.
3) Container height.
As for the second type, it represents the controls and it
contains the following data:

RUNNING THE MULTI-GENE-SET GA

Fig. 7. Performance of the multi-gene-set algorithm when compared to its
single-gene-set counterpart for the automated GUI generation problem with 5
containers and 20 controls

It is noticed that in the case of the multi-gene-set GA,
convergence towards the best fitness (100% fitness) is
achieved after 81 generations for 10 controls. But as the
number of controls increases, the convergence gets slower as
the available space on the canvas or form is too little to host all
the required controls according to the required conditions, or it
would even be impossible to place all the required controls on
the canvas as the totality of the controls’ areas

Multi-gene-set Algorithm
Max No. of generations = 1000
Generation of
termination

Best
fitness
value

5

10

81

100%

5

20

556

100%

5

30

1000

93.70%

Experiment 3
Multi-gene-set

50%

Comparison of the two tables indicates that the AMGA was
able to achieve successful solutions where the single-gene-set
GA failed for the same number of generations.
The fitness values were calculated for both, AMGA
algorithm and single-gene-set GA as a function of the number
of generations for different numbers of controls, (namely 10,
20 and 30). The results are plotted in fig 6 - 8.

Single-gene-set

100%
Fitness

No. of Containers

No. of
Controls

0%
0

500
Generations

1000

Fig. 8. Performance of the multi-gene-set algorithm when compared to its
single-gene-set counterpart for the automated GUI generation problem with 5
containers and 30 controls
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would be larger than the actual available space on the canvas.
On the other hand, it can noticed that no convergence was
achieved at all in the case of the single-gene-set GA.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this paper show that the AMGA is
capable of converging towards solutions more efficiently than
its single-gene-set counterpart. The results presented also show
that the algorithm is also capable of recovering from
divergence from solutions adaptively by increasing the rate of
mutation when that is required. It is also capable of reducing
the rate of mutation when the algorithm begins to converge
towards successful solutions using the existing genetic
material.
Future work relating to that presented in this paper would
involve using meta-heuristic optimization techniques as part of
the generic architecture of the AMGA. This would allow for
more complex types of problems to be solved by avoiding the
problem of the algorithm getting stuck on a local maxima.
Such optimizations would also allow for better performance for
the AMGA if implemented correctly.
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Abstract—Auto exposure is an important part of digital image
signal processing. We studied the detection of the exposure status
in this paper, and fast and parallel detection method was
presented. The method comprises the following steps: first
obtaining the current image, counting the numbers of pixels in
bright and dark regions of the image and obtaining these pixels
brightness; then determining exposure parameters based on the
proportions of the counted numbers of pixels in bright and dark
regions with preset value respectively; if the actual proportion is
lower than preset value, then continue to adjust exposure
parameters until pixel brightness value reaches preset brightness
threshold. Experiments show that the computational complexity
and operation demand is low, which can quickly determine the
exposure status of the image, improving the real-time capability
in image exposure control. The proposed method will make the
whole digital image signal processing system works smoothly and
be reliable. The circuit implementation of this method is simple
with high real-time controllability. This method has been applied
for China patent successfully.
Keywords—real-time; auto exposure; fast and parallel method

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the development of digital photography technology,
digital video cameras have been used in many different
environments. Among them, one function of a digital video
camera is automatic exposure. Automatic exposure is the
default setting of a digital video camera. The camera will
automatically control the image's exposure in the automatic
exposure mode and users do not need to do anything. Camera
or video camera in the sensor can set exposure parameters
such as exposure time, gain, aperture value automatically
according to the intensity of light reflected from the object.
However, if images from the imaging equipment are underexposed or over-exposed, it will have impact on the
subsequent image processing. How to determine the status of
current exposure and real-time control imaging equipment by
feedback to get an image of higher quality is an important part
of image processing tasks [1]. As a necessary part, automatic
exposure control determines the display quality of the whole

image system [2], which is a technology we are very
concerned about and is a hot research field.
In general, conventional image exposure status detection
methods are calculating luminance histogram of the entire
image through software [3, 4], determining exposure status
based on the distribution of pixels luminance value in the
histogram, and then controlling the exposure. However,
detection of image exposure state by this method is of high
computational complexity with higher hardware performance
requirements for running the image processing software, a
longer time lag in the exposure state detection and poor realtime performance. It also requires additional storage space and
poor real-time performance is harm to the subsequent image
processing. As to the hardware implementation method,
selecting an area in the image to process not only has high
computational complexity, but also involves how to select an
region in the image. It will cause the problem of taking a part
for the whole and drawback of inaccurate detection as well as
long calculation reciprocating cycle [5,6,7].
In view of the above shortcomings, an automatic exposure
adjustment system is established in this paper. A fast and
parallel image exposure detection algorithm is proposed to
adjust brightness of the whole image in real-time with the
advantages of simple calculation, accurate detection and high
real-time response. The problems of complicated exposure
status detection, detection lag and poor real-time response in
existing technology [8,9] can be solved.
II.

RESEARCH ON FAST PARALLEL IMAGE EXPOSURE
STATUS DETECTION ALGORITHM

A. Fast and Parallel Exposure Status Detection Process
The fast parallel image exposure status detection process is
as follows:
(1) Get current image, and calculate the pixel numbers and
their brightness in dark and bright regions of the image, where
the bright and dark regions have a preset brightness threshold
range;
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(2) Calculate the proportions of pixels in bright and dark
rejoins respectively based on the above statistical results.
Proportions of pixels in bright and dark rejoins are calculated
respectively according to the proportions of pixels numbers in
the bright and dark regions in the total number of pixels;
(3) If either the proportions of pixels in bright & dark
regions is larger than or equal to the preset proportion, adjust
exposure parameters of the imaging device according to the
brightness of the pixels counted in the last step and the preset
brightness threshold;
(4) If the proportions of pixels in bright & dark regions are
lower than the preset proportion, continue to carry out
statistics until pixel brightness reach the preset brightness
threshold.
B. Design of Fast and Parallel Exposure Status Detection
Algorithm
The flow chart of fast parallel image exposure status
detection is shown in Fig.1.
Bright and dark regions in the image should be preset in
step 1. Bright regions consist of pixels in values from preset
boundary value to 255 while dark regions consist of pixels in
values from a minimum 0 to the preset boundary value. Bright
and dark regions are consistent with image Poisson
distribution theory and can be supposed to account for 10% of
the entire image each. So the boundary values of bright
regions can be supposed to be 255 to 256 × 90% while dark
regions to be 0 to 256 × 10%. Of course, these two boundary

values can also be changed. According to the image inputted
in real-time, the numbers of pixels whose values are within the
ranges of bright and dark regions are counted respectively.
It is indicated in steps 2, 3 and 4 that the algorithm will
count the numbers of pixels in bright regions and dark regions
of current image after the image is inputted. Different pixel
numbers indicates different results:
1) If the number of pixels in bright regions is greater than
the preset number of bright regions, and the number of pixels
in dark regions is less than or equal to the preset number of
dark regions, the current image is supposed to be overexposed, and the pixel values equal to the preset number of
bright regions is recorded;
2) If the number of pixels in bright regions is less than or
equal to the preset number of bright regions, and the number
of pixels in dark regions is greater than the preset number of
dark regions, the current image is supposed to be in underexposed, and the pixel values equal to the preset number of
dark regions is recorded;
3) If the number of pixels in bright regions is greater than
the preset number of bright regions, and the number of pixels
in dark regions is greater than the preset number of dark
regions, the current image is supposed to be extreme exposed,
and the pixel values equal to the preset numbers of dark &
bright
regions
is
recorded
respectively;

Acquire current image and count the numbers of pixels
in bright & dark regions in the image as well as the
brightness values of the image.

Count the numbers of pixels in bright regions
and dark regions of current image

Step S1

Step S2

Step S3
adjustment
the number of pixels in
bright & dark regions are
both less than the preset
number

the number of pixels in
bright & dark regions is
less than or equal to
the preset number

Adjust exposure parameters of imaging
device based on the brightness of the
pixels counted and preset brightness
threshold

Continue
counting
until
the
brightness value of pixels reach
the preset brightness threshold

Fig. 1. The flow chart of fast parallel image exposure status detection
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4) If the number of pixels in bright regions is less than or
equal to the preset number of bright regions, and the number
of pixels in dark regions is less than or equal to the preset
number of dark regions, the current image is supposed to be in
normal exposure condition.
C. Exposure Feedback Controlling Method after Fast
Parallel Exposure Status Detection
After the above detection is finished, different exposure
feedback control methods will be taken based on exposure
state.
If it is over-exposed, use the ratio of recorded pixel values
equaling to the preset number and the preset boundary value
of bright regions as the gain parameter of light in time for
adjusting the CMOS image sensor; if it is supposed to be
under-exposed, use the ratio of the preset boundary value and
recorded pixel values equaling to the preset number and of
dark regions as the gain parameter of light in time for
adjusting the CMOS image sensor ; if it is supposed to be
over-exposed and under-exposed, use the new gain factor
calculated through weight processing of the above two ratios
as the gain parameter of light in time for adjusting the CMOS
image sensor.
After detection factor are set in the above three conditions,
continue to calculate the real-time input image adjusted until
the image is in normal exposure.
III.

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE DESIGN FOR FAST
PARALLELAL EXPOSURE STATUS DETECTION & CONTROL
Hardware architecture for fast parallel image exposure
status detection & control is shown in Fig.2, including system
bus interface, system control status register banks, exposure
state machine, pixels counter banks, pixel interface as well as
control logic and etc.
A. System Bus Interface And System Control Status Register
Banks
An AHB interface of common SoC is utilized as the
system bus interface for easy system integration and
debugging. System control status register banks communicate
with host computer primarily through system bus interface to
make the configuration and status query of the module by host
computer. It includes control registers of automatic exposure
control module, such as image resolution, module enable and
etc. It also includes some status information of automatic
exposure control module such as the exposure status of the
current frame.
B. Pixel Interface And Control Logic Module
Pixel interface and control logic module is mainly the
luminance component interface for receiving pixels and
transfer these pixels to the following bright and dark counter
banks of pixel numbers divided by 32 to count the information
on bright and dark regions in real-time. Meanwhile, the
interface is also responsible for receiving the feedback signals
from the system over-exposed, under-exposed and extreme
exposure state machine. When status of current frame is overexposed, under-exposed or extreme exposed, the luminance

component interface of pixels in subsequent two frame is
masked to achieve power saving. Because under normal
circumstances, once the current frame is detected in nonnormal exposure state, the state should be reported to the host
system and host system will re-adjust the exposure parameters
of the image sensor. The processing of subsequent two frames
can be temporarily ignored, and this kind of treatment is also
reasonable.
C. Division by 32 Counter Banks
Pixel data will be transmitted simultaneously to the bright
and dark counter banks of pixel numbers divided by 32. These
two modules will independently calculate statistical
information of bright and dark regions in parallel, and the
results will be sent to the corresponding state machines of
over-exposed bright and dark regions. The circuits of these
two counter banks are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4 respectively.
As can be seen from Fig.3 and Fig.4, two counter groups
consist of 33 (since divided by 32) counters of 28 bits,
increment in 1. Each counter is responsible for count the
number of pixels in corresponding pixel values.
Division by 32 of bright region is corresponded to the
maximum brightness of 255 in physical world and the preset
lower threshold in bright regions. Division by 32 of dark
region is corresponded to the minimum brightness of 0 in
physical world and the preset higher threshold in dark regions.
Two counter groups simultaneously count pixels in a
frame, and give specific statistical information to the two state
machines during frame interval. The statistic results will be
transferred simultaneously to over--exposed state machine of
bright regions and under-exposed state machine of dark
regions to independently determine in parallel whether the
current frame is over-exposed or under-exposed. The results
will be sent to the next system over-exposed, under-exposed
and extreme exposure state machines.
D. System Over-, Under-, and Extreme Exposure State
Machines
If pre-stage judgment indicates that neither over-exposed
nor underexposed is exist, then conclusion will be that system
is in normal exposure condition and no action will be taken.
If pre-stage judgment indicates over-exposure and without
under-exposure, then conclusion will be that system is in overexposure condition, the corresponding status and interrupt bits
will be reset and actions in the following two frames will be
masked.
If pre-stage judgment indicates under-exposure and
without over-exposure, then conclusion will be that system is
in under-exposure condition, the corresponding status and
interrupt bits will be reset and actions in the following two
frames will be masked.
If pre-stage judgment indicates under-exposure and overexposure, then conclusion will be that system is in extreme
exposure condition, the corresponding status and interrupt bits
will be reset and actions in the following two frames will be
masked.
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interface,System
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and extreme exposure
state machine
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under-exposed state
machine of dark regions
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Division by 32
counter banks of dark
regions

Interrupt
output

Fig. 2. Hardware architecture of fast parallel image exposure status & control
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Fig. 5. Simulation results of fast parallel exposure status detection

E. Simulation Results of Fast Parallel Exposure Status
Detection
Simulation results using hardware emulation software VCS
are given in Fig.5. It can be derived from simulation results
that the entire hardware system can running in real-time,
without frequent software intervention, thus reducing software
overhead. In addition, it can accurately indicate exposure
status while dynamically adjust power consumption.
Compared with the traditional image exposure status
detection methods, the proposed method count the number of

pixels in bright and dark regions and obtain these pixels
brightness value ,then calculate the proportions of pixels
numbers in bright regions with pixels numbers in dark regions.
If the calculated proportion is different with preset value,
compensation measures should be taken. The proposed
method has lower computational complexity and easy
detection process, which can not only quickly determine image
exposure state, but also greatly improve the real-time response
of image exposure control.
When the proportions of pixels numbers in bright regions
or dark regions is larger than or equal to preset value, or the
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current brightness value of pixels counted reaches the preset
brightness threshold, the counting process will be
automatically stopped, avoiding unnecessary computational
steps ,thus reducing the total computational works of the
system.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

[1]
[2]

[3]

The paper proposed a fast and real-time parallel exposure
status detection and control algorithm with the implementation
of detailed hardware circuits. The proposed method explore
the maximum luminance value of the bright regions and the
minimum luminance value of the dark regions, count the
numbers of pixels in bright and dark regions and these pixels
bright values. According to the proportions of pixels numbers
in bright regions or dark regions, image exposure status can be
determined to be as under-exposure, over-exposure or both.
Through the compensation of brightness and darkness, the
problems of the existing technology are solved such as
complicated detection on image exposure status, detection lag,
and poor real-time performance in this algorithm. The
traditional method limitations on only over-exposure state
detection are overcome. With advantages simple calculation,
simple structure, strong real-time response, the proposed
algorithm is very suitable for applications in intelligent mobile
devices.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
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Abstract—This paper analyzes the relationship between
search engine hit counts and Wikipedia article views by
evaluating the cross correlation between them. We observe the
hit count estimates of three popular search engines over a month
and compare them with the Wikipedia page views. The strongest
cross correlations are recorded with their delays in days. We
present the results in both graphs and quantitative data among
different search engines. We also investigate the predicting
trends between the hit counts and Wikipedia article traffic.
Keywords—hit count estimations; search engines; Wikipedia
article traffic; cross correlation; positive delay, negative delay;
prediction of Web hosting trend

I.

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

articles can predict the Web hosting trend, or vice versa.
Section IV concludes the paper and proposes future work.
II.

METHODS

The experiment was based on 400 popular search terms
from four different categories, including medicine, people,
science and technology. We collected 100 terms for each
category. Each term was queried against the official site of
Wikipedia article traffic statistics [8], which measures the page
views of a given article in a given month. Besides the total
number of views in a month, the site also provides daily views
in JSON format [8]. A program was developed to extract the
Wikipedia page views over a period of one month and to store
them in a database.

When a user searches for a term, the search engines return
the estimated number of Web pages related to the keyword
searched, named the search engine hit count [1]. Search engine
results are now widely used for measurement purposes in
Webometrics. Researchers have used hit counts as input for
many studies of Web information, e.g., to determine how many
pages in one country link to another [2]. Cilibrasi and Vitanyi
used search engine hit counts to measure semantic similarities
of words [3].

In the meantime, each search term was sent to popular
search engines to collect their daily hit count. Three search
engines were selected in this research, including Google,
Yahoo! and Bing. Programs were built to retrieve search
engines’ hit counts through their APIs. Google’s JSON/Atom
Custom Search API returns search results of a term through
RESTful requests from Google Custom Search [9]. The
returned results are presented in JSON or Atom format, which
can be parsed with a program.

Wikipedia is the largest encyclopedia in existence and it is
among the fastest growing sites on the web [4]. Wikipedia has
appeared in many research papers as a valuable data source of
study. For example, Ponzetto and Strube used Wikipedia for
computing semantic relatedness [5]. Cucerzan presents a
system for the recognition and semantic disambiguation of
entities based on information extracted from Wikipedia [6]. In
the field of health information, Laurent and Vickers
investigated whether Wikipedia article traffic correlated with
epidemiological factors and compared page views statistics to a
major online health encyclopedia [7].

Bing’s hit counts were retrieved in a similar way using the
Bing Search API, which returns the search results in XML or
JSON format [10]. We used Bing’s results to represent both
Bing and Yahoo!, since the latter is powered by Bing’s search
engine [11].

This paper studies the correlation between search engines’
hit counts and the Wikipedia article traffic. It also analyzes the
predicting trends between the two resources, which can be a
useful tool for business and Web publishers to promote their
websites.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the process of mining hit counts and Wikipedia
article views and describes the approach to evaluating their
correlation. In Section III, we present the results by graphing
the correlations and we investigate if traffic to Wikipedia

We queried the search terms against the search engines’
APIs and mined their Wikipedia page views. The results were
observed over a month and were stored in a database. Outliers
with 0 hits from a search engine were removed.
In order to analyze the relationship between the search hit
counts and the Wikipedia article traffic, the cross correlation of
the two was calculated. Cross correlation is a standard method
of estimating the degree to which two series are correlated
[12]. It is a measure of similarity of two series as a function of
the lag of one relative to the other. Given two N-element series
x[i] and y[i] where i=0,1,2...N-1, the cross correlation r at delay
d is defined as in equation (1),
∑
√∑

[]
[]

[
√∑

]
[

]

(1)
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MAX_CROSS_CORRELATION(x[], y[]){
max_r = 0;
FOR (delay = -N; delay <= N; delay++){
Calculate the cross correlation r at delay
IF (r > max_r){
max_r = r;
max_delay = delay;
}
}
return [max_r, max_delay];
}

A cross correlation with 0 delay has the same value as the
Pearson correlation coefficient. A negative delay represents a
delay in the search engine hit count, while a positive delay
stands for a delay in the Wikipedia article traffic. For example,
Figure 1 shows Google’s monthly hit counts for search term
“Jared Cohen.” Figure 2 plots the series of the monthly views
of article “Jared Cohen.”
The cross correlation series with a maximum delay of 30 is
shown in Figure 3. One can observe that the strongest
correlation occurs at delay of about 1. In other words, the series
of Google hit counts from day 1 correlated with the Wikipedia
article traffic from day 2. Thus, for search term “Jared Cohen,”
the decline of Google’s hit count predicted the traffic of the
same titled article on Wikipedia.

Google Hit Count(Millions)

Java was used to extract hit counts from search engines and
page views from Wikipedia. We wrote programs in C++ to
calculate and store the cross correlations between the two. At
the time of writing, Google’s Custom Search API provides 100
search queries per day for free with additional queries at a cost
[9]. The Bing Search API charges if there are more than 5,000
transactions per month [10].
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
0
1

6

11
16
21
Day of Oberservation

Fig. 1. Monthly Google hit counts for term “Jared Cohen”

26

Wikipedia Artical Traffic

The pseudocode below illustrates the procedure of
calculating the strongest cross correlation, knowing the search
engine’s monthly hit counts of a term and its Wikipedia
monthly traffic.

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
1

11

21

Day of Observation
Fig. 2. Monthly Wikipedia page views of “Jared Cohen”

1
0.8
Cross correlation

where mx is the mean of series x and my stands for the
average of series y. We used the x series to represent the search
engine’s monthly hit counts of a search term and we used the y
series for the number of views of the according Wikipedia
article. Cross correlations have been observed with different
days of delays assigned, ranging from -N to N. The maximum
cross correlation was then selected and stored together with its
delay for further analysis.

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
-0.4
-30

-10

10

30

Delay (day)
Fig. 3. Cross correlation between Google hit counts and Wikipedia page
views of Jared Cohen

III.

RESULTS

We calculated the strongest cross correlations for terms in
the four categories and recorded them together with their
delays. The results are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The
horizontal axis represents the delay in days and the vertical axis
represents the strongest correlation caused by the according
delay. We can see from the figures, that most of the cross
correlations lie between 0.2 and 0.8 with delays ranging from
-20 days to 20 days.
Table I displays the average and the standard deviation of
the strongest cross correlations between search engine hits and
Wikipedia article views. We compare the results among terms
from different categories. Yahoo! and Bing show a stronger
correlation than Google for terms in medicine, science and
technology, while Google has a stronger correlation for queries
about people. Google, in general, has a larger standard
deviation than Bing and Yahoo!.
Terms in the medicine field result in the lowest average
cross correlation between the search engine hits and Wikipedia
page views. One of the reasons is that, unlike terms in other
categories, medical terms often have synonyms. For example,
bovine spongiform encephalopathy has a synonym of mad cow
disease, which is more commonly known. At the time of
writing, search term “bovine spongiform encephalopathy”
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results in 444,000 Google hits, while query “mad cow disease”
returns 1,640,000 Web pages in Google. The former result fails
to represent the total number of pages on the Web regarding
the disease. One possible solution to this problem is to include
the hits of synonyms, which we will discuss in Section IV.

Table II shows the average and the standard deviation of
delays that result in the maximum cross correlation. It is
interesting to see that Bing/Yahoo! has an average positive
delay except for the science category, while Google has
negative delays for all categories. Comparing with Bing and
Yahoo!, Google has a larger standard deviation.

1
0.9

Cross Correlation

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-30

-20

-10

0
Delay (day)

10

20

30

Cross Correlation

Fig. 4. Maximum cross correlations with delays between Bing/Yahoo!’s hit counts and Wikipedia article traffic of all terms

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

Delay (day)
Fig. 5. Maximum cross correlations with delays between Google’s hit counts and Wikipedia article traffic of all terms
TABLE I.

AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE STRONGEST CROSS CORRELATIONS
Average Cross
Correlation
(Bing/Yahoo!)

Standard Deviation
(Bing/Yahoo!)

Average Cross
Correlation
(Google)

Standard
Deviation
(Google)

Medicine

0.37

0.10

0.34

0.11

People

0.41

0.11

0.46

0.17

Science

0.41

0.11

0.35

0.11

Technology

0.44

0.12

0.42

0.17

Overall

0.41

0.11

0.39

0.15
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TABLE II.

AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF DELAYS

Average Delay
(Bing/Yahoo!)

Standard Deviation
(Bing/Yahoo!)

Average Delay
(Google)

Standard
Deviation
(Google)

Medicine

0.04

9.61

-4.19

10.75

People

2.92

9.48

-1.60

10.32

Science

-3.15

9.48

-3.31

13.82

Technology

2.36

7.94

-2.90

11.51

Overall

0.78

9.37

-3.06

11.56

As mentioned in Section II, a positive delay in the
correlation represents a delay in the Wikipedia page views,
while a negative delay indicates a delay in the number of
websites. In other words, Wikipedia article traffic can be
predicted by the number of related Web pages, if there is a
positive delay. Similarly, the Web hosting trend can be
predicted by the growth/decline of the Wikipedia article views,
if there is a negative delay. Among all the search terms, Bing
and Yahoo! produce 53.3% positive delays and 46.7% negative
delays while calculating the cross correlation. On the other
hand, 62.7% of the cross correlations with Google were
generated by negative delays, as shown in Table III.
TABLE III.
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DISTRIBUTION OF POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE DELAYS
Positive Delays

Negative Delays

Bing/Yahoo!

53.3%

46.7%

Google

37.3%

62.7%

[4]

[5]

IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a method to analyze the
correlation between search engines’ hit counts and Wikipedia’s
article traffic. We collected 400 popular search terms from
fields of medicine, people, science and technology. Each term
was sent to major search engines, including Google, Bing and
Yahoo!, to retrieve the number of related pages on the web. We
also extracted the number of views on the term’s Wikipedia
article. A month of data was collected and used to calculate the
cross correlations between the search engine hits and
Wikipedia page views. Most cross correlations lie between 0.2
and 0.8, which represent a moderate to strong positive
relationship.
We also analyzed the predicting trends between the hits on
the Web and the views in Wikipedia. 62% of the cross
correlations between Google and Wikipedia were caused by
negative delays, which indicates a leading trend in the
Wikipedia article traffic in predicting the inclination of Web
hosting. As mentioned in Section III, a term with synonyms
may cause inaccuracy in calculating the correlation. In the
future, we plan to use a synonym search API, such as [13], to
include the search engine hit counts returned by synonyms.
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Abstract—The constantly growing data volume at the
companies along with the necessity for finding information for
the shortest possible time span involves methods of information
search different from the ones conventionally used. The semantic
technologies, developed in the late 90s and the beginning of the
new century, are viewed as a new generation of databases and as
text analyzing technologies. The present paper deals with
researching the opportunities and examining the advantages of
applying the semantic web technologies and the linked data for
online newspapers. Besides, a RDF-based ontology for the
purposes of a system for study and evaluation of online editions
of regional daily newspapers is proposed. SPARQL endpoint is
implemented to access the RDF data.
Keywords—semantic web; ontology; linked data; SPARQL
endpoint; RDF dataset; online newspaper

I.

INTRODUCTION

The constantly growing data volume in companies along
with the necessity for finding information within the minimum
required time entails methods of information search different
from conventional ones. The contemporary information society
structure becomes more and more complex and the
requirements to the effectiveness of the information processing
algorithms are growing accordingly. The most popular
technologies in this aspect recently are data mining, knowledge
discovery in databases, machine learning. They provide
theoretical and methodological basis for the study, analysis and
rationalization of huge databases, but on account of the
specifics of the Web data structure they themselves are not
effective enough.
As a result, the semantic web popularity increases with its
possibility to help in the dissemination of knowledge
embedded in documents provided that the process of semantic
interpretation becomes at least partially automated. Therefore,
it is necessary to describe and present in sufficiently formalized
form the data relevant to a specific area.
The present paper deals with researching the opportunities
and introducing the advantages of applying the semantic web
and linked data technologies for regional online newspapers in
Bulgaria. The created RDF dataset LinkedNewsData which is
linked to DBpedia and Europeana has been described. The data
access is ensured by providing a SPARQL endpoint.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a

review of the semantic web and linked data technologies is
made. In Section 3, the related works on the application of
semantic web technologies for digital newspaper archive
maintenance are surveyed. In addition, the available linked data
received from online newspapers along with SPARQL
endpoint for data access are studied. In Section 4, the
construction of the dataset LinkedNewsData, extracted from a
system of study and evaluation of online regional newspaper
editions, is motivated and described.
II.

SEMANTIC WEB TECHNOLOGIES

The semantic technologies developed in the late 90s and the
beginning of the new century, are viewed as a new generation
databases and text analyzing technologies. The semantic web
concept was proposed for the first time in 2001 by Tim
Berners-Lee [1] – the founder of the World Wide Web. It
consists in the automated process of conversion into semantic
meaning of the data received from different network resources.
The processing and exchange of information should be carried
out not by people but by special agents (programs, distributed
in the network). In order to be able to interact, these agents
shall present the incoming data from each source in common
form. Semantic web languages have two basic aspects. First,
they shall have formal syntax and semantics to allow
automated content processing. And second, a standard
dictionary shall be provided, connected with the real world
semantics, accessible for information sharing to both people
and automated agents.
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [2] standard,
developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), allows
for the semantic description of web resources and their
relations in a way understandable to both people and machines,
with the option XML presentation format (eXtensible Markup
Language). RDF Schema is RDF extension, defining resource
classes, their properties and their relations. OWL (Web
Ontology Language) [3] is an extension of the RDF and RDFS,
aimed specifically at description of reusable definitions of
specific problem areas, called ontologies.
One of the main advantages of using RDF and OWL for the
presentation of information is their reusability and their
development through integration and upgrade of ontologies
already built by other developers for specific areas, accessible
on the Web. The development of semantic web languages is
illustrated in Figure 1.
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 Lack of commitment on the part of reporters in the
archive creation process.
Neptuno project [4] is directed to the usage of the semantic
web technologies to improve the exploitation and maintenance
of the digital archive of a newspaper. The goal is to develop
high-quality semantic archive for the Diari SEGRE newspaper,
where:
 reporters and archivists have more expressive means to
describe and annotate news items;
 reporters and readers are provided with better search
and browsing options than those available;
 the archive maintenance system is open to integration
in electronic marketplaces of news products.
Fig. 1. Development of languages for semantic web

With the growing popularity of RDF and RDFS in the
business companies and scientific circles, greater amount of
RDF web content has been created which arises a necessity for
standard access to the data stored. The language designed to
allow the execution of queries to RDF data is SPARQL
(SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language).
One of the most important concepts related to the semantic
web, is the so-called linked data. Its goal is the publication of
structured data, so that they can be easily linked to each other
and thus, more useful. It is built on the basis of standard web
technologies such as HTTP, URI, RDF, but develops them
further so as to enable the sharing of information in a way
comprehensible to computers. Some of the basic principles of
linked data are:


Using URI to designate the resources;



Using HTTP URI for reference and search of resources
by people and machines;



The inclusion of links to related resources by using
their URI when publishing a resource in the Web.

III. APPLYING THE SEMANTIC WEB TECHNOLOGIES FOR
MAINTENANCE OF THE DIGITAL ARCHIVE OF A NEWSPAPER
Usually, the technologies traditionally used provide
opportunities for keyword search, for viewing the text of the
published newspaper article, navigation through static handmade hyperlinks between news materials (for example, links to
previous topic related articles). Aspects that can be improved
are:


Search by keywords has limited expressive capability;



Weak relationship between archive items: users may
need to manually perform a few indirect requests
before they can get answers to complex queries;



The lack of common standard for the presentation by
news archive sharing between the newspapers;



Lack of consent about the terminology used in content
description among journalists and between the
journalists and archivists;

As great investments have been made in the present news
management systems, it is advisable to make this transition
gradually. On account of this, in [5] the construction of an
ontological framework based on existing journalistic and
multimedia standards is proposed. These standards are based
on XML technologies. Attached is the approach for the
conversion of XML Schema into OWL, combined and
supplemented with XML into RDF conversion. The main
advantage of this approach is that it allows the reuse of existing
metadata, which facilitates data integration, management and
retrieval of previously stored news. The ontological framework
is applied in the Diari Segre Media Group, which produces
press, radio and television content.
A typical example illustrating the benefits of semantic
technologies, is the BBC media group, which in its
technological architecture replaces the MySQL with the
semantic database OWLIM Enterprise of Ontotext, applied to
the website, dedicated to the Football World Championship in
2010 and the Olympic Games in London 2012 [6]. Ontotext [7]
is a Bulgarian company for semantic technologies, part of
Sirma Group Holding.
Besides, BBC performs a successful integration and links
data from different areas through applying the linked data
technologies [8]. The linked data are accessible from the BBC
SPARQL
endpoint:
http://api.talis.com/stores/bbcbackstage/services/sparql.
Some of the SPARQL endpoints providing access to linked
data are:
 DBpedia endpoint: http://dbpedia.org/sparql;
DBpedia [9] is a dataset derived from Wikipedia, freely
available through the use of the semantic web and the linked
data technologies.
 Europeana
http://europeana.ontotext.com/sparql;

endpoint:

Europeana [10] is an electronic library in which scanned
books, pictures, audio, video objects from museums and
archives reflecting different aspects of European culture are
being stored.
 British
National
Bibliography
http://bnb.data.bl.uk/sparql;

endpoint:
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The British National Bibliography dataset [11] is designed
to store information about the publishing of United Kingdom
and the Republic of Ireland since 1950. The dataset includes
metadata for published books, periodicals, magazines,
newspapers, etc.


Endpoints for science fiction datasets.

In this paper, the LinkedNewsData ontology has been
proposed, obtained after the conversion of the relational
database SiteDB into RDF. LinkedNewsData is a set of RDF
data associated with DBpedia and Europeana. Sample data for
the study of the defined structure are accessible through the use
of:
 SPARQL user applications – SPARQL endpoint:
http://newspaper.byethost18.com/arc2-starterpack/endpoint.php;

Dataset RKBExplorer [12] describes the publications,
authors, institutions, conferences, etc.
o

IEEE Papers (RKBExplorer) SPARQL Endpoint:
http://ieee.rkbexplorer.com/sparql;

o

DBLP
Computer
Science
(RKBExplorer)
SPARQL
http://dblp.rkbexplorer.com/sparql;

o

Bibliography
Endpoint:

Below is shown a summary of the advantages of the
semantic web data model to a database created for the purpose
of such type of system.




TABLE I.
RDF
type

LINKEDNEWSDATA – LINKED DATA RECEIVED FROM
ONLINE NEWSPAPERS

Except for the maintenance of the digital archive of the
newspaper, the application of semantic web technologies is
interesting in terms of constructing a system designed for the
comparison and evaluation of online newspaper editions. The
results generated from such a system, can be used from the
owners of online editions in order that they be analyzed and
thus become helpful in taking proper decisions for
improvement of consumer access to information and
satisfaction.

Site

The advantages mentioned above, are the basic reason to
convert the existing relational database SiteDB into RDF data
and their publishing as linked data.
The relational database SiteDB is designed and created for
the purpose of a web-based system for examination and
evaluation of online editions of regional daily papers, described
in [13]. The database is implemented using the system for the
management of relational databases MySQL.

TYPES AND PROPERTIES IN LINKEDNEWSDATA

hasName

Data types of
the property
values
Text

owl:sameAs

URL

owl:sameAs

URL

hasURL

URL

whenUpdated

Datetime

hasOutlinks

Integer

Property

hasTitle
hasItemsCount
hasContent
hasPageURL

URL of
sample type
Site
Text
Integer
Text
URL

whenPageCreated

Datetime

hasExternalLinks
hasWordsCount

Integer
Integer

hasNewsImage

URL

ofSite

Page

Without availability of semantic data, the owners of
specific websites in which the search is based on SQL
(Structured Query Language), are supposed to focus on
the widely used data formats in order that the
information shared is comprehensible to others.
Deficiency is that in this way the sharing can not occur
automatically and entails the human intervention.
In terms of the data pattern in the semantic web, one
and the same ontology, intended for the expression data
meaning can be used by various websites that provide
search through SPARQL.

point:

The implementation of SPARQL endpoint is based on
ARC RDF Store [14].

ACM Bibliography (RKBExplorer) SPARQL
Endpoint http://acm.rkbexplorer.com/sparql.

For the present paper, published linked data with a given
SPARQL access endpoint have been studied. According to the
study, there is a deficiency of datasets containing news from
newspapers published in Bulgarian.
IV.

 Semantic
web
browsers
–
initial
http://newspaper.byethost18.com/arc2-starterpack/news.rdf.

hasCategoryName

URL of
sample type
Category
Text

owl:sameAs

URL

owl:sameAs

URL

hasWord

Text

owl:sameAs

URL

owl:sameAs

URL

inCategory

Category

Word

inSite
SiteWord
containWord
hasRepeatCount

URL of
sample type
Site
URL of
sample type
Word
Integer

Description
Newspaper name
URL of the newspaper in
DBpedia
URL of the newspaper in
Europeana
Website address of the
newspaper
Date and time of website
latest update
Number of external links
referring to the URL of
the Website
Website of the first
newspaper that published
the news
Page title
Number of news articles
News content
URL of the news article
Date and time of news
article publishing
Number of external links
Word count
URL of the news article
picture
Page category
Name of the category
URL of the category in
DBpedia
URL of the category in
Europeana
A word
URL of the word in
DBpedia
URL of the word in
Europeana
Website of the word
containing newspaper
The word contained on
the Website
Number of repetitions
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Table 1 contains resume of the RDF types, defined in
LinkedNewsData; the properties; the data type of the property
values and their brief description. Graphic illustration of each
type of samples (Site, Page, Word, Category, SiteWord) and
some of their properties is shown in Figure 2.

Some general data about RDF dataset LinkedNewsData
could be collected through the execution of SPARQL queries,
as shown in Table 2.

Fig. 4. View of LinkedNewsData in OpenLink Data Explorer
TABLE II.

SPARQL QUERIES FOR RETRIEVING GENERAL DATA ABOUT
LINKEDNEWSDATA

Number of triplets

Number of newspapers

SELECT (COUNT(*) AS ?c)
WHERE {?s ?p ?o.}
PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdfsyntax-ns#>
PREFIX np:<http://example.org/>
SELECT (COUNT (?s) AS ?c)
WHERE { ?s rdf:type np:Site. }
PREFIX np:<http://example.org/>

Fig. 2. RDF types Site, Page, Word, Category, SiteWord and some of their
properties

Number of pages per
newspaper

Figure 3 shows Turtle language presentation of the
fragment from Figure 2.

SELECT ?sn (COUNT (?p) AS ?c)
WHERE { ?p np:ofSite ?s.
?s np:hasName ?sn. }
GROUP BY ?sn
PREFIX np:<http://example.org/>

Number of pages per
category

SELECT ?cn (COUNT(?p) AS ?cp)
WHERE { ?p np:inCategory ?c.
?c np:hasCategoryName ?cn. }
GROUP BY ?cn
PREFIX np:<http://example.org/>

Number of words per
newspaper

SELECT ?sn (COUNT (?sw) AS ?c)
WHERE { ?sw np:inSite ?s.
?s np:hasName ?sn. }
GROUP BY ?sn
PREFIX np:<http://example.org/>

Total number of the
repetitions of a word in
all newspapers

Fig. 3. Turtle language presentation

Figure 4 shows a view of the DataSet LinkedNewsData in
OpenLink Data Explorer, which is a browser extension for
semantic data browsing.

Number of links to
DBpedia, of links to
Europeana

SELECT ?wn (SUM(?rc) AS ?sumrc)
WHERE { ?sw np:inSite ?s;
np:containWord ?w;
np:hasRepeatCount ?rc.
?w np:hasWord ?wn.
}
GROUP BY ?wn
ORDER BY DESC(?sumrc)
SELECT (COUNT(?l) AS ?c)
WHERE { ?s owl:sameAs ?l. }
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The linking of dataset LinkedNewsData with DBpedia and
Europeana is carried out by means of Google refine. The
connection is made through the names of the newspapers, the
news categories and the words contained in online newspaper
websites.
V.

The transformation of an existing relational database that
stores data for the online editions of regional newspapers into
RDF format and their publishing as linked data are dealt with.
Our future work envisages creation of user friendly interface to
access the data through a simple browser.

[2]

[3]

[4]

[6]

[7]

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the opportunities and the advantages of
semantic web technologies usage are discussed in terms of
maintenance of a digital archive of a newspaper.
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Abstract—To be able to timely and effective judgment of the
elderly fall, a fall monitoring device based on tri-axis
accelerometer for elderly is designed. The device collects
acceleration and the angle between elderly and horizontal plane
of elderly people by MPU6050 tri-axial accelerometer, comparing
the acceleration and angle that people and horizontal plane with
threshold value to determine whether the old people fell. Delay
for a period of time compared the angle and threshold again to
judge the elderly in the fall still, finally send text messages to a
mobile phone of guardian by GPRS module so that elderly can be
helped.
Keywords—Fall monitoring; tri-axis acceleration sensor;
threshold; GPRS module

I.

INTRODUCE

Fairly rapid development of modern society an aging
population is more and more serious. There are many reasons
caused the problem such as public health level advances in
technology have made extended life expectancy, production
and living rhythm is fast, the birth rates is falling caused by life
pressure, and so on. The outlook of world population report
released by the United Nations learned that the current global
showed a trend of aging population. Aging also is not a disease
of the wealthy in the developed countries, developing countries
also began to appear aging, and one of the most important
reasons is low fertility rate overall global. These countries like
United States, Japan, Korea, Australia and other western
countries have unprecedented pension burden of an aging
population. More and more elderly need to live in the
compound and there are a lot of family support function
weakened. To this problem, this paper designed a fall
monitoring device that can be carried easily. This device can
collect acceleration signals and angle signals and then through
these signals to judge whether the elderly is fall, then the GPRS
that controlled by the Microcontroller can send a message to
guardian phone. The device can help the old man in the empty
nest for rescue when they are in the fall.
Detection of falls using accelerometers and mobile phone
technology [1-2] proposed a device that has two components:
an intelligent mobile phone and an accelerometer. The
accelerometer is responsible for collecting the acceleration
signal and smartphone is responsible for judge whether the
elderly is fall by acceleration threshold and send a message to
guardian, but In daily life has many more vigorous exercise

acceleration will influence the judgment of the threshold
algorithm such as rapid squat, so we cannot judge whether the
elderly is fall by a single acceleration threshold. Accelerometer
Placement for Posture Recognition and Fall Detection [3] put
accelerometers in the four parts of body to detect human body
falls and distinguish the gesture. However, too many
accelerometers in the body can lead to less mobile when the
elderly in action. Implementation of a real-time human
movement classifier using a triaxial accelerometer for
ambulatory monitoring [4] is to perform the vast majority of
signal processing onboard the wearable unit using embedded
intelligence, the system distinguishes between periods of
activity and rest, recognizes the postural orientation of the
wearer, detects events such as walking and falls, and provides
an estimation of metabolic energy expenditure.
Real-Time Fall Detecting System Using a Tri-axial
Accelerometer for Home Care [5] proposes a real-time
detection system based on home, this system can distinguish
between up to four different stumble like forward, backward,
turn right and left, and it easy to carry, low cost and high
accuracy. But only through accelerometer can't accurate
judgment too violent action as quick squat, quick sit, et al. In
order to ensure the security of the old people under the
condition of not to affect the normal life of elderly, many
researchers are working on better fall monitoring devices. But
there are lots of problems in the elderly fall monitoring device,
we should consider improving all aspects of the problem in
safety, quickly, conservation and charges et al. This system
adopted a tri-axial acceleration MPU6050 to collect the
acceleration signal and angle signal of elderly action, then used
the improved algorithm to judge the elderly fall, finally send
the message of fall to guardian by GPRS module, so that
rescue the elderly in time.
II.

FALL DETECTION SYSTEM

A. System Architecture
The elderly fall monitoring system based on tri-axial
acceleration sensor uses tri-axis acceleration sensor gather the
acceleration and angle signal of the activity of old people and
transmission to Microcontroller using threshold algorithm to
judge whether the elderly people fall, last using a serial port
sent AT command [6] control fall in the GPRS module to send
message of old people falling to the guardian for help. System
architecture is shown in figure 1:
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Fig. 1. System architecture
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Fig. 2. signal acquisition and processing module

B. The Signal Acquisition And Processing Module
Signal acquisition and processing module of fall monitoring
device is composed of three parts, respectively, tri-axis
acceleration
sensor
MPU6050,
filter
circuit
and
microcontroller. Signal acquisition and processing module
structure diagram as shown in figure 2.
The acceleration signal acquisition module using the triaxis acceleration sensor MPU6050 collecting activities
acceleration of the elderly. Tri-axis acceleration sensor
MPU6050 the integration of the three axis accelerometer,
gyroscope and extensible digital motion processor [7]. It can
collect the acceleration and angular velocity signal in direction
of X, Y and Z at the same time. It avoids the acceleration
scheduler and the problem of the difference between the
timeline of gyroscope, reduces the effect of the preset [8],
sensor drift and reduce the complicated data fusion algorithms,
motion processing operation of the operating system loads.
The MCU of data processing module is stm32f103rbt6, it
be used to receive the acceleration and angle signals that be
collected by tri-axis acceleration sensor and carry on the
judgment, in the final analysis to see if the elderly fall and in
the danger. Stm32f103rbt6 [9]adopt high-performance ARM
Cortex - M3TM32 RISC core that can operate at 72 MHZ
frequency, have high speed embedded memory and support
three kinds of low power consumption mode. It can be achieve
a best balance between low power consumption with short start
time.
C. The Wireless Communication Module
The fall monitoring device of elderly people selects and
uses the GPRS wireless communication module to send the
message of old people falling, for the sake of this information

of elderly falling can be transmitted to guardian accurately and
promptly. The GPRS wireless communication module that a
mode of packet-switched data load and transmission is
developed on the system of GSM [10]. By using the TCP/IP
protocol, The GPRS wireless communication module can
ensure the data’s security and reliability in the transmission
process of data. The way of GPRS wireless communication is
channel multiplexing that can always keeping online and to
avoid the serious consequences that brought by dropping.
GPRS communication module is being paid by amount of
information, that can be cut down the costs of users who using
it.
III.

SOFTWARE DESIGN OF FALL MONITORING DEVICE

This system with the aid of VC platform to write programs
related that can control the MPU6050 to obtain the activities’
acceleration and angle of elderly and estimate the outcome that
dealing with the improved threshold algorithm. The fall
monitoring device acquisition acceleration and angular velocity
signal through the tri-axis acceleration sensor. The angle that
between the elderly and horizontal plane can be get by integral
the angular velocity. The angle that by transformation to obtain
and acceleration are transmitted to MCU to processing and
judgement by threshold algorithm. Once the result of
judgement is the elderly fall, the MCU controlling the GPRS
wireless communication module to send a text message to the
guardian to rescue the elderly immediately.
IV.

THE FALL MONITORING ALGORITHM

The acceleration can be considered as a three dimensional
vector that acceleration signal of the elderly activities is
gathered by tri-axis acceleration sensor. It will be said on the
space rectangular coordinate system, and X, Y, Z axis
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represents the direction of the acceleration. Owning to the body
center of gravity direction is unpredictable, and the single
direction of acceleration cannot judge whether the body falls,
so threshold algorithm is based on the resultant acceleration
(SVM) [11] as the basis of judgment. The SVM is expressed as
𝟐

𝐒𝐕𝐌 = √(𝒂𝟐𝒙 + 𝒂𝟐𝒚 + 𝒂𝟐𝒛 )
The SVM is acceleration amplitude only associated with
the intensity of exercise, has nothing to do with direction. Only
according to the acceleration signal cannot accurately judge
whether the elderly fall, in order to decrease the misjudgment.
In this paper, combining the acceleration and the angle
between human body with horizontal coordinates with up to
judge the elderly fall status, Moment of the experiment shows
the body fell to the ground impact acceleration reach maximum

SVM, at the moment the angle of human body and horizontal
coordinates is greater than 60o. This threshold algorithm will
delay 2s after judgment fall again to judgment of Angle, to
eliminate the circumstance that after elderly people fell can
autonomous action and have no influence for normal activities.
Algorithm process as shown in figure 3.
Combined the acceleration threshold judgment with angle
threshold of the human body and horizontal coordinates can
reduce misjudgment caused quickly squat action and so on. It
can cut down the number of alarm for the elderly fall without
any hurt and reduce the work burden of guardians that
determine the size of angle and threshold again after a 2s delay.
By tri-axial acceleration sensor acquisition the status SVM
signal of human body such as: static, walking, running, fast
squats, bend over and fall as shown in figure 4.

start

Acceleration>theshold

Yes

Angle>theshold

Yes

Delay 2s
Yes

No

Angle >theshold

Fall

Fig. 3. Algorithm process
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Fig. 4. 4 SVM

From the figure we can see the SVM of human in static is
range from 0.98g to 1g, Resultant velocity only affected by the
acceleration of gravity, it is consistent with the actual activity.
The SVM of walk and bend down have a minor changes are
range from 0.5g to 1.5g. Due to when elderly people is running
have a certain degree of ups and downs that the action is more
dramatic than walking and bend down, so its SVM to a
maximum of 2.4g. And fast crouch down and fell the most
severe serious in daily actions weightlessness, and the SVM
can up to 4g. 3g can be selected as the SVM threshold to judge
fall preliminary by decide in the experiment. From the figure 4
shows there are many actions like quickly squat and other will
cause misjudgment in acceleration threshold value judgment,
so only by judge the SVM cannot be completely accurate to
judge whether the elderly fall, this paper puts forward a method
that combine to the acceleration threshold algorithm and the
angle threshold algorithm of the old people and the horizontal
value of X, Y axis to judge whether the elderly fall. The angle
that the human body and X, Y axis in horizontal direction of
static, running, fast squat, fall, bend shown in figure 5-6.
Figure 5-6 shows the body at stationary state the angle that
the human body and the horizontal X, Y direction is not more

than 1o, it is a small fluctuations belong to deviation that
human caused when he stationary, and it does not affect the
judgment falls. In the process of running and fast squat the
angle is rang from 15o to 25o and always in fluctuation, it
indicating that the human body has a range of shaking in the
activity, this is consistent with the normal behavior of the
human body. Experiment enumerates the angle that can be get
by simulation the human fall forward and fall to right, setting
the angle between the body and X axis toward the side down,
with the Y axis angle of toward the forward and backward. The
figure shows that when the elderly fall its angle between
human body and horizontal plane is more than 60o, according
this angle to judge if the elderly is fall and he fall forward or
toward the side. The algorithm which angle threshold
combined with acceleration threshold can estimate whether the
elderly fall accurately, ruled out the misjudgment caused by
some actions such as rapid squat and other movement
acceleration greater than the threshold. The algorithm will
judge the size of angle and threshold that human under the
current state and X, Y axis to confirm old people fall and lose
the ability to act autonomously after a microcontroller
judgement determine the elderly is fall.

Fig. 5. The angle with X
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Fig. 6. The angle with Y

V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Taking into account the physical condition of the elderly,
the experiment used a ground of 20 to 25 years old young
people to the imitate activities of old people. Experimental
determines whether the old people fall and occurs some
injuries though the acceleration and angle have been collected
that in the actions like walking, running, fast squat, bend down
and fall.
Action

Static

Walk

Run

SVM>threshold

-

-

-

Send message

-

-

-

False positives

-

In the process of experiment, the young people simulated
many activities of elderly, we can see there have some false
positives if judged only by acceleration threshold, it cannot
identify fast squat and other actions that the SVM greater than
threshold whether is fall. The acceleration threshold
comparison results are shown in figure 7.
The angle threshold comparison results are shown in figure
8 and 9.
Fast squat
yes

-

yes

-

-

Bend

yes

-

Fall forward

Fall to side

yes

yes

yes

yes

no

no

Fig. 7. The acceleration threshold comparison results
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Fig. 8. The angle with X axis comparison results
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Fig. 9. The angle with Y axis comparison results
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Fig. 10. Combine the acceleration and angle comparison results

By the experiment result, acceleration threshold and angle
threshold comparison all can produce false positives. This
paper combined the acceleration and angle threshold algorithm
can distinguish the elderly fall accurately in the fast squat and
other actions that acceleration greater than acceleration
threshold, and the rate of false positives to 0. The device can
comparative the size of angle and threshold again delay 2s after
judgement in the state of fall by combined algorithm to
analysis whether the old people fall and lose the ability to act
independently, according to the specific situation of the elderly
micro controller will control the GPRS module send text
messages to a guardian mobile phones. After many
experiments proved that the device can accurately diagnose fall
and normal send text messages to mobile phones.
VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper puts forward a fall monitoring devices, using
MPU6050 tri-axial acceleration sensor to collect the
acceleration and angle of elderly, through the threshold
detection algorithm to judge whether the elderly fall and cause
certain harm, in a timely manner through GPRS module send
text messages to a guardian mobile phone timely treatment to
help.
The device has some advantage: it has a small volume and
convenient to carry; it has a low cost and can judge the
situation of fall timely and effectively. The innovation of this
device is use the MPU6050 tri-axial acceleration sensor, the
monitoring method within can judge whether the elderly fall
down and in danger, finally microcontroller controls the GPRS
module send text messages to a guardian mobile phone. The
device can judge in the timely and reduced the workload of the
guardian and guardian has no necessary to worry about it.
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Abstract—The essence of finite impulse response (FIR) digital
filter design is the problem of the parameter optimization.
Namely the optimal parameters of FIR digital filter are the core
of the design. In due to the traditional design method of FIR
digital filter is not only accuracy not high but also sideband
frequency is difficult to determine. Improve Weight Particle
Swarm Optimization (IWPSO) to design FIR digital filter has
less calculation and fast convergence speed. The simulation
results also demonstrate that the IWPSO has better approximation properties and band-pass characteristics. what’s more,
the convergence of IWPSO algorithm made good results in filter
design efficiency.
Keywords—FIR filter design; parameter optimization; improve
weight particle swarm optimization

I.

INTRODUCTION

For the defects of traditional FIR digital filter, this paper
will introduce particle swarm algorithm into the design of FIR
digital filter. Then, it will elaborate the process of the FIR
digital filter design of using IWPSO. Finally, it draws the
conclusion that IWPSO method has better approximation
properties, algorithm convergence and optimal value by
compare with traditional method and standard PSO algorithm.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section II,
the FIR filter design problem is formulated. In section III
briefly discusses on conventional PSO employed for the FIR
filter design problems and the proposed IWPSO algorithm.
Section IV describes the simulation results obtained by
Hamming windows, Frequence sample, PSO and IPSO.
Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II.

FIR digital filter can change its amplitude frequency
randomly and can guarantee accurate linear phase at the same
time, accordingly it has bright research prospect. FIR digital
filter is a basic computing unit of digital signal
processing[1]and plays an important role in communication
field and in the processing of digital signal. The design core of
the FIR digital filter[2]centers on the optimization of
multidimensional variable[3]. The design method of FIR
digital filters are mainly: window function method, Chebyshev
and frequency sampling method etc. However, the window
function method cannot properly handle transition band. The
Frequency Sampling Method results in the fluctuation on the
edge of passband and the sampling frequency is restricted to
integral number of 2π / N which cannot be sure the value of
the cut-off frequency. N should be taken into consideration if
need choose any value of the cut-off frequency, but this
increases the amount of calculation. The newly emerged
methods such as Genetic Algorithm(GA)[4], neural network
method[5] and Particle Swarm Optimization(PSO)
algorithm[6], although those methods do have its inspiring
effects but still have serious shortcomings such as high
complexity and slow convergence rate etc.

THE OPTIMAL DESIGN OF FIR DIGITAL FILTER

A FIR digital filter which can be described by difference
equation,
N -1

y(n)=  h(k)x(n - k)



k=0

Where N is the order of the filter. h  k  is the filter’s

impulse response. The values of h  k  will determine the type
of the digital filter i.e. LP, HP, BP, BS etc. FIR digital filter
has serious linear sequence property[7], so the unit impulse
response has to be odd-symmetry and even-symmetry, namely,

y(n)=  y(N -1- k) 
Hypothesis h(0),h(1), ,h(N -1) is unit sampling
responses of N in FIR digital filter. By Z transform[8] of , it
can draw the transmission function as below,
N -1

h(z)=  h(k)z -n



k=0
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If z = e
as follow,

jω

, it can draws the frequency response function

H e

 =  h  n e
N -1

jω

jωn





n=0

Digital filter can be expressed as,
 H(e jω )= H(e jω ) e jυ(ω) = H(ω)e jθ(ω)



The designed digital filter has linear phase, requiring θ(ω)
is ω linear function, namely, θ(ω)= -τω , including τ is a
constant.
According to the requirements of design a filter and the
H (e jw ) , suppose the designed amplitude
amplitude function i
H (e jw ) , so the weighted error[9-10] can be
function as d
represented as follow,

E(ω)=W(ω) H i (e jωi )- H d (e jωi )



III.

THE OPTIMAL DESIGN OF FIR DIGITAL FILTER BASED
ON IWPSO

A. The Basic Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm
Particle swarm based on the swarm intelligence theory is
an optimal algorithm developed by Eberhart[12]. The particle
traces the two extremes which local optimum and global
optimum in each process of iterative search. Then it adjusts its
position and velocity to achieve the goal of optimum.
The position and velocity formula of the particle swarm is
given as,
k+1
k
k
k
k
k

 vid = ωvid +c1r1  pbesti - xid  +c2 r2 (gbesti - xid )

 k+1
k
k+1

 xid = xid +vid

In the formula ,

xki is d dimensional velocity of ith in

xk

the kth iteration. id is d dimensional position of ith in the kth
iteration. ω is the inertia weight coefficient which keeps the
particle inertia and enable it can discover the new areas.

Thus:

c1 and

c2 are acceleration constants which push every particle
N -1

E  ω  = W(ω) H i (e jωi )-  h  n e jωn



accelerates to pBest and gBbest. r1 与 r2 are the random
number between 0 and 1.

In the above, W(ω) is the weighting function used to
provide different weights for the approximate errors in
different frequency bands, W(ω) should be maximum in the

B. The Illustration of IWPSO
The paper [13] revised the above formula by introducing
inertia weight factor. Then Van den Bergh and Engelbrech[14]
pointed out,

n=0

high precision frequency band. W(ω) should be minimum in
the low precision frequency band. The designing of FIR filter
can be supposed as,

1
 ,0  ω  ωp ,k = δ p / δs
W(ω)=  k
0,ωs  ω  π

In the above,  p is pass band ripple peak and







F = max E  ω - σ p +max E  ω - σ s
ω ω p

ωωs





Obviously, the coefficient of the filter gets better along
with F becoming smaller. (9) represents the error fitness
function to be minimize using IWPSO algorithms. The
algorithms try to minimize this error. The core part of
designing FIR digital filter is to find the optimal filter
coefficient. In order to use IWPSO algorithm to solve h  k  , it
is better to encode h(0),h(1), ,h(N -1) at first and transform
them into particles of the IWPSO algorithm, namely
xi = h = h  h 0  , h 1 , ,h  N - 1 
. The particle is
distributed in a N dimensional search space.



Assure the particle's convergence. If the condition cannot
be satisfied, it may lead to diverging or periodic actions.
Contemporarily, researchers often adopt the linear decreasing
weight proposed by Ismail A[15].

ω = ωmax -  ωmax - ωmin *

 s is stop

band ripple peak. The error fitness function given in (9) has
been considered as fitness function in many literatures
[11].The error to be minimized is defined as:



1
ω > (c1 +c2 )- 1
2

G
Gmax



Gmax is the maximum evolution algebra. ωmax is the

ω

maximum inertia weight. min is the minimum inertia weight.
ω = 0.9 ωmin = 0.4
Where max
,
.With linear inertia weight
decreasing small, A particle swarm optimization algorithm
with the Strategy of Nonlinear decreasing inertia weight will
converge significantly. The (12) can be improved as following,

 2* G  G 2 

ω = ωmax -  ωmax - ωmin * 
 Gmax  Gmax  



(13)

The steps involved are given as follows.
Step1 Define the solution space, fitness function, inertia
weight and population size.
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Step2 The initial positions and velocities of all particles
are generated randomly within the n-dimensional search space.
Initialize pBest and gBest of population size.
Step3 Evaluate the fitness values of particles and store the
position of particle having best fitness value as gBest.
Step4 Every particle follows the position update formula
and velocity update formula (10) to adjust its velocity and
position.
Step5

Evaluate the fitness values of updated particles,
i  i = 1,2, ,M 
For newly generated particle
, if Fitness(i)
better than fitness(pBest), pBest=i. If fitness(i) better than
Fitness(gBest), gBest=i.
Step6
If the iterations achieve to the Maximum number
of iterations, the algorithm terminates, Fitness(gBest) is good
enough, The gBest is Solution. Otherwise, go to setp2 for a
new round of iteration.
IV.

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

In order to compare the optimal algorithms in terms of the
error fitness with traditional design method, it will draws the
advantages of the improved one and prove the validity of the
IWPSO algorithm. By comparing, it can counts the ideal unit
impulse response of the low pass filter as following,

1,0  ω  0.3π
H d  e jω  = 
0,0.4π  ω  π

(14)
TABLE I.

Parameters

Hamming widows

TABLE.1. shows the design parameter of all kinds digital
filter design methods. In order to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed filter design method, several
examples of FIR digital filter are constructed using Hamming
widows, Frequency Sample, PSO and IWPSO. The
MATLAB[16-17] simulation has been performed extensively
to realize the FIR LP digital filter of the order 40.
When it comes to the improvement of weight’s linear
characteristic, it is easy to find that with the increase of
iteration, the improved weight decreases rapidly. All these can
prove that it can improve significantly the convergence of the
algorithm.
Fig.2 shows the design characteristics of all kinds of filter
design methods. By the following comparison from Fig.2 we
can conclude the buffer zone of the window function
decreases smoothly. But if the buffer zone is too wide, the
decrease become slow. However, the Frequency Sampling
Method leads to the dramatically fluctuating on the edge of
pass-band which may influence the pass-band characteristic.
When it compares with the traditional method, the improved
method has the better pass-band and stop-band, so the inner
side of the pass-band is smooth enough to help the signal pass
without distortion. What’s more, the improved method has a
more narrow transition bandwidth, which should be solved
quickly in the signal communication system.
IWPSO is an optimal method, by simulation, which can
draw the following unit impulse response coefficient of
IWPSO and PSO in TABLE 2.

DESIGN PARAMETER

Frequency Sample

PSO

IWPSO

Population size

40

40

Max Iteration

1000

1000

c1 ,c2

1.49445,1.49445

1.49445,1.49445

f p , fs

ωmax ,ωmin

0.9,0.4

0.3,0.4

0.3,0.4

ω
N order

0.5
40

40
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1.2

0.9

Hamming Window
Linear Descend
Non-Linear Descend

Frequency Sample
PSO

0.8

Magnitude

Inertia Weights

0.8

1

0.7
0.6

IWPSO

0.6
0.4
0.2

0.5
0

0.4
0

200

400

600

800

-0.2
0

1000

0.2

Iteration times

Fig. 1. The comparison of the two linear weight decrease curves

TABLE II.
h(N)

PSO

0.4

0.6

0.8

Frequency（ w/pi）

Fig. 2. The simulation result of different methods

OPTIMAL RESULT OF THE 40 ORDER UNIT IMPULSE RESPONSE
IWPSO

h(N)

PSO

IWPSO

h(0)=h(20)

1.01202819879665

1. 01993808983423

h(10)= h(30)

-0. 0124072369246805

0. 00978281196760191

h(1)=h(21)

0.998060873960858

0. 984640179011981

h(11)= h(31)

-0. 00979470870422273

-0. 00196404276610325

h(2)= h(22)

0. 991541707693223

1. 00380591019032

h(12)= h(32)

2. 59553011699883e-05

-0. 0197163205167412

h(3)= h(23)

1. 01092716101786

1. 02127652877248

h(13)= h(33)

0 .00598039898460515

0. 00358347947328555

h(4) = h(24)

0 .986452700263352

0. 979822946574317

h(14)= h(34)

0. 0136135775471002

0. 00219139922982807

h(5) = h(25)

0. 985670120151296

0. 980068510678159

h(15)= h(35)

0. 000925728610695822

-0. 0208888321837131

h(6) = h(26)

0. 0149680758504600

0. 0181362870809082

h(16)= h(36)

-0. 00943301422868145

0. 00151877405571810

h(7) = h(27)

0. 00365264987363669

0. 0211191618692504

h(17)= h(37)

-0. 00960102613115888

0. 00989747977171325

h(8) = h(28)

0. 00586418920727231

-0. 0117393209595076

h(18)= h(38)

0. 0125120671876658

0. 0113361221972772

h(9) = h(29)

-0. 00963133762554668

0. 00978281196760191

h(19)= h(39)

-0. 00984607345164511

-0. 0150980644781148
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The Fig.3 and Fig.4 are coefficients optimal process of
PSO and IWPSO respectively:
PSO Optimization
0.036
0.034
0.032

Fitness

0.03
0.028
0.026
0.024
0.022

V.

CONCLUSION

To make up the deficiencies of traditional design of filter,
the paper introduces IWPSO to improve the design method.
To prove the validity of IWPSO method, the thesis compares
to traditional method, PSO method, and the improved method.
The major findings of the thesis are the IWPSO method has
better convergence speed, better optimal coefficient, and
approximation of the ideal filter. Therefore, the algorithm
method has a brilliant application prospect in the field of
signal process. Further analyze and improve the weights of
PSO algorithm is primary aim in the future. what’s more, the
improved optimization algorithms applied to the moving
average FIR filter, the dressing filter, the L-wave band filter
and other modern filter are future research direction.

0.02
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[2]

Fig. 3. The change of fitness value of PSO
[3]
LWPSO Optimization
0.04

[4]
0.035

[5]

Fitness

0.03

[6]
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Fig. 4. The change of fitness value of IWPSO
[11]

After 1000 iterations, the TABLE.3 shows the simulation
results of PSO and IWPSO. Both methods can achieve a good
low-band effect. However, at the same coefficient design,
IWPSO can get optimal result but use less time and smaller
fitness function compared with PSO, which also can get a
better optimal coefficient as TABLE. 3.

[12]

[13]
[14]

TABLE III.

THE COMPARISON OF SIMULATION RESULTS BETWEEN PSO
AND IWPSO

[15]

Optimization algorithm

PSO

Optimization of time

16.926600s

16.745021s

[16]

Minimum Fitness

2.372231e-02

2.076231e-02

[17]

IWPSO
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Abstract—A line of Shanghai metro has been put into use for
nearly fifteen years. There are three times extended during this
time. The existing line’s data transmission system was modified
over the last decades and has adopted many kinds of data
transmission technology. By the analysis and research of
communication interrupt of certain line’s data transmission
system, which usually occurred in some site, the maintainers can
find various security hidden danger in time and take
corresponding measures, which has improved the quality of
metro operation.
Keywords—Data Transmission System (DTS); L3 Ethernet
switch; Terminal Server; interlock

I.

INTRODUCTION

One of Shanghai metro line has adopted a new data
transmission technology, which provide a high speed, large
capacity optical fiber transmission channel. Therefore, the data
transmission system of shanghai metro has become more safe,
reliable and fast. Recently, multi-station’s signal system exists
communication interrupt. Through the trouble analysis and
research of this phenomena, the worker of metro maintenance
can find various security hidden danger in time, and take
corresponding corrective measures.
II. DTS SYSTEM NETWORK TOPOLOGY
Network topology refers to the transmission media
interconnect devices of all kinds of physical layout, especially
the position of the distribution of computer and the cross style
of cable. There are many kinds of Network topology. Such as
star, bus, ring, tree, distributed, network and cellular topology
structure, etc. One line of Shanghai metro adopts ring topology,
all nodes connect by end to end to form a closed ring
communication lines. Information can be transmitted in oneway or two-way. Ring network structure has the following
advantages: 1) when we increase or decrease the workstation, it
only takes a simple connection operation; 2) it can use optical
fiber to improve transmission distance; 3) once a node failure,

it can automatic bypass with high reliability. But the ring
network structure also has some disadvantages: 1) any node
failure in a ring network will cause the whole network
paralysis; 2) it is difficult to detect trouble, because this
connection does not centralized control, when trouble occurs ,it
is essential to examine each node on the network, which is very
difficult; 3) since the information is serial communication, too
much nodes in the ring network will affect the transmission
efficiency and make the corresponding time become longer.
Due to the disadvantages of above, one line of Shanghai metro
adopts double channel redundancy style, namely double loop
network topology.
The double channel redundancy structure has the
characteristics of continuity, real-time, limitless and quickness.
Based on the double channel redundancy type, double loop
network topology process switch automatically by the
hardware, the fault detection and switch work are completed
mainly by bottom layer, thus improving the process efficiency,
reducing the fault recovery time of network communication,
meet the real-time requirements.
One line of Shanghai metro’s DTS (Data Transmission
System) network topology structure as shown in Fig. 1. All
loop is reverse two fiber optic fiber ring, which can provide
redundancy. When one set of hardware occurs failure, the
system can still continue to work. The loop transmit data
through the redundant Ethernet switches and terminal server.
Ethernet packets are processed by central control room and
each signal equipment room through optical fiber industrial
Ethernet switches, serial data through redundant serial and
Ethernet device server for data processing.
In one line of Shanghai metro, the central server and each
site combine together through the optical fiber to form a ring,
the whole ring have S1, S2, two channels, they are redundant.
each site with two three layer of Ethernet switches as relay
nodes. In each site, man-machine dialogue workstation,
terminal server and shielding door AP are unified management
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Fig. 1. The network topology of a Shanghai Metro line’s Data Transmission System

by the switch. RS910 terminal server is an industrial Ethernet
switch, which has two serial port and two fast Ethernet port,
meanwhile, has the function of limiting the port rate and
inhibiting the broadcast storm. Due to the fault points usually
occur in the terminal server, so the following content give a
brief introduction about the work conditions and functions of
the terminal server—RS910. The Fig. 2 is the network
connection diagram of RS910 as a terminal server, the two
terminal server connect A、B two switches separately, its main
function is used for interlocking data transmission between the
adjacent stations and make decision for redundancy (MI terminal server - switches). The Third terminal server connect
A、B two net segments at the same time, it is mainly used for
site shielding door linkage control (MI - terminal server switches - wayside AP - train MR), known as the PSD door
terminal server.
RS910A

Network A
switch

IV. FAILURE ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING
Within a few minutes, the switches of A, B network
segment downtime simultaneously at several stations of a
subway line in December 9, 2013and the 11th, the fundamental
reason is the presence of large amounts of data network in a
short time. The switching equipment utilization reached 100%
by SNMP of the network monitoring station. In addition, the
maintenance personnel found all the ports of switches
including control ports of console equipment are not loading
when they inspecting the switches in 11thDecember 9, 2013.
TABLE I.
Trouble
phenomena
Interlock
invalidation

MI
RS910B

Network B
switch
AP1

Network A
switch
MI

Compel
stop

train

AP4

PSD RS910

AP2

Network B
switch

AP3

Large interlock
control
area
jumped to red
tape and ATS
shows off-line

Fig. 2. Terminal Server’s Network connection diagram

III. FAULT PHENOMENON AND ITS INFLUENCE
Recently, DTS of Shanghai metro line appears multi-site
communication interrupt trouble, which has led to the failure of
interlock. Large interlock control area jumped to red tape, the
station ATS and the center ATS show inconsistent, leading to
approach cannot be arranged, the train stopped and affect the
normal operation of the subway. As shown in the TABLE I.

the station ATS
and the center
ATS
show
inconsistent

approach
cannot
arranged

be

LIST OF COMMUNICATION INTERRUPT FAULTS IN DTS
SYSTEM
Trouble
station

Trouble time
5:38AM
9th December,2014

H

10:25AM
11th December,2014

E

5:38AM
9th December,2014

I down line

10:25AM
11th December,2014

I up line

10:25AM
11th December,2014

E

5:38AM
9th December,2014

E

5:38AM
9th December,2014

D、I、J 和
K

8:12AM
9th December,2014

K

10:25AM
11th December,2014

E

10:31AM
11th December,2014

C down line

Reason analyze
Interlock
communication
channel interrupt

Interlock
loss
communication
and cut centralize
control line

Interlock failure

Switch died and
led
to
communication
channel
appear
network storm
Interlock failure
and make enter
road cannot open
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The main reasons for switch downtime: 1) interlocking
with RS910 terminal server firmware BUG resulting in serial
does not work; 2) not enabled the broadcast suppression
function of switch. Detailed analysis is as follows:
A. Interlocking with RS910 terminal server firmware bug
resulting in serial does not work
The initial performance of these two failures are
communication failure in the west of the K-station, after a few
hours, several switches have downtime. In the 9th, for example,
communication failure occurs in the K-station on the west side
at 2:00 more, and E-station’s switches occur downtime at 7:00.
The reason for this is due to the presence of a terminal server
bug of interlock system, and its availability decreased after a
long working hours, which performance is the serial
communication error. What’s worse, it cause the release of
large of data to the network in a short time, which result in
utilization of switch very high and switch downtime at last.
There is a surround bug of TCP sequence number in the RS910
terminal server. The sequence number account 4 bytes which
range is [0, 232-1], a total of 232 (i.e 4 284 967 296). After
increase to 232-1, the next sequence number back to zero. That
is to say, the sequence number use mod 23algorithm. If the
sequence number of connected TCP occur surround (final
confirmation sequence number is actually a big unsigned figure,
and the next sequence number is a small unsigned figure), the
receive window will be permanently closed. This problem can
be treated as a "Serial Lock". Even though the data cannot be
transmitted to the serial port, the data received from the serial
port can still be sent to the remote end.
RS910 Terminal Server the most basic role is the
conversion of protocol and physical-line, shown in Fig. 3. The
communication port of terminal server connect with computer
interlocking MI is called serial port, and the communication
port of terminal server connect with MOXA Layer 3 switch is
called Ethernet port. It uses TCP transport protocol because of
considering the protocol conversion between RS910 terminal
server's serial port and Ethernet port. TCP transport protocol
need to go through a three-step handshake confirmation before
establish communication. The sequence number wraparound
bug is the handshake signal generating TCP protocol sequence
numbers wrap before establish TCP protocol data transmission,
which will cause RS910 Terminal Server normally forward
data received from local interlock to the remote end, and the
remote end cannot transfer interlock communication data to
interlock MI. Therefore, wraparound bug of RS910 terminal
server firmware will cause the serial does not work.

MI
interlock

Serial line
RS232 protocol

RS910
Terminal
server

RJ45 net line
TCP protocol

MOXA
Switch

Fig. 3. Protocol conversion diagram of RS910 terminal server

B. Not enabled the broadcast suppression function of switch
During the 9th and 11th twice fails, broadcast storm
protection option of the switches are disable, the switch does
not use its own broadcast storm suppression.

In computer networks, data link layer and network layer
use broadcasting technology, the former transmits the
broadcast information to a plurality of physical devices, the
latter transmits the broadcast information to a plurality of
logical devices. There are two TCP / IP protocol broadcast:
1) full broadcast which send broadcast data to each host;
2) part broadcast which broadcast information to a
particular broadcast network or subnet;
It may occur "broadcast storm" among multiple forwarding
device during the broadcast process: a lot of broadcast data
packet repeat transmission, degrade network performance and
exhaust network bandwidth, which bring down the network.
The broadcast storm control principle is to allow the port to
filter the broadcast storm appeared on the network. After
broadcast storm control function is turned on, the port discard
received broadcast frames automatically when broadcast
frames port received add up to a predetermined threshold value.
When this function is disabled or broadcast frame is not
cumulative to the threshold, the broadcast frame is normally
broadcast to other ports of the switch.
As show in Fig. 4, assume the host A send broadcast packet
constantly to the outside until it paralysis. The broadcast
packets send by host A need to be forwarded by switch. At this
point, the switch will drop the broadcast packets (eg DHCP,
ARP, RARP, NETBIOS, RIP, etc.) traffic of host A, so that
other mainframe data traffic can be forwarded normally,so as
to prevent broadcast packets sent by the host A effect other
devices of broadcast domain.

Host A

Host B

Host C

switch
Fig. 4. The diagram of Broadcast Storm

If you do not suppress broadcast storms, the broadcast
packets will be flooded to all tunnels. At the same time, a large
number of broadcast reply will propagate in VLAN, causing
broadcast storms.
Most switches support broadcast storm control at present,
and broadcast packets of each port can be remain below a
specific ratio which configure this feature in the future, so you
can reserve bandwidth to be used, thereby inhibiting broadcast
storms. pt-7828 switch have broadcast storm control function,
as shown in Fig. 5.
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Using iConverter photoelectric sensors replace RS910
terminal servers and switches, which avoid the software
protocol conversion of a terminal server firmware effectively.
Since the end of December 2013, the metro took over the
rectification program and DTS broadcast storm system has
been effectively controlled.
VI. EPILOGUE

Fig. 5. Broadcast storm protection

V. REFORM PROGRAM AND RESULTS
For RUGGEDCOM RS 910 TCP sequence number
wraparound bug: it is necessary to upgrade software firmware
of RS 910 terminal server.
Broadcast storm protection options of all switches is enable,
so that the switch can automatically discard and protect
operational security system when ports have a particularly
large broadcast data.
For some stations, the adjacent station transmit
interconnection information by try using a photoelectric
converter iConverter to replace RS910 terminal servers and
switches. The network connection of terminal Server contrast
with iConverter photoelectric converter is shown in Fig. 6.

DTS system of shanghai metro a Line has experienced
three extension and transformed DTS data transmission system
of existing line and used a variety of new data transmission
technology. The use of new equipment also raises some new
questions: sequence number bug of terminal server firmware
cause the serial does not work which result in broadcast storms,
switches, and a series of chain reaction crash, leading to a
neighboring station interlocking communication interrupted, or
even the whole ring paralyzed and cause some impact on
subway normal operation. To analyze the malfunction and
develop appropriate corrective solution which can reduce the
probability of occurrence of similar failures and ensure the
normal operation of the subway. It can provide some
maintenance experience for other urban rail transit
maintenance unit. The on-site maintenance deal with the
malfunction quickly when there is the same or similar failure
and reduce the malfunction impact of the operating to a
minimum.
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Abstract—in order to solve the problem of robustness or antidisturbance of the traditional PI speed controller in the
permanent magnet synchronous motor. A fuzzy PI speed
controller based on load torque feedback compensation is
proposed for the permanent magnet synchronous motor. The
combination of fuzzy PI control strategy and load feedback
compensation method can enhance the robustness and
disturbance rejection of the speed loop. According to the
validated results of simulation and experiments, by using this
PMSM speed controller, the robustness of the system speed
control was enhanced markedly ， and the capacity of antidisturbance was also improved significantly.

and demonstrates it can enhance the robustness of speed
control.
In this paper, a fuzzy PI speed controller which is based on
the load torque feedback compensation scheme is presented.
The fuzzy PI control enables online self-tuning, so that the
same conditions, the system more robust. Meanwhile fuzzy PI
speed controller and PI speed controller have a same transfer
function for speed changes caused by the disturbance, so they
have the same anti-disturbance capability. Therefore the load
torque feedback compensation strategy can adaptively
compensate for the speed disturbance and increase the speed
loop the disturbance rejection.

Keywords—permanent magnet synchronous motor(PMSM);
Fuzzy PI; torque feedback compensation; anti-disturbance

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the rapid development of highperformance permanent magnet materials technology, power
electronics, microelectronics technology, vector control theory
and automatic control theory, the permanent magnet
synchronous motor control system has been developing
rapidly. Due to its superior speed performance, it has overcome
a series of restrictions DC servo motor mechanical commutator
and some problems for the brushes. There are many advantages
such as simple structure, reliable operation; and light weight,
small size, high efficiency, small moment of inertia, overload
strong, and power factor and so on, so it widely used in the
field of high-precision, high-performance servo control,
robotics.[1-2]
As the motor running in the actual process, there will be
some changes in inertia or load changes cases, which likely to
affect the system control performance. The servo control itself
requires no output overshoot and quickly track the input
command, which can hold the state steady and no static error at
the same time. Therefore, the motor system needs to have a
relatively strong robustness and disturbance rejection for
parameter changes. To solve this problem, many researchers
have proposed different control schemes, there are adaptive
control [3-5], fuzzy control [6-7] and the sliding mode control
scheme [8-9] to design a speed controller of the permanent
magnet synchronous motors. Also, a variety of speed, torque
observer and inertia identification method is also widely used
in these schemes. The literature [6-7] analyzed the fuzzy PI
speed controller in the permanent magnet synchronous motor

II.

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF PMSM

Assuming PMSM stator winding is sinusoidal waveform of
electromotive force, the gap is a positive sinusoidal magnetic
field, ignoring the core saturation effects, excluding the eddy
current and hysteresis losses, and while the permanent magnet
and rotor without no damping effect, in the d-q coordinate
system PMSM voltage equation is:

ud  Ld did dt  e Lqiq  Rsid

uq  Lq diq dt  e Ld id  e f  Rsiq

(1)

Flux equation:


 d  Ld id  f


 q  Lq iq

(2)

Mechanical equation:

J d dt  Te  B  TL

(3)

Electromagnetic torque equation:

Te  3P f iq 2  KT iq
where：

ud

、 uq 、

and current at d-q axis.
、

TL

 d 、

(4)
q

、

id

e 、 Rs 、

f

、 iq are voltage, flux
、 、 J 、

Te

、B

、 P are Electrical angular speed, the stator resistance,
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magnetic flux, moment of inertia, the electromagnetic torque,
friction coefficient, the load torque and the number of pole
pairs.

feedback compensation control for load torque, make it have a
certain anti-disturbance capability, and enhance the robustness
of the system speed control.

III. FUZZY PI SPEED CONTROLLER BASED ON LOAD
TORQUE FEEDBACK COMPENSATION STRATEGY

A. Feedback Compensation Control Strategy
In actual conditions, the disturbance reflected some load
torque fluctuations. Therefore, the observed torque value use
for feed forward compensation, in order to reduce volatility,
thereby improving disturbance rejection. Block diagram of the
control strategy as shown in Fig.1, using the load torque
feedback compensation strategy to enhance the antidisturbance capacity of the system speed loop. The control
system block diagram as shown in Fig.2.

The literature [4] showed that it can improve system speed
disturbance rejection control by the load torque compensation,
reduce the oscillation amplitude perturbations for speed. The
literature [7] showed that the fuzzy PI speed controller can
effectively enhance the robustness of the speed control, such as
the problem of motor just started speed overshoot in the case
can be reduced. In this paper, it combine the fuzzy PI and

+

+

+

+

-

K
Load torque
observer

Fuzzy PI

Fig. 1. Fuzzy PI speed controller with load torque feedback compensation
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-

Load torque
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy PI control system based on feedback compensation
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B. Load Reduced Order Observer
In this paper, a load reduced order observer is used [10], it
can real time observe load torque changes to achieve feedback
compensation strategies.

+
+
_

Since the change time of the load torque is much less than
the sampling frequency of the system controller, it is generally
believed the load torque does not substantially change in the
control cycle, namely:

dTL dt  0

(5)

Then according to equation (3) and (6), the state equation
can be obtained:

dx / dt  Ax  Bu

 y  Cx
B / J
There ： A  
 0


+
-

Fig. 3. The load torque observer

C. Fuzzy PI Speed Controller Analysis and Design
Speed control system block diagram as shown in Fig.4:

(6)

 
1/ J 
1/ J 
；B
；X  ；

0 
TL 
 0 

C  1 0 ； u  Te ； y  e .

That system input variables for the motor electromagnetic
torque, the state variables for the load torque and mechanical
acceleration, the output variable is the mechanical angular
velocity. Reduced-order state observer model, the following
equation (7):




d x / dt  A x  Bu  K  y  y 

^
^
y  C x
^

^

^

(7)

T

^ ^ 
There: x   T L for the estimated state variables;


T
K   k1 k2  for State feedback gain matrix.
^

That can be obtained from the above formulas, equations of
state motor:




d  / dt    B J    Te J  TL J  k1     
 ^
^
d T / dt  k     

L
2



^

^

Fig. 4. Speed control system block diagram (PI controllers)

Transfer function of PI speed controller

GS  S   K P 

Ki
S

(9)

There K P 、 K i are proportional gain and integral gain
coefficient.
Traditional PI control parameters of the speed controller is
typically pre-set and remain unchanged during operation, and
the fuzzy PI control is that two output of fuzzy controller are as
the proportional, integral coefficient, adjust the controller
parameters in real time according to the working conditions to
achieve better control, control block diagram as shown in
Fig.5.
Fuzzy
controller

^

Kp

(8)

That is according to formula (8), designing a load torque
observer, the schematic diagram of the load torque observer as
shown in Fig. 3.

GS  S  are

r +

e

PI

-

Ki
Controlled
object

y

Measuring
element

Fig. 5. Fuzzy PI controller
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In this paper, fuzzy PI speed controller for PMSM speed
deviation e and error change ec, adjusted in accordance with
the fuzzy control rules, the amount of blur after processing the
output Kp, Ki, in order to achieve real-time online PI
parameter adjustment.

estimates can be a good track real speed. The jitter of load
torque feedback compensation waveform than uncompensated
waveform’s is smaller, which indicates that the system have
better anti-disturbance performance.

Fuzzy control core design is based on engineering and
technical personnel technical knowledge and practical
experience, establish appropriate fuzzy rule table. According to
the fuzzy control table, Kp, Ki parameters were tuning. e,ec={3,-2,-1,0,1,2,3},
Its
fuzzy
subset,
e,ec={NB,NM,NS,Z0,PS,PM,PB},where e\ec 、 Kp 、 Ki are
normally distributed, Whereby each fuzzy subset membership
is obtained, And in accordance with the membership table of
each fuzzy subset and fuzzy control model of the parameters,
using fuzzy synthesis to design fuzzy matrix of PI parameters,
which make control system complete PI parameters tuning
online by being analysis, looking up and operating the result of
fuzzy logic rules.

PI
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ation
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300
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Fig. 8. Sudden increase in load speed estimation simulation waveforms
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Fig. 6. Fuzzy PI speed controller emulation module
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IV.

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Results
To verify the performance of fuzzy control PI speed
controller for PMSM, using Matlab / Simulink control system
to achieve a digital simulation, Fuzzy PI speed controller based
on load torque feedback compensation for PMSM control
system as shown in Fig.7.
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Fig. 9. Sudden increase in load torque estimation simulation waveforms

During the time [0-0.1s] load torque is 10N·m,during the
time [01-0.2s] load torque is 30N·m.Speed fluctuation of
fuzzy PI speed controller is small. When the disturbances
occur, the oscillation amplitude is less than PI speed controller,
which verify the fuzzy PI speed controller have more
robustness than traditional PI controller.
PI VS
Fuzzy PI
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Fig. 7. PMSM simulation system diagram

PMSM parameters are as follows:1.1kw 、 220v 、
Ld=Lq=8.5 mH,R=2.875 Ω,ψ=0.175 Wb,P=4.The motor
first run at 500r/min,at t=0.1s, load torque suddenly add 10N
·m to 20N·m, Speed estimation simulation waveforms as
shown in Fig.8. As shown speed waveforms in Fig.8, Speed
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Figures 11 is the torque estimation and speed estimation
waveforms for given a rectangular wave command torque 0
and 20 N·m., Period of 0.2s, running 800r / min speed.
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Fig. 11. Speed estimation simulation waveforms
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B. Experimental Results
In this paper, in order to verify the effectiveness of the
control strategy, which was tested in adjustable load
experimental platform, and by controlling the excitation power
to achieve its load changes. At low speed 300r / min, it
suddenly increase and decrease 5N • m load. There are some
experimental waveforms, they are mechanical angular speed
and the phase current waveforms for the traditional PI
controller without feedback compensation and fuzzy PI
controller with feedback compensation. Fuzzy PI controller
combine with torque feedback compensation strategy, which
play a role in the inhibition of the dynamic response of the
speed overshoot, improving system anti-disturbance
performance.

Phase currentIu
（2A/div）

Speed oscillation amplitude of PI speed controller is 50r /
min, while Speed oscillation amplitude of the fuzzy PI speed
controller speed is 25r / min. which indicates that the system
have better anti-disturbance performance.
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Fig. 12. at 300r / min, a sudden increase and a sudden reduction of the
experimental results
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260
240
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, in order to solve the robustness, antidisturbance ability and other issues of traditional PI speed
controller for PMSM, a fuzzy PI control scheme based on load
torque feedback compensation is proposed, which can improve
system speed loop disturbance rejection performance and
robustness of the system speed control.
Simulation results and experiment results show that using
this control scheme that can significantly reduce the speed
overshoot. When the load torque steps change, the speed
controller significantly reduce the amplitude of the oscillation
speed. Overall, the robustness and disturbance rejection
capability has significantly improved.
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Abstract—IGBT (insulated-gate bipolar transistors) deadtime compensation circuit has a very important significant for
improving the output voltage waveform of the inverter, reducing
the harmonic output current. Thus, many compensation
strategies are reported in literatures and have been implemented
in industrial drives recently. Overall, the method of dead-time
compensation can be divided into hardware compensation and
software compensation. Hardware compensation method needs
additional hardware circuits, which means additional space and
cost. Still more, the additional circuit is easy to interfere with
others, which can reduce the compensation accuracy. While the
software compensation method takes up a lot of memory space
and additional input-output ports of processor, which often
result to the added operation and heat dissipation of controller.
In this paper, CPLD (complex programmable logic device)-based
circuit design of dead-time compensation is presented to solve
these existed drawbacks. It is verified that not only can the
circuit simplify existed inverter dead-time compensation design,
but also it has the advantages of small volume, strong antiinterference ability, and high compensation precision. The
simulation results validate that this method is feasible and
effective.
Keywords—Dead-time compensation; inverter; compensation
method; circuit design; CPLD; IGBT

I.

INTRODUCTION

Power electronic devices are not ideal, which its action has
a finite turn-on and turn-off time. People join in the time delay,
called dead-time control, of the gate drive in order to avoid the
shoot-through of inverter arms. Dead time is consist of power
switching dead time and dead-time control and effects caused
by dead time called the dead-time effect of the inverter. The
existence of dead-time effects has a great influence on the
inverter. When the dead time is longer, the inverter output
fundamental voltage loss will become greater and the voltage
waveform distortion is more severe; when the magnitude of the
load current is decreased, the current waveform distortion will
more serious. The dead-time effects not only affect the
amplitude of the output voltage, but also have an impact on its
phase. However, the PWM waveform is no longer symmetrical
to the center, so that the magnitude of the space voltage vector

will produce deviations and phase also change. In view of this,
the impact of the dead time more and more caused people's
attention; the dead-time compensation has become particularly
important. Therefore, the domestic and foreign scholars carried
out a lot of work to study and explore the problem of converter
dead-time compensation.
Various compensation strategies have been proposed [1]–
[16] to overcome the negative effect of dead time. The current
research on the inverter dead-time compensation focused on
the voltage feed-forward and current feedback compensation.
Through the error analysis between the inverter reference
voltage and the output voltage, paper [2] proposes a simple and
feasible compensation method based on the dead time and the
DC bus voltage; but due to lack of compensation for the power
devices turn-on voltage drop, so there is the existence of
compensation error. The inverter snubber and parasitic
capacitance are considered when doing dead-time
compensation in paper [3]. Based permanent magnet
synchronous motor (PMSM) AC servo system, papers [6]-[7]
use disturbance observer approach to achieve inverter deadtime compensation online for the dead time effect; the rotor d-q
axis voltage caused by the non-ideal characteristic of the
switching device and inverter dead time is regarded as the
disturbance voltage to estimate online and then feedback to the
inverter reference voltage to carry out feed-forward
compensation. Because of the setting of disturbance observer,
the method exist phase lag for compensation voltage, while the
transmission gain selection of disturbance observer requires
some experience. Paper [8] adopt a zero voltage vector splitting
method to solve the zero current clamp problem caused by
inverter dead time, however the dead time impact for voltage
still need to compensate. Paper [13] takes into account the
voltage compensation and elimination of zero current clamp
effect, but because of correlation between the compensation
voltage and the operating point, the zero current clamp
phenomenon still exist compensation error. Summers T. et al
[14] reduce the problem of zero current clamp used the
predictive current control, but the systems is a local stability.
Currently, methods of achieving inverter IGBT dead-time
compensation mainly exist two categories: the hardware

This work is supported by the Natural Science Foundation of Shanghai
under Grant No. 14ZR1418400 and the Innovation Foundation of Shanghai
Education Commission under Grant No. 13YZ111.
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compensation and software compensation.
Hardware
compensation is needed to provide additional hardware
circuit, and need to compare the actual voltage and voltage
reference value, and then get the desired compensation voltage
signal , so it is necessary to take up more hardware resources ,
each part of the circuit also generate interaction, causing the
compensation precision is reduced. Software compensation
need to add the dead-time compensation algorithm in the motor
drive control program to achieve compensation for the dead
zone, this method requires a large amount of memory resources
occupied control chip, increasing the control processor's
burden, affecting the running speed and the heat dissipation
effect. These designs, CPLD dead-time compensation logic
circuit, verify the feasibility and effectiveness through
simulation tests in Modelsim.
Therefore, the power electronics technology need for a
good inverter dead-time compensation circuit, it takes up a less
hardware resources occupied various parts of the circuit and do
not affect each other, the control chip run faster and excellent
heat dissipation. This design uses the CPLD chip replace
complex hardware circuit, using HDL (Hardware Description
Language) to generate its internal logic circuit instead of
software compensation algorithms, realizing inverter IGBT
dead-time compensation. These designs, CPLD dead-time
compensation logic circuit, verify the feasibility and
effectiveness through simulation tests in Modelsim.
II.

CONTROLLER
CONF

1)high integration, small discrete components, high antiinterference ability; 2)simple circuit design is and convenient,
software design, easily modified; 3)Ease of product upgrading;
4) the use of high frequency oscillator, easy high speed
processor (e.g. DSP) connection, high frequency control
system. Based on this, the author uses ALTERA series MAX II
CPLD to produce SPWM wave for IGBT bridge driver. The
design operation is stable, strong anti-interference, safe and
reliable.
The following describes the hardware configuration of the
whole design.
The hardware structure in this design is mainly composed
of the serial port module, dead-time compensation module,
dead-time insertion module, protection module and output
control module, as shown in Fig. 1.
The controller calculates the switching time of six IGBT
switches and sent CPLD chip the messages via 6 data bus. The
internal logic circuits of CPLD firstly compensate dynamic
dead-time and then insert the dead-time. According to the
control requirements, serial port module decides whether to
compensate for the switching time.
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T4

PASS

T2

BCV

BRST

SERI AL PORT
i CT1
i CT4

TFB1
C_P1

TFB3

COMP

RI V

i CT3

C_P3

i CT6

C_P5

i CT5
i CT2

TFB5

PROT

OUTPUT CONTROL

BSAFE

CPLD
CT1

CT4

CT3

CT6

CT5

CT2

OPTOH

OPTOB

Fig. 1. CPLD internal structure

If it claims for compensation, the dead-time compensation
module calculates the real-time dynamic compensation time to
insert the dead-time. During the whole process, a real-time
protection function can be done by protection module, such as
the over-current, over-voltage and open circuit, etc.
III.

INTERNAL STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION OF THE CPLD

With the development of electronic technology and the
continuous improvement of ASIC technology, the design of
digital system is moving fast, large capacity, small volume,
light weight in this direction. However, CPLD (Complex
Programmable Logic Device) has been widely used in the
design of electronic circuits and system because of its
flexibility, modifiability, and short development cycle.
Substitute for the traditional electronic circuit has
incomparable advantages:

T1

SHCONF

PROGRAM REALIZATION

Verilog HDL and VHDL are currently most popular
hardware description language (HDL: Hardware Description
Language) in the world, are the IEEE standard and have been
widely used in the project development based on
programmable logic devices. Both are developed in the mid1980s, the former by Gateway Design Automation, Inc.
(acquired by Cadence in 1989) and the latter by the US
military.
In text form to describe the hardware structure and behavior
of digital systems, HDL is a language with a formal way to
describe digital circuits and systems and describe their design
ideas from the upper to the lower layer. In other words, it uses
a series of sub-level modules to represent complex digital
systems to verify the simulation layer by layer, and then the
specific combination of modules converted into a gate-level
netlist by the synthesis tool that put into a specific circuit
structure by the layout tools. At present, this top-down
approach has been widely used. Generally speaking, HDL
contains the following main features:
 HDL structure contains some form of high-level
programming language and also take into account the
specific structure described the hardware circuit
connection.
 HDL can describe the design at different abstract levels
through the use of structural level behavioral
description. It is a top-down digital circuit design
method, including three areas and five abstract levels.
 HDL is processed in parallel and has the ability to
perform multiple tasks at one time. This feature is
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different from the general advanced design languages
(such as C language, etc.) which use serial execution.


HDL has a concept of timing. General, advanced
programming language is no concept of timing, but the
hardware circuit is always a time delay from input to
output, it needs to introduce the concept of time delay
in order to describe this feature. HDL can not only
describe the function of the hardware circuit, but also
describe the timing circuit.

In this design, using HDL writes programs to achieve
CPLD internal function of each module.
A. Dead-time compensation
In order to make the compensation more accurate and
effective, this bloc consider the time of both the transition from
ON to OFF and effect of inverter snubber. The following
introduced the proposed compensation method. These
functions restore the time value pulses on the IGBT gates for
matching the theoretical commands, after all distortions of
them (due to dead time and distortion trough the command
channel).Timing diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 3. Dead-time calculation flow chart

B. Dead-time insertion
This bloc adds the dead time at the compensated pulses,
and drives directly the 6 outputs for transistors commands.
Timing diagram is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. Dead-time compensation timing diagram

At the rising edge of T1, the counter is at N1 value, this is
the value to compensate, the counter is counting down till it
reaches zero, at this time C_P1 is rising as the new theoretical
command to apply, and the counter is still counting down till
the rising edge of TFB1 which is the real application of the
voltage on the phase. The time difference between C_P1 and
TFB1 is due to the dead time and also the delay of all the
components. At this time the counter is in stand-by, and it has
N2 value which is the error to compensate (to add) at the next
edge.
At the falling edge of T1, the counter is counting up from
the N2 value till it reaches zero, at this time C_P1 is falling as
the new theoretical command to apply, and the counter is still
counting up till the falling edge of TFB1 which is the real
application of the voltage on the phase. Now, the counter has
N3 value which will be compensated at the next rising edge of
T1, as explained with N1.
For example, the frequency of the clock signal is f and dead
timer is n bits, then the compensation resolution is 1/f and the
n

maximum compensation value is 2 *（1 / f）. For this
design, f=40 MHz, n=10, the maximum compensation value is
25us and the compensation resolution is 25ns. Flow chart is
shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Dead-time insertion timing diagram

For the same bridge arm of switch tube, at the rising edge
of C_P1, iCT4 is falling, iCT1 is rising after the dead time
INSE; at the falling edge of C_P1, iCT1 is falling, iCT4 is
rising after the dead time INSE. It is the same rule for the
others branches. Flow chart is shown in Fig. 5.
C. Serial port
A serial port offers the controller the capability to configure
the CPLD by writing into the REGCONF register. SHCONF is
used to shift signal for REGCONF register. CONF is data
serial input and the configuration bits are applied to the MSB
of the REGCONF register.
After RESET, the CPLD is in a configuration mode, the
controller is able to write the configuration into the REGCONF
register. In this mode the outputs CT1… CT6 are not driven.
For getting out of this mode, the controller applies a falling
edge on the BCV, and the CPLD goes in a normal mode, the
REGCONF register is locked. But as soon as the circuit is in
normal mode, the T1, T3, T5 inputs are interpreted and the
outputs CTi can commute. Timing specifications are shown in
Table 1.
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Fig. 6. Theoretical waveforms

B. Simulation waveforms
For the dead-time compensation method simulated test in
Modelsim simulation platform. In the simulation of just one
phase of bridge arm simulation, given the incentive program to
simulate the actual circuit can be obtained by simulation
results, the simulation waveform as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. Dead-time insertion flow chart
TABLE I.

TIMING SPECIFICATIONS

Symbol

Description

Min

Unit

Ton

Time for SHCONF at level High

100

ns

Toff

Time for SHCONF at level Low

100

ns

Ts

Setup time for CONF on rising edge of SHCONF

0

ns

Th

Setup time for CONF on falling edge of SHCONF

0

ns

From the simulation waveform can be seen, at the falling
edge of BCV, serial port module activates output control
module, CT1 and CT4 are the output signal through an output
port; the serial port module, dead-time compensation module,
dead-time insertion module, protection module is not activated.
Control output signal output control module for repeating the
input signal. Output control module of control output signal
ensures that the output signal is the input signal. At the rising
edge of PASS, this function of dead-time compensation is
inhibited.

D. Output control
According to the states of the circuit, this Bloc applies the
orders on Outputs CTi. In PASS state, all defaults detections
are still activated. The Outputs CT1 …CT6 can drive up to
24mA. As shown in Table 2.
Fig. 7. Simulation waveforms
TABLE II.

STATES OF CIRCUIT

V.

States

Conditions

Outputs CT1…CT6

Reset

BRST=0

000000

PASS

PASS=1

000000

BSAFE

BSAFE=0

000000

Normal

BCV=0

iCT1…iCT6

CONFIGURATION

Until falling edge of BCV

000000

IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper mainly studies the problem of inverter IGBT
dead-time
compensation,
proposed
the
dead-time
compensation circuit design based on CPLD. First of all,
starting from the hardware circuit describes the internal
structure and function. Secondly, the software realization
details programming ideas and flow chart.
Compared with the previous design, we can see that

SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Theoretical waveforms
This paper is the inverter IGBT dead-time compensation
circuit design based on CPLD. According to the description of
each module and the port function, we can draw the waveform
of this design theory. Theoretical waveforms are shown in Fig.
6.

 The design of the serial port module, dead-time
compensation module, dead time insertion module,
protection module and output control module is focused
on a CPLD chip. Compared with the hardware
compensation, each circuit section does not influence
each other; the design takes less hardware resources and
has the advantages of strong anti-interference ability,
high compensation precision.
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[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

Compared with the software compensation ,the motor
control without adding driver dead-time compensation
algorithm save control chip memory resources and the
control chip run faster and excellent heat dissipation ,
and thus switch of the same bridge arm never occurs
simultaneous conduction since switching speed ,
meanwhile have high compensation accuracy.
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Abstract—Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is an
autonomous
self-configuring
infrastructure-less
wireless
network. MANET is vulnerable to a lot of routing security
threats due to unreliability of its nodes that are highly involved in
the routing process. In this paper, a new technique is proposed to
enhance the security of one of the most popular MANET routing
protocols that is called Ad hoc on Demand Distance Vector
(AODV) with minimum routing overhead and high packet
delivery ratio. The proposed technique intends to detect and
remove black, gray, and cooperative black hole AODV attacks
depending on a mobile backbone network constructed from
randomly moving regular MANET nodes based on their trust
value, location, and power. The backbone network monitors
regular nodes as well as each other to periodically estimate
monitoring trust values which represent the reliability of each
node in the network. The drop in the monitoring trust value of
any node is used as a clue to its malicious behavior. The
backbone network also tries to bait the malicious nodes to reply
to a request for a route to fake destination address. The proposed
technique uses the control packets of the AODV to exchange its
control information which highly reduces the overhead. The
simulation results show that the performance of the proposed
technique is more secure than AODV and the other recently
introduced techniques.
Keywords—MANET; AODV; Black Hole Attack; Gray Hole
Attack; Cooperative Black Hole Attack

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [1] is a set of mobile
nodes communicate wirelessly to establish network without
fixed infrastructure. MANET provides flexible communication
when there are geographical or terrestrial constraints.
Battlefields, military applications, emergencies and some
disaster management situations need the existence of
infrastructure-less network such as MANET [1].
MANET has a dynamic topology in which each node has
unrestricted mobility, connectivity, and changes its links to
other nodes frequently. In such networks the routing is not an
easy task [1]. Routing in MANET is done cooperatively
between nodes. Each node works as a router that forwards
packets for other nodes. These infrastructure-less mobile nodes
dynamically participate in an ad hoc route discovery process
and create routes among themselves to form a wireless network
on the fly. Due to the wireless communication nature and the
collaboration of MANET nodes in finding routing paths,
MANET is more vulnerable to security threats than ordinary
wired networks [2]. Another characteristic of a MANET is its

resource constraints, i.e., limited bandwidth and battery power
of its nodes [1]. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), Ad hoc On
Demand Distance Vector (AODV), Optimized Link State
Routing (OLSR), and Destination Sequence Distance Vector
(DSDV) protocols are the most popular MANET routing
protocols [1].
Many security techniques are introduced to prevent
different MANET attacks [2]. Many of these techniques are
directed to protect AODV [4] routing protocol from attacks
because it is a popular reactive routing protocol designed for
mobile ad hoc network. AODV is self-starting, multi-hop, has
low processing and low routing overhead, and suitable for
dynamic network changes [3] but it does not take security
issues into consideration [5].
In this paper, a new technique is proposed to enhance
AODV security. It uses a mobile backbone network to
efficiently detect and remove the gray, black, and cooperative
black hole attacks based on nodes’ trust values. NS2 simulator
[6] is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
technique. The simulation results show that, the proposed
technique gives minimum routing overhead, minimum delay,
and high packet delivery ratio compared with AODV and other
routing techniques that are introduced to solve the security
issues in AODV algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: related work
is presented in section 2. The proposed technique is described
in section 3. Simulation and comparison results are presented
in section 4. Finally, section 5 is a conclusion of the proposed
technique.
II.

RELATED WORKD

This section reviews the AODV routing protocol and its
security attacks as well as the advantages and disadvantages of
many algorithms that are recently introduced to solve the
security issues in AODV.
A. AODV Routing Protocol
The AODV protocol consists of two important phases,
Route Discovery and Route Maintenance. In Route Discovery,
when a node wants to communicate with another node and
there is no valid route in its routing table, it broadcasts a route
request packet (RREQ). A node that receives a RREQ for the
first time sets up a reverse route to the source node in its
routing table. If the node is the destination or has a valid route
to the destination, it unicasts a route reply (RREP) along the
reverse path back to the source node. Otherwise, it will
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increase the hop count in the RREQ by one and forward the
RREQ to other nodes. In Route Maintenance phase,
neighboring nodes periodically exchange HELLO messages to
know its one-hop neighbors. If one node didn’t receive a
HELLO message from a neighboring node within a certain
time interval, the node breaks the routing table information of
this neighbor node and sends a Route Error (RERR) message
to the nodes on a route with this neighbor.
B. AODV Security Attacks
The work in the current paper focuses on three types of
attacks:
Black hole attack [3, 8, 9]: a black hole node is a
malicious node that sends a false reply with an apparently valid
route to the destination node. It replies every single RREQ with
false sequence number, so it acquires the route, and then
eavesdrops or drops all data packets that pass through it.
Gray hole attack (selective black hole) [8, 9]: looks like a
black hole attack, but a malicious node randomly changes its
state between regular node and black hole node. Accordingly,
gray hole is harder to be detected by security techniques.
Cooperative black hole attack [9, 10]: two nodes or more
in this attack cooperate to gain the path between the source and
the destination nodes. When one node gains the path
selectively drops or forwards the data packets to one of its
cooperating nodes. Cooperation between black hole nodes
helps malicious nodes to escape from monitoring techniques.
C. Fighting AODV Security Attacks
There are many techniques presented recently to mitigate
security attacks in MANET [1], but this section reviews only
some of the techniques that relate to the proposed technique.
Ming-Yang Su [11] presented an intrusion detection system
(IDS) to detect and prevent selective black hole attacks. In IDS
system, several fixed IDS nodes are distributed and set in sniff
mode in order to estimate a suspicious value of a node. The
simulation results show that the IDS technique can be used
effectively to block the malicious nodes if a proper threshold is
set, but IDS technique has some disadvantages: 1) it uses fixed,
trusted, and powerful nodes to detect the malicious nodes,
which violate the mobility feature of the MANET [12, 13] 2)
the scheme suffers from high routing overhead.
The authors in [14] introduced a technique for detecting
cooperative black and gray hole attack in MANET using a
backbone network of strong nodes established over the ad hoc
network. This backbone network monitors the overall traffic in
the network with the help of regular untrusted nodes. The
disadvantages of this algorithm are: 1) regular nodes can join
the backbone based only on their power and location without
taking into consideration their reliability and trust 2) the
backbone nodes carry an end to end check based on regular
nodes’ request which can be used by malicious nodes to
exhaust backbone recourses. 3) The backbone nodes ask
normal nodes, which may be malicious to perform monitoring
which give deceiving results. 4) Assuming that there is a
difference between regular nodes and backbone nodes in terms
of power and antenna range which is not suitable. 5) It is not
proved that the backbone network is optimal in terms of

minimality and coverage. 6) The technique suffers from high
end-to-end delay and high routing overhead. 7) The technique
executes an end-to-end check after every transmission of a
block of data which is not an optimum solution. 8) The
technique assumes that a node has strong neighbors more than
malicious nodes, which may not be always satisfied [9, 12, 13].
Also, K. Vishnu, and A. J. Paul [15] presented a
mechanism to detect and remove cooperative black and gray
holes. It assumes that the network is divided into clusters and a
backbone network is present in the MANET [14]. Each
backbone node (BBN) knows a valid set of addresses that is
used in the network. Only the backbone network in MANET is
permitted to select the addresses for non configured hosts [16].
When the source node wants to transmit data, it asks the
nearest BBN for non used IP in the network which is called
restricted IP (RIP). The source node sends a RREQ for both the
destination and the RIP simultaneously. If the source node
receives a RREP for the RIP, it means that there is a black hole
in that route. The source node sends a few dummy data packets
to that destination. When a monitoring node finds that the loss
in dummy data packets is more than the normal expected loss
at an intermediate node, it informs the source node about this
malicious node. Also, the neighbor nodes broadcast an alert
message and add this malicious node to the black hole list. This
technique has the following drawbacks: 1) regular nodes are
assumed to be trusted by default. They participate in the
monitoring process and take critical decisions to isolate other
nodes, which is not secure [17]. 2) The authors didn’t propose
simulation results to test the performance of their scheme. 3)
The mechanism will fail if malicious nodes keep asking the
BBNs for RIP, save RIPs, and stop replying to RIP RREQs. 4)
It suffers from routing overhead. 5) It detects black and gray
hole nodes depending on the desire of the source node to send
data to a destination node.
Authors in [10] presented an enhancement of the AODV to
mitigate cooperative black hole attacks by introducing fidelity
table wherein every node is assigned a fidelity level that acts as
a measure of the reliability of that node. When the destination
node receives the data packets, it sends an acknowledgment to
the source and the fidelity level of the intermediate node is
increased. If the fidelity level of any node drops to zero, it is
considered as malicious node and is isolated. The algorithm
can mitigate cooperative black hole, but it has many drawbacks
[8]: 1) the fidelity tables of nodes are maintained and
exchanged periodically among the participating nodes which
increase the overhead and the processing delay. 2) Additional
overhead and time delay are introduced due to the use of the
acknowledgements.
III.

THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

This paper proposes a technique to enhance AODV
security. This technique attempts to detect and remove gray,
black and cooperative black hole attacks with the aid of a
network of mobile backbone nodes. The proposed technique is
divided into four main phases:
1) Mobile Backbone Network Constructions: in which, a
mobile backbone network is constructed and updated based on
nodes trust value
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2) MANET Formation: in which, new clients join the
MANET and the network nodes are grouped to give good
performance.
3) Detection of Malicious Nodes: in which, two methods
are implemented with the aid of the backbone network to
detect malicious nodes.
4) Removal of Malicious Nodes: this phase starts after
detecting malicious nodes; in which, the backbone network
isolates the malicious nodes.
These phases will be explained in more details in the next
subsections.
B. Mobile Backbone Network Formation
The proposed technique intends to increase the security of
AODV depending on the mobile network of secure backbone
nodes. This backbone network should be trustable, have
dynamic behavior, does not violate the mobility characteristic,
structured of the regular MANET nodes, and has good
coverage.

trust value of the backbone network nodes is estimated using
the following suggested equation:
TVi 

1
* TV j * MTVi , where 0  TV  1
Lj

(2)

Where TVi is the trust value of the new chosen node, i.
TV j is the trust value of the original backbone node, j. MTVi
is the monitoring trust value of the chosen backbone node, i.
L j is the level of the original backbone node. The backbone
network node level is calculated using the following suggested
equation:
Li  L j 1

(3)

Where Li and L j are the trust levels of the chosen
backbone node, i, and the original backbone node, j,
respectively. The highest level in the backbone network
hierarchy is one.

To achieve these characteristics, each node in the backbone
network maintains two different values:

The backbone network contains four types of nodes as
follows:

1) Monitoring trust value (MTV) for each of its neighbors
that represents the reliability of the node.
2) Its trust value (TV), which is used to specify its
operations and allowed decisions.
The estimation of the monitoring trust value varies in
various introduced techniques. In [11], the estimation of trust
value is not adequate since it depends only on the routing
control packets and doesn't take dropping data packets into
consideration. The techniques that are introduced in [10, 14]
estimate the monitoring trust value based on the dropped data
packets only but doesn't take into account the routing control
packets. Also, they present high overhead and time delay.

1) Seed Backbone Nodes (SBBNs): which face the
difficulties in the backbone initialization. The mobile
backbone network should have high trustable nodes at the
start to judge the behavior of the new MANET clients.
Accordingly, the backbone network needs to be initialized by
powerful trustable mobile seeds before it reaches the
autonomous mobile dynamic backbone structure. At least one
SBBN is needed to construct the backbone network. SBNNs
are distributed in the initialization step to cover the target
area. SBNNs have trust value and level equal to one which are
the maximum. Each SBBN has a pool of addresses that are
used in the network. The SBBNs are the only nodes that have
the permission to send addresses to the new nodes that join
their clusters. Also, each SBBN monitors other nodes in its
cluster to employ alternative backbone node based on its
MTV, which is called a backbone node (BBN) and sends it the
essential information then, SBBN enters a sleeping mode.
2) Backbone Nodes (BBNs): start as regular nodes, then
are changed to take the role of SBBN to perform the
monitoring function in their clusters and judge the other nodes
behavior based on their MTVs. Every BBN employs the
highest trusted nearest neighbor node to be its vice backbone
node (VBBN) and periodically sends it its control information.
To increase the coverage and improve the performance, BBNs
can employ other nodes with high MTVs to be capable
backbone nodes (CBBNs). There is one BBN in each cluster.
3) Vice Backbone Nodes (VBBNs): can take the role of
BBN in case of BBN movement or power drop. There is one
VBBN in each cluster
4) Capable Backbone Nodes (CBBNs): are employed to
assist BBNs and to increase the coverage. CBBNs can employ
other level of CBBNs.
Each backbone network node (SBBN, BBN, VBBN,
CBBN) assigns the new employed backbone node a trust value

The proposed technique in this paper introduces new
criteria to estimate the monitoring trust value. The following
equation is suggested to estimate the monitoring trust value for
node (i):
MTVi  tanh(C1

F _ DPsi
R _ RREQs i
) tanh(C2
)
R _ DPsi
S _ RREPs i

(1)

Where 0  MTVi  1 , ( F _ DPsi ) is the number of the
forwarded data packets that are not originated from the node , i,
( R _ DPsi ) is the number of the received data packets that is
not targeted to the node, i, ( R _ RREQs i ) is the number of
received route requests to the node, i, (S _ RREPsi ) is the
number of sent route replies from the node, i, and C1 and C 2
are constants adjusted experimentally.
To increase the coverage of the backbone network, it
should choose new nodes from the neighbors based on their
MTVs, power and location to join the backbone network.
The new chosen nodes have lower level than the ones that
choose them in the backbone hierarchy. The higher level
backbone network nodes assign the lower level ones TVs. The
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and level using equations (2, 3) to specify the operations and
allowed decisions for each node in the backbone network
The following steps illustrate the task of initializing the
backbone network held by the SBBNs; assuming that initial
mobile trustable seeds are equally distributed in the target area,
can communicate with each other, know each other locations,
contain a pool of addresses, and every SBBN is a seed for a
cluster of MANET nodes:
1) If SBBN is not in a sleeping mode,
a) If SBBN receives newly arrived clients requests to join the
most powerful and closest distance SBBN,
i. SBBN sends a reply to the client contains a unique
address selected randomly from its pool of unused
addresses. The process of assigning address to newly
arrived clients is described in more details in section
(3.5).
b) SBBN continuously monitors its clients to judge their
performance and sets them monitoring trust values (MTVs).
c) For each node, obtain node’s MTV,
i. If node's MTV is less than experimentally chosen
SUSPICIOUS NODE THRESHOLD,
1. A node is considered suspicious.
ii. Else if it finds a regular node that has MTV greater
than experimentally chosen BBN THRESHOLD, the
closest node to the SBBN, and it is the most powerful,
1. SBBN employs this node to be the new
mobile backbone node (BBN) for this cluster
and takes SBBN role.
2. SBBN sends to it the essential information.
3. SBBN assigns the BBN’s TV.
4. SBBN starts wake up timer and enters a
sleeping mode.
d) Start rechecking nodes MTV timer.
e) If rechecking timer elapsed,
i. Go to step (1.c).
2) Else if SBBN is in a sleeping mode,
a) If the wake up timer elapsed,
i. SBBN wakes up to monitor the backbone network
nodes and sets them monitoring trust values (MTVs).
ii. For each node, obtain node’s MTV,
1. If the neighbor is BBN and its MTV is less
than experimentally BBN THRESHOLD,
a. The neighbor status is changed to be a
regular one.
b. Go to step (1.a).
2. If the neighbor is VBBN/CBBN and its MTV
is less than experimentally VBBN/CBBN
node THRESHOLD,
a. The neighbor status is changed to be a
regular one.
b. SBBN informs the BBN.
3. Else if node's MTV is less than experimentally
chosen SUSPICIOUS NODE THRESHOLD,
a. A node is considered suspicious.
iii. SBBN starts wake up timer and enters a sleeping
mode.

The following points illustrate the operations of the
backbone network held by the BBNs in every cluster taking
into consideration that each cluster has only one BBN:
1) BBN takes the role of SBBN or BBN will be a cluster grouping
point and the clients are regrouped to join this cluster.
2) Start regrouping timer.
3) If the regrouping timer elapsed,

a) Each BBN will be a cluster grouping point and the clients are
regrouped to join this cluster. Regrouping process is repeated
based on the movement speed.
b) Start regrouping timer.
4) Each BBN adds its neighbors to its MONITORED NODES LIST.
5) BBN receives newly arrived clients requests to join the most
powerful, closest distance BBN.
a) BBN sends a reply to the client contains a unique address
selected randomly from its pool of unused addresses. The
process of assigning address to newly arrived clients is
described in more details in section (3.5).
6) Each BBN continuously monitors its neighbors including regular
nodes and lower level backbone network nodes to judge their
performance and sets them MTVs.
7) For each node, obtain its MTV,
a) If the neighbor is VBBN/CBBN and its MTV is less than
experimentally VBBN, CBBN node THRESHOLD,
I) The neighbor status is changed to be regular one
II) BBN removes the node’s covered addresses from
its MONITORED NODES LIST and starts the
coverage process.
b) Else if node's MTV is less than experimentally chosen
SUSPICIOUS NODE THRESHOLD,
I) A node is considered suspicious.
c) Else if there are no VBBN and a regular node’s MTV is
greater than experimentally chosen VBBN THRESHOLD,
the closest node to the BBN, and it is the most powerful,
I) BBN chooses this node to be its vice backbone
node.
II) BBN assigns VBBN’s TV and level.
8) Start rechecking nodes MTV timer.
9) If the rechecking timer elapsed,
a) Go to step 7.
10) If there are VBBN,
a. Each BBN periodically, based on HELLO message interval,
sends the assigned addresses in its cluster and the
MONITORED NODES LIST to its VBBN.
11) If the BBN suffers a low battery condition and there are VBBN,
a. The BBN asks its VBBN to take its IP and role.
b. The BBN changes its status to be regular node.
c. End.
12) If BBN receives information about changing a backbone node
status to a regular node,
a. BBN removes the node’s covered addresses from its
MONITORED NODES LIST and starts the coverage
process.
13) Each BBN periodically, based on HELLO message interval, asks
the backbone network nodes in its cluster for their neighbors.
14) When BBN receives replies,
a. Each BBN add not repeated replies to its MONITORED
NODES LIST.
15) BBN periodically, based on HELLO message interval, checks its
MONITORED NODES LIST.
16) If there are assigned addresses in BBN’s cluster not in its
MONITORED NODES LIST this is an indication that there are
unmonitored nodes. In this case, the following is achieved to
employ new backbone network nodes which are called CBBNs to
monitor the uncovered nodes,
a. Inform the backbone network nodes in its cluster with these
addresses.
b. If BBN finds regular nodes in its neighbors that have MTVs
greater than experimentally chosen CBBN THRESHOLD,
I) BBN asks if they have these addresses in their
neighbor list.
II) When BBN receives replies, The BBN,
(1) Chooses the one with the highest MTV and
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power to be the new CBBN.
(2) Adds the new covered address in its
MONITORED NODES LIST.
(3) Assigns the new CBBN TV and level.
(4) Informs the backbone network with the
CBBN’s address.
c. If BBN receives suggestions for CBBNs,
I) BBN chooses the one with the highest MTV and
power.
II) Adds the new covered address in its MONITORED
NODES LIST.
III) BBN informs the backbone network in its cluster
with the CBBN’s address.
17) Else if there are no assigned addresses in BBN’s cluster not in its
MONITORED NODES LIST,
a. BBN ends the coverage process.

The following steps illustrate the operation of the backbone
network held by the VBBN and CBBNs taking into
consideration that each cluster can have only one VBBN and
more than one CBBN:
1) If the VBBN discovers a BBN link failure,
a) It takes the IP and the role of BBN.
b) End.
2) Each VBBN/CBBN continuously monitors its neighbors to judge
their performance and sets them monitoring trust values (MTVs).
3) For each node, obtain its MTV,
a) If the neighbor is CBBN and its MTV is less than
experimentally CBBN THRESHOLD,
I) The neighbor status is changed to be a regular one and
inform the BBN.
b) Else if node's MTV is less than experimentally chosen
SUSPICIOUS NODE THRESHOLD,
I) A node is considered suspicious.
4) Start rechecking nodes MTV timer.
5) If the rechecking timer elapsed,
a) Go to step 3.
6) If VBBN/CBBN receives BBN request asks for its neighbors,
a) VBBN/CBBN replies with its neighbors.
7) If VBBN/CBBN receives request to be changed to a regular node,
a) VBBN/CBBN changes its state to be regular node.
8) Each VBBN periodically, based on HELLO interval, receives the
assigned addresses and the MONITORED NODES LIST from its
BBN.
9) If VBBN finds that there are assigned addresses in BBN’s cluster
not in the MONITORED NODES LIST OR If CBBN receives
assigned addresses in BBN’s cluster and not in BBN's
MONITORED NODES LIST,
a) If VBBN/CBBN finds regular nodes in its neighbors that have
MTVs greater than experimentally chosen CBBN
THRESHOLD,
I) VBBN/CBBN asks if they have these addresses in their
neighbor list.
II) When VBBN/CBBN receives replies, The VBBN/CBBN,
(1) It sends the BBN a suggestion carries information
about the one with the highest MTV and power to
be employed as new CBBN.
(2) If VBBN/CBBN receives BBN request to employ
new CBBN,
a. VBBN/CBBN assigns the new CBBN
TV and level.
10) Else if VBBN finds that there are no assigned addresses in BBN’s
cluster not in its MONITORED NODES LIST,

a) VBBN ends the coverage process.

As shown from previous tasks for every backbone network
node type, the nodes of the backbone network monitor each
other as well as the regular nodes that are located in their
transmission range and set them MTVs which represent the
reliability of each node in the network. The level of backbone
network nodes can be changed based on MTV, power,
movement, and coverage. Except the initial seeds, no backbone
node is considered trusted forever. Increasing the number of
BBNs and CBBNs helps in facing the dynamics of MANET,
increases the coverage, increases the reliability, distributes the
control, saves the nodes recourses, and speeds up the detection
and the removal process.
The construction of the backbone network consumes low
overhead because all control information that is exchanged
between backbone network nodes is added to the AODV
HELLO message as additional fields.
As shown from the discussion, the proposed multi-level
backbone network is mobile, dynamic, trusted, powerful, has
high coverage, reliable, distributes the control, saves the nodes
recourses, and robust can face nodes failure. The backbone
network uses multi-hop communication to communicate with
each other as well as with regular nodes. Unlike the technique
in [11], the proposed technique doesn't use permanent fixed
nodes. Also, it is more secure and practical than the introduced
backbone in [14] which chooses the backbone nodes based on
their power and coverage assuming that all backbone nodes are
powerful and trusted by default. The proposed backbone
network is constructed and updated based on the nodes trust
value in addition to power and coverage. Unlike the other
techniques, the proposed technique has not considered any
node to be trusted forever including the backbone nodes. Also,
the backbone network nodes are the only nodes, that are
permitted to monitor and judge the behavior of other nodes,
which is considered more secure than the technique that is
proposed in [17]. The monitoring process can be used for
malicious node detection as well as for backbone construction.
C. MANET Formation
This section describes how new clients join the MANET.
The proposed technique uses the BBNs as approximate centers
of clusters to facilitate and speed up the communication
process. Every BBN has a pool of unique addresses that is used
to configure nodes in its cluster. The proposed technique
follows the technique that is used in [15, 16] but it modifies the
equation that is used by [16] to allocate the range of host
addresses as follows:

Range of addresses of BBNi  i * BaseValue  n
0  n  BaseValue ; 0  i  K

for
(4)

Where K is the number of BBNs, and BaseValue is the
maximum number of addresses that are supported by every
BBN.
Newly arrived clients broadcast requests to BBNs to join
the most powerful, closest distance BBN. The clients may be
regrouped according to the node's movements. In each cluster,
there are one BBN, one VBBN, and CBBNs to cover the
cluster area. A lot of clustering techniques for MANET is
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discussed in [18]. K-means [19] is one of the simplest
algorithms that solves the clustering problem. Accordingly, it
is used to group nearby nodes in the proposed technique. The
proposed technique tries to keep the BBNs as cluster grouping
points even if they are not located exactly in the cluster centers
because BBNs are permitted to move randomly.

(i)

D. The Detection of black, gray, and cooperative black holes
in AODV
Two methods are proposed in the current technique to
detect malicious nodes:
1) The first method is based on the monitoring trust
values (MTVs) which is estimated using equation (1).
2) The second method is based on baiting the malicious
node to reply to requests for route to not existing destination
in the MANET.
In the first method, the backbone network periodically
checks neighbors MTVs. A node is considered malicious one if
its MTV is less than experimentally chosen SUSPICIOUS
NODE THRESHOLD. Each node in the backbone network has
a suspicious node list. Each entry in this list contains
suspicious node ID, discovering nodes TVs, discovering nodes
IDs, and suspicious node MTV. The action that is taken by the
discovering backbone network node is limited by its trust
value.
The following points illustrate the steps executed by the
backbone network nodes in the first method:
1) The backbone network node checks neighbors MTVs including the
other backbone network nodes.
2) For each node, obtain next node’s MTV,
a) If node's MTV is less than experimentally chosen
SUSPICIOUS NODE THRESHOLD,
i) A node is considered suspicious.
ii) If the discovering node TV is greater than
experimentally
chosen
REMOVING
NODE
THRESHOLD,
(1) The discovering node starts the removal process
which will be described in detail in section 4.4.
iii) Else if the discovering node TV is less than
experimentally
chosen
REMOVING
NODE
THRESHOLD,
(1) The discovering node searches its suspicious node
list for the suspicious node ID.
(2) If the discovering node does not find the
suspicious node ID in its suspicious node list,
(a) The discovering node adds an entry contains
(discovering node ID, discovering node TV,
suspicious node ID, and suspicious node
MTV) to its suspicious node list. That entry
fields are shown in Figure (4.3).
(b) The discovering node informs the backbone
network with that entry using additional
control fields added to the HELLO message.
(3) Else if the discovering node finds an entry of the
suspicious node ID in its suspicious node list,
(a) If this entry contains only the discovering
node which can be happened if the
discovering node added this entry before and
the suspicious node is not removed yet,

3)
4)

The discovering node updates its TV
and the suspicious node MTV in this
entry.
(ii) The discovering node informs the
backbone network nodes.
(b) Else if this entry contains another
discovering nodes including or not including
the discovering node which give indication
that the discovering node received messages
from neighbors confirm that they discover
the same suspicious node,
(i) The discovering node combines the
TVs of all the discovering nodes in the
entry including its new TV and
calculates combined TV using equation
(4.1).
(ii) If the combined TV is greater than
REMOVING NODE THRESHOLD,
1. The discovering node starts the
removal process.
(iii) Else if the combined TV is less than
REMOVING NODE THRESHOLD,
1. If the discovering node is included
in the entry,
a. The discovering node updates
its new TV and the suspicious
node MTV.
2. Else if the discovering node is not
included in the entry,
a. The
discovering
node
appends its ID, TV, and the
suspicious node MTV in the
entry.
3. The discovering node informs the
backbone network.
Set up a timer for rechecking neighbors MTVs.
If the timer interval elapsed,
a) Go to step 1.

The following steps illustrate the operation executed by the
backbone network nodes in the first method upon receiving
suspicious node entry:
1. The backbone network node receives the suspicious node
information.
2. It searches its suspicious node list for the suspicious node ID.
3. If it does not find the suspicious node ID in its suspicious node list,
a. It adds the received information as an entry to its suspicious node
list.
b. It informs the backbone network with that entry.
4. If it finds an entry of the suspicious node ID in its suspicious node
list,
a. It combines the TVs of all the discovering nodes in the entry with
the new received information using equation (5).
b. If the combined TV is greater than REMOVING NODE
THRESHOLD,
i. It starts the removal process.
c. If the combined TV is less than REMOVING NODE
THRESHOLD,
i. It updates the suspicious nodes list entry using the received
information.
ii. It informs the backbone network.
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As stated earlier, in some cases the backbone network
nodes need to combine the TVs of all discovering nodes that
are recorded in the entry including its new TV. The following
equation is used to calculate the combined TV:
n

TVcombined  tanh

TV

i

(5)

i 1

Where n is the number of the discovering nodes that are
indicated in the entry.
As stated earlier, in addition to using the MTV value for
detecting malicious nodes, the proposed technique uses another
detection method. In this second method, the BBNs
periodically perform a special check for malicious node
detection. BBNs try to bait the attackers to send RREP to
RREQ contains a fake destination address. As stated earlier in
section (3.2), every BBN has a pool of disjoint unique
addresses that is used to configure its clients in its cluster. This
way of address allocation facilitates using the second method
for malicious node detection.
The following points illustrate the steps held by the
backbone network nodes of the second method:
1. BBN chooses a random unused address called restricted IP address
(RIP).
2. BBN uses the AODV HELLO message to send this RIP to the
backbone network which is considered as a sign for the backbone
network to monitor any nodes that reply the RIP RREQ by RREP
message.
3. The backbone network starts to monitor the neighbor nodes for any
RREPs to that RIP.
4. BBN sends a RREQ to find a path to this fake destination.
5. If any backbone network node listens a RREP to that RIP RREQ,
a. It saves the ID of the node that forwards the reply.
6. If the BBN receives a RREP for RIP RREQ,
a. The BBN asks the backbone network for the monitoring
information.
b. The BBN figures out the source node of the RREP.
c. The BBN moves into the removal process that will be described in
section (3.4).
7. Set up a timer for baiting again malicious nodes.
8. If the timer interval elapsed,
a. Go to step 1.

Using the two proposed methods to detect the malicious
nodes, the proposed technique can mitigate black hole, gray
hole, and cooperative black hole attacks. The black hole can be
caught if it replies the RIP RREQs or if it drops data and sends
a lot of RREPs compared to the RREQs. The gray hole attack
can be detected by the same algorithm whenever it acts as a
black hole node. Also, the proposed technique takes the history
of the nodes into consideration when it estimates the MTVs
which helps in detecting grayholes. Baiting malicious nodes to
reply RIP RREQs can detect and isolate one node of the
cooperative blackhole nodes whenever it tries to acquire the
route. On the other hand in the monitoring process, if a source
node needs to communicate with another node in the network,
then the source node initiates the route discovery process by
broadcasting RREQ. If one node of the cooperative blackhole
nodes succeeds to acquire the route, then the source node starts

to send its data packets. Upon the receipt of data packets, the
black hole node starts to forward these data packets to other
cooperating nodes. Other cooperating nodes forward these data
packets to others and so on until one black hole node drops the
data packets. In the proposed technique, the backbone network
nodes can detect and isolate the black hole node which drops
the data packets. After the isolation of one of the cooperative
blackhole nodes, one of the remaining cooperative nodes has to
reply RIP RREQs or drop data packets which facilitate its
detection process by the proposed algorithm. The detection will
continue in such way to catch the cooperative nodes one by
one.
It can be shown that the proposed technique is more secure
than [14, 15], because BBNs perform the security check
periodically not based on a request from regular not trusted
nodes, BBNs are the only nodes that perform the monitoring,
detect and remove the malicious nodes, know the RIPs and
send the RREQs for the RIPs.
The overhead of the proposed technique is lower than the
other techniques in [10, 14, 15] because it doesn't use
acknowledgments [10], it doesn't maintain and exchange a
large amount of control data [10], it doesn't send dummy data
[15], and it does not use special control packets to exchange its
control information instead, it adds fields to the AODV
HELLO message.
E. The Removal of Malicious Nodes
The removal process starts after detecting malicious nodes.
The backbone network nodes that have the permission to
isolate the malicious node start the removal process by adding
the malicious node ID into its black list. Also the discovering
node broadcasts the malicious node ID to other nodes in the
network using additional control fields added to the HELLO
message which is already implemented in AODV [7]. Each
node receives the information that is integrated in HELLO
message checks that the sender is one of the backbone nodes.
After the validation step, the node adds the malicious node ID
to its black list and adds the control information into its own
HELLO message to redistribute the malicious node ID. Each
node in the network ignores route replies (RREPs) and route
requests (RREQs) that are received from any node in the black
list to isolate the malicious nodes from the network. Also, each
node deletes any route in its cash to any node in the black list.
If all neighbor nodes around the malicious node do not forward
their packets, the malicious node cannot communicate with the
other nodes in the MANET and the malicious node is isolated
from the network [20].
IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

NS2 simulator [6] is used in this paper to evaluate the
performance of the proposed technique compared with other
recent techniques such as IDS [11], hash-function [21], and
AODV [7]. The simulation results are presented in the next
subsections.
A. Comparison with IDS technique
In this subsection, the performance of the proposed
technique is compared with Ming-Yang Su technique [11] as
well as with the original AODV technique [7].
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The current comparison is carried out using the same
simulation parameters that are used in [11] except that the
proposed technique doesn't use extra nodes. The used
parameters are listed in Table (I). Random-way-point model
[22] is used to allow nodes to move randomly. Each reading in
the next figures is the average value resulting from a set of
experiments under different scenarios of random movement. In
[11], the total packet loss rates are calculated according to the
ratio between the number of packets that fail to reach the
destinations (missing packets) and the total number of packets
that are transmitted from all source nodes of the entire network.
The results of the first comparison between the proposed,
IDS, and AODV techniques are shown in Fig. 1. The total
packet loss rates of one and two fixed selectively black holes
(gray hole) are compared with IDS technique in case of IDS
predefined thresholds of 5 and 10. The results are compared
also with the ideal not attacked AODV as well as with AODV
under attack. As shown from Fig. 1-a, when there is no attack,
the mean total packet loss rate for all pause times by AODV is
about 7.87%. When there is one fixed selective black hole node
the rate by the attacked AODV raises to be about 92.40%. With
IDS technique when the threshold value is set to 5, the rate is
about 10.05%, and when the threshold is set to 10, the rate is
about 13.04%. In the proposed technique the rate is
successfully reduced to 8.14%. Fig. 1-b shows the mean total
packet loss rate of all pause times when there are two fixed
selective black hole nodes. The results are compared with the
non attacked AODV in the case of the absence of selective
black hole node. When there are no selective black hole nodes,
the non attacked AODV gives a rate of about 7.73%, which
increases to be about 97.32% when there are two fixed
selective black hole nodes. IDS technique gives rate about
11.28% and 14.76% when the threshold values are set to 5, 10
respectively. The rate is successfully reduced to be about
9.83% in the proposed technique. It can be shown from the
results that the proposed technique has the lowest mean total
loss rate in case of one and two fixed gray hole nodes
compared with AODV under attack and IDS. It can be shown
that the proposed technique loss rate is very close to the rate of
the ideal non attacked AODV.
The second comparison between the proposed technique,
IDS, and AODV, is carried out when there are one and two
random moving selective black hole nodes, the results are
illustrated in Fig. 2. As shown from Fig. 2-a, when there is one
randomly moving a selective black hole node, the mean total
loss rate in AODV under attack is about 86.53%. IDS
technique gives rate about 10.29% and 12.55% when the
threshold value is set to be 5 and 10 respectively. While in the
proposed technique the mean rate is successfully reduced to be
about 7.52%, which is close to the ideal non attacked AODV.
Also, as shown from Fig. 2-b when there are two randomly
moving selective black hole, AODV under attack gives mean
total packet loss rate for all pause times about 94.64%, while
IDS technique gives rates about 12.03%, and 14.57% with
threshold values of 5 and 10 respectively. The rate is
successfully reduced to 10.08% in the proposed technique.
Also, it can be shown from this comparison that the proposed
technique gives the lowest packet loss ratio which is also close
to the ideal non attacked AODV ratio.

TABLE I.
Parameter
Area size
Normal nodes
Connections
Transmission range
Traffic type
Packet size
Mobility
Maximum speed
Simulation time
Pause times
Malicious node(s)
Traffic rate

SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Value
1000 m×1000 m
50 (distributed and moving randomly)
20 pairs (40 nodes)
250 m
UDP-CBR (Constant Bit Rate)
512 bytes
Random-way point model
20 m/s
500 s
0s, 5s, 10s, and 15s
one/two grayhole (fixed/moving)
5 Kb/second

(a) One fixed selective black hole

(b)Two fixed selective black holes
Fig. 1. Comparing total packet loss rate in AODV, IDS, and the proposed
technique in case of fixed one and two selective black hole (gray hole)

(a)One randomly moving selective black hole

(b)Two randomly moving selective black hole
Fig. 2. Comparing total packet loss rate in AODV, IDS, and the proposed
technique in case of randomly moving one and two selective black holes
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The authors in [11] give a summary of the true positive rate
and false positive rate. A true positive (TP) is defined in [11] as
a selective black hole node being correctly judged as a black
hole; whereas, a false positive (FP) is a normal node being
misjudged as a black hole [11]. The TP rate is defined as the
ratio between the number of the TP and the number of black
hole nodes while the FP rate is defined as the ratio between the
number of the FP and the number of the normal nodes. The
results of the comparison between the proposed and IDS
techniques are listed Tables (II, III). The results in case of fixed
selective black hole(s) are listed in Table (II) and for randomly
moving selective black hole(s) are listed in Table (III). As
illustrated, the FP and TP of the proposed technique are 0%
and 100% respectively in all cases which are better than IDS
which gives worst FP rates in some cases. Also, the time of
blocking in the proposed technique is better than IDS.
It can be seen from previous comparisons that the proposed
technique gives better results than IDS technique and close to
the ideal non attacked AODV behavior.
TABLE II.
COMPARING TP RATE FP RATE IN IDS, AND THE PROPOSED
TECHNIQUE IN CASE OF FIXED 1 AND 2 SELECTIVE BLACK HOLES
(a) TP rate and FP rate for one fixed selective black hole.
FP rate
TP rate
Time of blocking (s)
Pause
time (s) IDS
(5)

IDS
(10)

proposed IDS(5) IDS(10) proposed

IDS IDS
proposed
(5) (10)

0

0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%)

1(100%) 1(100%) 1(100%) 16.54 21.07 4.65

5

0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%)

1(100%) 1(100%) 1(100%) 20.13 23.09 5.45

10

0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%)

1(100%) 1(100%) 1(100%) 21.42 23.08 5.07

15

0(0%) 0(0%) 0(0%)

1(100%) 1(100%) 1(100%) 21.23 21.29 5.75

(b): TP rate and FP rate for two fixed selective black hole.
TP rate
Time of blocking(s )

Pause FP rate
time
(s) IDS(5)

IDS
(10)

0

0(0%)

0(0%) 0(0%)

2(100%) 2(100%) 2(100%) 20.60 21.39 5.65

5

0.3(0.6%) 0(0%) 0(0%)

2(100%) 2(100%) 2(100%) 21.68 23.06 5.35

10

0(0%)

2(100%) 2(100%) 2(100%) 21.31 22.76 5.6

15

0.2(0.4%) 0(0%) 0(0%)

proposed IDS(5) IDS(10) proposed

0(0%) 0(0%)

IDS IDS
proposed
(5) (10)

2(100%) 2(100%) 2(100%) 21.27 23.03 5.76

TABLE III.
COMPARING TP RATE FP RATE IN IDS, AND THE PROPOSED
TECHNIQUE IN CASE OF RANDOMLY MOVING 1 AND 2 SELECTIVE BLACK
HOLES
(a): TP rate and FP rate for one randomly moving selective black hole.
TP rate
Time of blocking (s)
Pause FP rate
time
IDS
IDS
IDS IDS
proposed
proposed
(s) IDS(5) (10) proposed IDS(5) (10)
(5) (10)
0

0(0%)

0(0%) 0(0%)

1(100%) 1(100%) 1(100%) 21.08 23.19 5.34

5

0(0%)

0(0%) 0(0%)

1(100%) 1(100%) 1(100%) 21.19 21.99 6.14

10

0.2(0.4%) 0(0%) 0(0%)

1(100%) 1(100%) 1(100%) 21.06 21.24 5.21

15

0(0%)

1(100%) 1(100%) 1(100%) 21.19 21.37 5.45

0(0%) 0(0%)

(b): TP rate and FP rate for two randomly moving selective black hole.
TP rate
Time of blocking (s)
Pause FP rate
time
IDS
IDS IDS
IDS(5)
proposed IDS(5) IDS(10) proposed
proposed
(s)
(10)
(5) (10)
0

0.1(0.2%) 0(0%) 0(0%)

2(100%) 2(100%) 2(100%) 21.24 21.23 5.72

5

0.1(0.2%) 0(0%) 0(0%)

2(100%) 2(100%) 2(100%) 21.27 27.7 5.75

10

0(0%)

0(0%) 0(0%)

2(100%) 2(100%) 2(100%) 21.22 23.58 5.48

15

0(0%)

0(0%) 0(0%)

2(100%) 2(100%) 2(100%) 21.17 21.43 5.85

B. Comparison with Hash-Function Technique
In this subsection, the proposed technique is compared with
the technique that is introduced in [21]. The technique uses
hash function and message authentication to mitigate black
hole attack. The simulation parameters are the same parameters
that are used in [21]; these parameters are the same parameters
which are listed in Table (I) except that the simulation time is
600 s, the pause times are 0s, 100s, 200s, 300s, 400s, 500s, and
600s, the malicious node is one randomly moving black hole,
and the traffic rate is 4 packets/second.
Random-way-point model [22] is used to allow nodes to
move randomly. Each reading in the figures is obtained as an
average of a set of experiments under different scenarios of
random motion.
Authors in [21] use three performance measures; packet
delivery ratio, time delay, and normalized control packet
overhead. They defined Packet Delivery Ratio as the ratio
between the number of data packets successfully delivered to
the destinations and the total number of data packets in the
network. They defined Time Delay as the difference between
the time when the source node broadcasts a RREQ message
and the time when the first data packet is received by the
destination node. They considered that Normalized Control
Packet Overhead is the ratio between the size of all the routing
packets and the size of all received data packets.
In the following comparisons, the proposed technique is
compared with Hash-Function [21] and AODV [7] techniques
In the first comparison, the packet delivery ratio is obtained
for different pause times, the comparison results are shown in
Fig. 3. It can be shown that the proposed technique gives the
highest packet delivery ratio.
The second comparison is carried out to compare the Time
Delay; the results are shown in Fig. 4. It can be shown that the
proposed technique introduces the lowest time delay. This
comparison is not fair to the proposed technique because the
delay is considered for the packets that reach the destination
and doesn't take into consideration the packets that will be
dropped by the black hole. The delay should be related to the
delivery ratio which is not considered by [21].
Fig. 5 shows the results of the third comparison in which
the Normalized Control Packet Overhead is compared. As
shown, the proposed technique gives the lowest normalized
control packet overhead which is close to non attacked AODV.
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C. The backbone network security and coverage
The simulation parameters that are used in this subsection
are the same parameters that are used in the previous
subsection. The first experiment is carried out to see if a
malicious node can deceive the backbone network and join it
as backbone member. The experiment is carried out with
number of malicious nodes equals to 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% of
the total number of nodes. The results proved that there is no
malicious node could join the backbone network.
In the second experiment, the backbone network coverage
is tested and the result is illustrated in Fig. 6. As shown from
the figure, by using a low percentage of the backbone nodes,
the proposed technique gives high coverage percentage.
Fig. 6. Backbone network coverage

V.

Fig. 3. Total packet delivery ratio for proposed, Hash-Function, and AODV
techniques

A reliable technique is proposed to detect and prevent
black, gray, and cooperative black hole attacks in AODV. The
proposed technique uses a multi-level mobile backbone
network constructed of randomly moving regular MANET
nodes chosen based on their trust value, location and power.
The backbone network monitors each other as well as regular
nods to estimate monitoring trust value for each node. This
value is used as an indicator of malicious behavior. Also,
higher level backbone nodes bait the malicious nodes to reply a
request for a route to non existing IP. AODV HELLO
messages are used to isolate the suspicious node and to
exchange the control information. The performance of the
proposed technique is compared with AODV, IDS and hashfunction techniques. The simulation results show that the
backbone network is secure and has high coverage. The
proposed technique can highly detect and remove the malicious
nodes. It gives the lowest packet loss rate, the lowest end-toend delay, and the lowest packet overhead.
[1]
[2]

[3]
Fig. 4. Time delay for proposed, Hash-Function, and AODV techniques
[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]
Fig. 5. Normalized Control packet overhead for proposed, Hash-Function,
and AODV techniques

CONCLUSION
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Abstract—The reason for this paper is to investigate the
variables that empower citizen adoption of e-Government driven
organizations in Pakistan, where these offices are at a simple
stage. Comprehension citizen’s adoption of electronicgovernment is an essential topic, as the utilization of eGovernment has turned into an integral part of administration.
Achievement of such activities depends generally on the
productive utilization of e-taxpayer supported organizations.
Inclusive e-Government is the gateway to the efficiency promised
by the Electronic Government. This study utilizes the Unified
Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) model to
inspect the powerful elements of the adoption and utilization of eGovernment services in Pakistan from a national point of view.
An online survey was led and a factual spellbinding examination
was performed on the reactions got from 200 Pakistani nationals.
The embraced model can be utilized as a rule for the execution of
e-Government services in Pakistan. This study recommends that
government ought to run broad publicizing battles to guarantee
that individuals are mindful of the services and utilization them.
This infers that government ought to place accentuation on
expanding familiarity with the services, show the profits of
citizens, and empowering confidence in the framework.
Keywords—E-government;
Pakistan
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INTRODUCTION

This The purpose of this paper is to study the adoption of eGovernment in Pakistan through demand perspective. The
strategy of e-Government is a fundamental in the
modernization of the public sector, which not only allowing the
demand of information but also optimize the processes
commercially and facilitate communication between the
different levels of government[30]. E-Government facilitates
the development of public administration activities related to
citizens and different companies [25]. E-Government has
turned into a mainstream center of government efforts in
numerous countries around the globe. It mirrors the expectation
for open associations and governments to exploit the
correspondences upgrades made conceivable by the ICT
insurgency. E government is adopted with the reason for
enhancing the services and delivery gave by the government
to its citizens [15].
E-government services systems aim to give numerous
benefits such as enhancing the processes and operations of
government services and upgrading information offering
between the government and open [5]. It likewise gives
citizens the services in expert way, safely, securely, helpfully,

and with extensive time reserve funds. Nonetheless, the usage
of e-Government services is not a basic on-line information
procurement, it obliges a profound comprehension of citizens’
needs and prerequisites and complete architecture to evade
unexpected results [11].
E-government and Internet has rolled out a vital
improvement in the entire Pakistani society structure, qualities,
society furthermore, the methods for leading business by using
the capability of ICT as an instrument in day by day work. In
this paper, we distinguish the components that impact Pakistani
citizens to acknowledge and utilization e government by
applying a corrected UTAUT Model. UTAUT is an exactly
accepted model consolidating eight noteworthy models of
technology acceptance and their extensions [22]. The outcomes
can be utilized by the chiefs and administration creators to
progress e-taxpayer driven organizations, and their availability
to citizens.
The structure of the paper is as per the following: at to start
with, it offers a brief synopsis of past research, a depiction of eGovernment in Pakistan, and a diagram of e-Government
adoption in developing countries (i.e. South Asia). In the
following area, the research methodology and systems are
examined. After that, the attained to results are reported in the
connection of the related research, alongside a legitimacy and
unwavering quality talk [12]. At last, the paper is finished up
by inspecting ramifications, constraints and recommendations
for future research.
TABLE I.
S/#

FBR- ONLINE TAX CASES

Type

Total cases

Selected

1

Income Tax (Corporate)

25,046

1,876

2
3

Income Tax (Non-Corporate)
Sales Tax (Corporate)

840,675
11,757

63,050
1,410

4
5

Sales Tax (Non-Corporate)
FED Tax (Corporate)

92,455
402

11,095
45

6

FED Tax (Non-Corporate)

202

24

Random computer ballot was conducted in respect of six
categories i.e. corporate cases of Income Tax, Sales Tax, FED
and non-corporate cases of Income Tax, Sales Tax and FED.
The target audience of this paper will be composed citizens
or government employees who are paying their taxes online
and the issues they are facing in reference to UTAUT model.
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Fig. 1. Online Tax Payers (Obtained from FBR-Pakistan)

UTAUT is one of the most recent developments in the field
of general technology acceptance models. This model is used
to present a more finish photo of the acceptance process than
any past individual models had possessed the capacity to do.
Eight models beforehand utilized as a part of the IS writing
were converged in an incorporated model, all of which had
their starting points in brain research, social science and
communications. These models are the TRA, TPB, TAM,
TAM2, the Motivational Model of Computer Usage (MM) [12]
[21].
The UTAUT holds that four key builds (execution
anticipation, exertion hope, social impact, and encouraging
conditions) are direct determinants or predictors of usage plan
and conduct. Gender, age, experience, and willfulness of
utilization are placed to intervene the effect of the four key
builds on usage aim and conduct Government
The study of e-Government from the perspective of
demand discusses the factors that determine their acceptance,
considering those that play an important role in models
consumer behavior online will also affect adoption. Most of the
citizens in Pakistan are still unaware of online taxpaying
system due to the barriers in implementation of e government.
Despite this, must be aware of the existence of particularities
associated with the incorporation of ICT in the public sector,
among them, the complex structure of objectives and
Administration performing multiple functions.
Although the public sector enjoyment authority to impose
the use of e-Government, their acceptance voluntary lead to an
optimized uses [14]. The most widely used model to explain
the behavior of Internet consumer is the Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM), is an adaptation of the Theory of
Reasoned Action (TAR) cantered behavior using new
technologies. The TAM replaces beliefs defined in the TAR 2
items denominated usefulness and perceived ease of use, low
assuming that these are beliefs that influence the formation of
attitudes and, consequently, in the intention and behavior an
individual about the use of technology [11]. Meanwhile, the
model Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) this is modeled as a
process of information collection and reduction of uncertainty
with the intention of assessing technology, identifying five
elements that can influence it: relative advantage, complexity,
compatibility, testability and ease of observation of their
benefits [8].
The research question of this study is “What are the
fundamental factors and demand perspective that affect the
citizens and e-Government adoption in Pakistan?”

The research question can be formed in the accompanying
way: RQ1. What is the current circumstance in Pakistan
concerning the factors influencing e-taxpayer driven
organizations selection and what are the ramifications of this to
future organization? This research question was replied by
tending to factors of the UTAUT model and directing a survey
to portray the current circumstance in Pakistan. Will there be a
statistically significant relationship between perceived trust in
e-government and behavioral intention to use e-government
services? What is the relationship between government
policies, strategies and deployment of e-Government in
Pakistan? To identify barriers in adoption of e-Government
using UTAUT model?
A. Research Aim)
First, The aim of this research is to explore the demand-side
barriers to e-market in Pakistan Demand Side perspective in
public using UTAUT model and the paper presents an in-depth
empirical case study of such barriers from a local authority
perspective [12]. The aim of this paper is to study the factors
that influence the Pakistani citizens for the e-market adoption.
B. Research Method
As already demonstrated, this research is a quantitative
study, which develops the UTAUT model to examine the level
of change of e-Government appropriation as a result of
incorporating the trust build in the model. As it were, the
study's center was to show whether trust could enhance the
prescient estimation of the UTAUT model, while at the same
time testing the unified model's limits, to disclose aim to adopt
the e-Government administrations in Pakistan. The research
used a correlation research outline with structural comparison
displaying (SEM) to focus the degree of connections among
the research variables. Also, numerous regression analyses
were utilized to anticipate citizens' plan and utilization
behavior.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This study identifies the determinants of potential users'
adoption of e-Government services in a creating nation
utilizing a changed form of the UTAUT model. The findings
revealed that performance expectancy, effort expectancy, peer
influence and facilitating conditions were noteworthy in the
adoption of e-government services in Pakistan. These findings
are reliable to some degree with those reported in studies led in
created countries i.e. [9], [10],[11], [22] and [17], in this way
demonstrating that variables, which focus the adoption of eGovernment services, identified in created countries could be
appropriate in the setting of creating countries. Regardless of
the way that the utilization of understudy subjects may have
restricted the generalizability of the findings of this study, the
research gives helpful experiences into the motivations basic
the intentions to utilize e-Government services in creating
countries. The likely adoption of e-Government services by
understudy subjects is all around anticipated on the premise of
the key variables performance expectancy, effort expectancy
also, associate influence, and on the premise of facilitating
conditions and the directing impacts of Internet experience and
sort of scholarly course. Future research could, for instance,
incorporate a more extensive scope of members and spread
different variables, for example, society what's more, trust. The
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use of ICT radically changes the way governments manage and
execute their internal processes, and opens the possibility to
improve and increase communication channels with citizens
[17] [12]. In this paper a conceptualization of e-Government
based on its essential features is an integration between its
phases and dimensions is performed and considerations to be
taken into account for their implementation taking into account
the advantages and disadvantages are analyzed.

moderated by gender, age, experience & willingness to use
[23].

E-government is seen as “the realization of efficient and
effective action by the recipients oriented government, with
main emphasis on the citizen, and interaction with these” and
its phases (presence, interaction, transaction processing are
analyzed and citizen) participation and (external, promotion,
internal and relational) dimensions and the interaction between
them [13]. These phases and dimensions are not interdependent
nor need to complete one to start another. Each has a different
purpose and requires different requirements in terms of costs,
needs knowledge and level of ICT use [8] [9]. Finally, an
analysis of the advantages and disadvantages that must be
taken into account to take advantage of early and minimize the
latter, during the implementation process of e-Government. 2.1
UTAUT Model

The UTAUT model contains five direct determinants of
behavioral intention and utilization conduct: (1) performance
expectancy, which is "the
degree to which an individual
accepts that utilizing the system will help him or her to
accomplish picks up in employment performance". (2) Effort
expectancy, which
is "the level of straightforwardness
connected with the utilization of the
system". (3) Social
influence, which is "the
degree to which an individual
perceives that vital others accept he or she ought to utilize the
new system". (4) Facilitating conditions, which is "the degree
to which an individual accepts that a hierarchical and technical
infrastructure exists to bolster the utilization of the system".
And (5) behavioral intention, which is "the individual's
subjective likelihood that he or she will perform the conduct
in
question". In fact, the system of e-Government can
successfully replace the need to visit government agencies and
reduce the volume of paper records management [44].

The unified theory of acceptance and use of technology
arises from the need to create a common theoretical reference
to retake the constructs that other theories and models have
proven that were useful in assessing acceptance of technology
and realized an evolution in explaining the phenomenon.
The theory constructs studied and formulated a unified
integrated them model. Of all the constructs identified four
main factors: performance expectancy, effort expectancy,
social influence and ease conditions, which are moderated by
gender, age, experience and willingness to use; the latter refers
to whether the use of technology is voluntary or imposed [41]:

4) Terms of ease
The degree to which a person perceives that the
organizational structure and technical infrastructure can
support the use of the system. This factor is moderated by age
and experience.

It is accounted for that tele density has encountered 6.7
percent development and portable supporter numbers have
increment by 10 percent, twofold 2010 figures. Extra versatile
infiltration rose to 65.4 percent from 60.4 percent, while
broadband client numbers had expanded by 66 percent toward
the end of FY2011. Like other creating countries, Pakistan has
difficulties, for example, poor IT foundation, low education
rates, moderate e-government services improvement, and
adoption. As indicated by Almakki (2009), Arab countries
have difficulties, for example, the absence of IT base, and
additionally social issues. The development of e-Government
user-centered requires knowing both the expectations that this
has regarding its use, as the elements that favor its adoption.
Chan et al. (2010) have proposed the existence of diverse
backgrounds of the components UTAUT model in a binding
environment. This paper, through the development of a
structural equation model using PLS analyzes the effect of such
records in a volunteer environment [25] [39]. The results show
outcome expectations and the expectations of effort
significantly impact on the intention to use the platform of eGovernment, and that this influence and facilitating conditions
on the use of that platform.

Fig. 2. UTAUT Model

1) Performance Expectation
The degree to which a person believes that using the system
will help to make gains in performance. This factor is
moderated by gender and age.
2) Expectation of effort
The degree of ease associated with the use of the system.
This factor is moderated by gender, age and experience.
3) Social influence
The degree to which a person perceives that other important
people believe he should use the system. This factor is

Fig. 3. e-Government adoption model
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The levels of e-Government in the Pakistan presents a
systematic collection of experiences in which information
technologies are used in support of governmental activities that
are currently running in the group of countries that have been
included in the guide: Bolivia, Chile, Colombia , Ecuador, Peru
and Venezuela, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Mexico,
Guatemala and Costa Rica [50]. These models of experiences
can serve as a basis for developing solutions in other countries,
taking into account the importance of the use of ICTs to
increase efficiency and effectiveness of public functions,
facilitate government-citizen relationship and strengthen
national strategies towards promotion of transparency and
integrity [14].
Use of Information Technology in Administrations was
appreciated by a key element in its modernization, needed to
reach the most competitive and dynamic knowledge in the
world, capable of sustainable economic growth accompanied
by an improvement quantitative and qualitative employment
and greater social cohesion [32].

Fig. 4. Recent Changes in E-government

The government agency must provide outside information
about itself and the processes that takes place. The level of
transparency measures an agency effort to make information
available through its website [25]. Transparency is not only
reflected in the amount of information, but also in the quality
thereof. The five categories are included in the term
transparency are:
1) Property: the evidence that the government manages
the site and its content.
2) Contacts / accessibility: how and whom to contact in
relation to the activities carried out by the institution.
3) Information of the institution: its structure and activity
area.
4) Information content: information policy based on the
institution.
There is a vital need that electronic governments across the
globe should allow anyone visiting the city website to
communicate and interact with employees of the city via the
Internet with graphical user interfaces, instant messaging and
audio-visual presentations. The government should focus on:
1) The use of ICT, and particularly the Internet.
2) The use of ICT in all facets of the government
organization.
3) Coordination structures directly by e-government
projects and structures to support its action.

4) Monitoring the implementation of decisions and
recommendations on the program of e-government.
5) Monitoring the implementation of e-government
projects in view of data and reports prepared by public
structures.
6) Liaison with the program coordinators of egovernment in the various ministries and coordination with
them on projects of e-government.
7) The development of the technical committee of the
communicating administration proposals regarding the
administrative, legal and technical issues rose through project
monitoring e-government as well as the problems encountered
[41].
8) Monitoring of projects of international cooperation
within the framework of e-government (Welch et al, 2005,
p.391).
A. E-Government in Pakistan
Traditional studies on e-government in the Pakistan focus
on observing socioeconomic determinants of local eGovernment from an entrepreneurial approach. The results of
various researches show that in major municipalities
worldwide, all political parties, regardless of their ideology and
political stability of government, they focus on promoting the
development of a participatory and dynamic e-government.
The decline of public trust in government has inspired various
proposals for government reform, or market-based approaches
for entrepreneurs, in order to improve efficiency and
effectiveness, as well as other proposals focused on increasing
the participation of citizens in the political process[35][36]. In
connection with these recent reforms, in the Pakistan people
consider electronic government as a solution to increase in
communication of citizens with Public Administration bodies.
TABLE II.

PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN ADOPTION OF E-GOVERNMENT

e-Government in Pakistan
Services
Elections & voting
Emergency services
Courts
Police services
Economic development
Road construction
Public health services
Corrections
Building permits
Parks and recreation
Children/family services
Code enforcement
Animal control
Street maintenance
Library
Welfare services

Response %
91.70%
85.50%
84.00%
81.30%
78.30%
76.30%
75.10%
73.90%
64.40%
61.70%
60.80%
59.90%
59.60%
56.70%
54.60%
54.60%

Response Count
309
288
283
274
264
257
253
249
217
208
205
202
201
191
184
184

There are many frameworks that are being chalked out at
the international as far as defining the way e-Government will
work and the overall domain it has to follow. The main
objective of the framework is to make sure that the efforts that
is being put by the countries as far as the implementation of eGovernment is concerned does not go wasted and there must
be some utility and benefit to it [45] [41]. The approach that is
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common in more or less all of these frameworks is that they
must be feasible for developing countries and these eGovernment services can be utilized in a better manner so
make sure that the society and the economy benefits from it
[15]. One of the main constituent of all the frameworks is the
indicators that are being dished out at the international level
(Schmutzer, 2000, pp. 379).
Among the specific online initiatives taken to improve the
quality of services, include:
1) Development of thematic online portals or targeting
specific groups, which gather information and transactions
related to the subject or group.
2) Mechanisms to categories of users to target their
requests (e.g. the ability to extract a specialized portal data on
enterprises according to their size in order to help small
businesses to find more information easily of interest or
facilitate access to information by geographic area).
3) Use of e-mail lists to communicate information.
4) Services that enable individuals to identify users to
access information and services tailored to their needs. It may
be, for example, access to targeted information or the
opportunity to submit a tax return or other forms, or request
assistance or submitting comments online.
Some observers believe that increased access to eGovernment allow greater interest, knowledge and policy
debate. The Internet allows groups and communities to
deliberate in new ways, which can be more effective. Some
observers have speculated that the team will direct democracy,
the people vote on a wide range of topics. Currently, little
evidence shows that this potential is realized. The tendency to
simplify and distort information in public discourse is not
appeased by changes in the media. Unequal access to the
Internet and a wide range of electronic data and
communication tools, more or less are divided between people
who have studied and people without a strong correlation with
income and political participation, creating a digital divide in eGovernment despite progress in HCI. Illiteracy and lack of
computer skills exacerbate the digital divide in access [27].

model to an integrated, unified, which aims to focus on a single
portal services provided by the government to generate greater
transparency. Another important point has to do with mobility.
The massive development of e-Government initiatives has a
multiplier effect in the field of Information Technology. The
adoption of technology allows governments and it is public to
improve the quality of services to government agencies.
Consequently, e-Government portals could become a
communication and consultation mechanism immediately,
expeditious and low cost in accounting harmonization, thereby
encouraging collaboration between states and municipalities to
eliminate the drawbacks, shortcomings and to strengthen
transparency (Hung et al, 2006, p.97).
One of the things that are very important to understand is
that why there is a need for some sort of better convector and
indicators that can gauge the efficiency and the overall
competency of the e-Government indicators. There is a
consensus that the international level that effective policies of
the public sector are almost certain to need ICT to make sure
that there is certain smoothness as far as operations is
concerned (Welch et al, 2005, p.391). Through these
indicators, it can be made sure that the overall quality of the
service improves and individuals are in a better position to reap
some of the benefits of the e-government.
These indicators might also help the government to make
sure that all the relevant policies are chalked out in a better
manner [36] [11].
Some of the standards are being developed by the
international organizations as well as there is some role of
academics universities and research institutes that might be
aiding in this task (Carter & Bélanger, 2005, p.5). While some
of the users of the e-Government advocate the usage of ICT,
there are some other measurements services as well that are in
place and they are offered through the official website of the
government [9] [8].

Electronic voting is still rare. It covers two types of devices
is the electronic voting machines (similar to computers) based
on the Internet and to vote by absentee ballot. Various studies
reveal that in Europe only a few countries use more or less
large scale electronic voting due to below reasons:
1) More or less of the electorate voting part using
electronic devices in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany.
2) Electronic voting is introduced very gradually in
Switzerland since 2003.
3) Ireland has started to introduce electronic voting in
2002, but suspended its experience.
4) In England and Wales, electronic voting is experienced
since 2000 during local elections in several communities, but
its generalization is not considered.
5) In Spain, Italy and Portugal, electronic voting gives
rise to the moment of tests without legal value.
The e-Government Survey 2012 finds that many countries
are moving from a unilateral decentralized organizational

Fig. 5. Benefits of model

III.

METHODOLOGIES

As far as the methodologies for the data collection are
concerned, some of the surveys that are carried out at the
international level and some random web based surveys that
are complex in there processing and nature are taken into the
consideration. UTAUT proposes four constructs (performance
expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence and conditions
of the facilities) that influence the intended use and / or use of
technology.
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Fig. 7. TAM model (UTAUT Factor)
Fig. 6. Study Model (UTAUT)

A. Data Analysis
The goal of the research exhibited in this paper was to
study e-Government services in Pakistan from the citizen’s
perspective. The picked procedure was to utilize the fitting
innovation adoption display as a premise for the planning the
observational research. The observational information was
gathered through an online survey. The largely research
procedure is explained as the online survey was conducted for
this purpose. The study started with a writing survey and
examination. In this stage, pertinent writing on e-Government
and related research was gathered and broke down. Alongside
that, the different innovation acknowledgement hypotheses
also, models were assessed. In this study, quantitative research
routines that incorporate polls survey were utilized to direct an
interpretive study. The survey was uploaded using internet and
utilize. By analyzing, the data collected at different times and
on similar issues, this research describes and explains the
changes. Secondary data is also used for comparison purposes.
Comparisons among the variables can increase the
generalization, as well as create additional context. Secondary
analysis is comparable with other surveys conducted at
different times, creating a unique opportunity to make an
empirical description of the long-term changes. The results
enjoy more confidence, if repeated in several studies.
Secondary data analysis had improved the quality of
measurement by extending the scope of the independent
variables included in the operationalization of concepts. Using
secondary data increases the size of the sample, its
representativeness and the number of observations leading to
broader applications. Secondary data may be used in the
method of triangulation, thereby increasing the accuracy of the
results obtained from the analysis of primary data.
B. Framework Creation
The final step of the research approach is to understand the
results of research and contextualize them in a framework. The
framework will provide considerations for managers seeking to
address business challenges in developing countries. The
framework will allow the readers to understand research
findings, and allow future researcher to improve the
framework. UTAUT model is used to understand the
implementation of new technology (e-government) in Pakistan.

E-Government indicators are one of the more important
policy tools that are in the hand of the Government, they reflect
and talk about the overall status and the trends that are being
observed as far as policy making is concerned. The collection
of the data is one of the compound challenges that are being
faced by the Government (Jaeger & Thompson, 2003, p.389).
IV.

CHALLENGES

The majority of the developed countries have encountered
profits from e-Government administrations; anyhow, there is
still much opportunity to get better internationally. Like
whatever other advancement, e-Government administrations
make various challenges for citizens, and in addition for
governments. These challenges incorporate absence of access
to e-Government administrations, trust, security concerns, and
the advanced separation. In the South Asian area, most
gateways and government sites stayed lethargic in 2010 (UN,
2012). In 2010 and 2012, UN e-Government world surveys
positioned Pakistan 146th and 156th, respectively. However, as
a whole the South Asian locale relapsed in the 2012 survey
and stays far beneath the world average [24].
E-Government indicators are classified into four main
categories as far as their role and scopes are concerned. These
four areas of discussion are:
Use of the ICT is being done by the employees that are
working in government institutes. The overall feasibility of
ICT as well as some of the government organizations likes the
usage of internet. Use of ICT that is being carried out by some
of the government organizations. The overall provision to
citizens of some country by services by some of the citizens
can be evaluated by it.
This has to be kept in mind though that the list is not
comprehensive in its nature and it thus provides the starting
point to be researched done on this domain [48].
As far as reporting at the international level is concerned, it
has to be kept in mind that countries should always be willing
to provide the statistical treatment that is enabling some of the
government organization to make sure that the metadata is
enough to take some necessary decisions about the
performance of the e-Government sector (Jaeger & Thompson,
2003, p.389).
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There is a statement that is needed to be issues and it takes
into account the reference date that has been used as all along
the data and use of the different terms that is in the place to
make sure that all of them can be addressed.

the quality of the online resources that are being employed by
the government as well as the scope of some of the resources.

This is the subset of the general government sector. The
general government sector does not take into account some of
the public corporations (Hung et al, 2006, p.97). There may be
an instance when there will be a government units might be
having an entity that is not incorporated as the government
entity and still the central government is exercising its control
over it, they will be taken as the part of the general government
sector.
TABLE III.

EXCEL (OUTPUT) SURVEY N =200

Challenges involved in E-Government Adoption
Mean (Std. Dev.)
Variable
High (n=213)
Low (n=1,600)
e-Government score
10.30 (1.52)
4.40 (2.40)
Population
20,088 (20,916)
18,194 (19,676)
4,426,264 (4.83
863,515
Budget
e+07)
(3,601,404)
IT full time
2.01 (1.69)
.87 (1.16)
employees
Lack of knowledge
.09 (.29)
.16 (.36)
Privacy issues
.31 (.46)
.27 (.46)
Technology needs
.14 (.34)
.22 (.41)
Security issues
.40 (.49)
.36 (.48)

There is also a scope as far as the expansion of some of the
other generally recognized levels of the overall government.
The indicators that are brought into the consideration talk about
making sure that some of the local and the government units
are clearly defined.
This problem cannot be solved without the introduction to
the work of public authority’s effective modern management
techniques that are appropriate to the complexity of the new
conditions and requires the system of public administration of
openness, of prompt and adequate in relation to the demands of
the external environment.
Improving the efficiency of state and municipal
government is the main aim of a modern Pakistan
administrative reform [27]. Thus, according to the concept of
New Public Management, which is the methodological basis of
the administrative reform in modern countries, the essence of
modern public administration reform is to move the client
orientation of the executive authorities, which implies, in
particular, the focus of their work to meet the demands of its
customers - individuals and organizations [17].
E-Government readiness measures that ability and the
willingness of the country and its adaptability to the notion and
the implementation of the e-government. The index has been
updated time and time again to make sure that it represents the
true nature of the governments and also highlights the efforts
they are being done by the government in the corresponding
period. It has its initiation in 2003 and since then it has made
an effort to make sure that it takes into consideration all the
major countries that are the part of the agreement (Koh et al,
2008, p.546). The idea is to look at some of the important
aspects of the e-government and it talks about and discusses

Fig. 8. Adoption of internet among citizens (Statistics Pakistan)

This figure describes about the connectivity that is being
seen at the telecommunication level and the overall capability
in different period and the quality of the human capital. The
weight age that is being given to the efforts that are undertaken
by the government but there are some other factors that are also
brought into the consideration. The other factors that are being
talked about are the level of infrastructure that the country has
as well as and the penetration that has been made as far as the
operations is concerned is also looked at. There is a close link
to the survey and other initiative that is known as EParticipation index [12] [40].
It is clear that the promotion of access to information, the
transparency, accountability and anti-corruption in government
and public institutions by applying ICT opens opportunities to
exercise political and civil rights. This reinforces the
democracy and generates a distinct culture that confronts the
secrecy, corruption and kidnapping of the public sphere by
groups of power. Not only in the public (by increasing their
capacity for participation and social control, monitoring or
oversight) but also through political leaders and officials public
(by increasing levels of awareness of the importance of acting
and deciding in favor of social welfare).
In other words, theories relating to e-Government adoption
appear to be undeveloped. This paper makes a theoretical
contribution to the literature on e-market adoption in an egovernment context. It adds to the body of knowledge on
institutional theory from the perspective of how organizations
respond to external pressure to adopt new technology. In this
particular study, local authorities responded to external
pressures from central government to adopt e-Government
initiatives to engage electronically with suppliers and
consumers of services. What the case demonstrates is that the
perception of risk, deficits in the knowledge of organizations,
trust issues, organizational size, organizational readiness
(cognitive and technical), environmental turbulence, competing
priorities within organizations. Cultural attitudes within a given
sector, lack of clear guidance or guidelines from the imposing
institution, the perceived benefits (relative advantage) or
consequences (relative disadvantage) of adopting the new
technology and the perceived benefits of compliance. With the
institutional mandate are all moderating variables (determinant
factors) that influence or govern whether organizations within
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a given sector adhere to and conform rationally to institutional
pressure. Given that the majority of these factors varied
between local authorities in the local government sector,
dissimilar types of behavior were observed among, but also
within, the local authorities.
V.

RESULTS

They thus provide that, for the static phase knowledge, the
ability to use and perceived functional benefit affect the
adoption, while uncertainty, security and the ability perceived
use relate directly with confidence the e-Government. For
phase interaction, variables that relate they vide intending to
adopt e-Government are aware, confidence, ability to use
quality information and perceived image. For this phase,
perceived uncertainty, perceived safety and perceived ability to
use are the variables that have a positive relationship with trust
[22]. The UTAUT model raises the expectation of result, the
expectative of effort and social influences affect the intended
use, while the latter and facilitators conditions determined
actual adoption of e-government in Pakistan [4].
TABLE IV.

SPSS RESULT- CRONBACH ALPHA α

Constructs
Performance Expectancy (PE)
Effort Expectancy (EE)
Social Influence (SI)
Facilitating Condition (FC)

No. of Items Cronbach Alpha (α)
5
0.83
4
0.84
5
0.77
3
0.83

The results show that UTAUT is a useful model to explain
the intent of the teachers use the combined teaching
methodology, showing a predictive power of the set of
independent variables on the Behavioral Intention of 35% of
the variance (R2 = .349, p <0.000). The data indicate that the
expectation of results (β = .413, p <0.001), Facilitators
conditions (β = .15, p <0.001) and Social Influence (β = .14, p
<0.001) were determinants behavioral intention to use egovernment [21] [37]. The level of Significance is 0.05 (α =
0.05). It has to be understood that some of the applications as
far as the implementation of the technology is concerned and
the thus it has to be kept in mind that the real benefit of the EGovernment does not talk about the information and the level
of technology but the way technology will be implemented at
the organizational level [1] [45].
TABLE V.
Hypotheses/Path
Research Hypothesis

TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE (SPSS OUTPUT)
Finding
Conclusion
Beta=0.34
Supported
Not Significate
Not Supported
Not Significate
Not Supported

From the survey one thing that could have helped as far as
the integration of the e-government into some of the
government organizations is that of the strength that is needed
to be displayed by the back hand office operations. So there
was this need to make sure that back office was the part of the
system in a strong manner. This fact was illustrated in the
Readiness survey of 2008. Immediately after this report, lot of
countries in Northern Europe made sure that they have bring
some sort of stability and they have revamped their back office
integration task more readily. This is one of the more prime
example of how readiness can work wonders as far as the
government initiatives are concerned.

Fig. 9. Effectiveness of e-Government

VI.

CONCLUSION

This study applies in a matter of second’s revised UTAUT
model on client acceptance and utilization of e-taxpayer
supported organizations in KSA. Taking into account the
information gathered and the consequences of the examination,
it can be presumed that Performance Anticipation, Effort
Expectancy, and Facilitating Condition have positive impacts
on client expectation to utilize
e-taxpayer driven
organizations.
Then again, in this study Social Influence was discovered
to be inconsequential as far as predicting the behavioral
expectation to utilize e-taxpayer supported organizations and
its theory was not bolstered. In future work, we would include
Trust and website Quality as autonomous variable into our
examination model and consider the impacts of other crucial
builds of the UTAUT model inside the setting of Pakistani
environment. To be more precise and persuading, our work
will proceed and new findings will be expected. It can be
concluded that the most important goal of the e-government is
to make sure that citizens can get the better portfolio of the
services and their lives can get enhanced by the overall services
that Government can provide to its citizens.
The idea is to make sure that all these services can be
delivered to the customer without the citizen having lot of
problem and trouble finding them. The transparency is an
important aspect as far as operations are concerned as they
allow Government to make sure that there is some sense of
transparency in the Government operations. Some of the
processes that are needed to be done and there are some
important certificates can be accessed more readily if EGovernment is implemented. E-Government thus can be made
to use as a tool that can enhance the life of the citizens and thus
achieve better governance. The use of information and
technology in all the Government sectors thus will allow the
government to see the success their strategies are bringing at
the broad way level (Carter & Belanger, 2005, p.5).
In this study, UTAUT model was utilized, as it was
recognized as a suitable model based on the writing on egovernment selection. By utilizing UTAUT, four builds (i.e.
execution anticipation, exertion hope, social impact, and
encouraging condition) were connected. The outcomes show
that these builds have impact on
clients' selection of e-
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taxpayer driven organizations in Pakistan. The more clients see
e-taxpayer supported organizations as being valuable and
straightforward, the more they will mean
to utilize such
administrations. The outcomes demonstrate that nationals will
be all the more ready to embrace.
In order to make sure it happens, there is some need for
comparative measure that can improve the performance at the
international standards. Government can move forwards in the
development of the e-Government and keeping in mind the
rising demands of the e-government in the public sector, these
policy measures can help the government in a long way. It has
to be kept in mind thought that the delivery of the services can
be a bit slow at times and thus there are not many Governments
that can take care of the necessary capital to take care of all
these operational difficulties (Nour et al, 2008, p.461).
The e-Government Survey 2012 finds that many countries
are moving from a unilateral decentralized organizational
model to an integrated, unified, which aims to focus on a single
portal services provided by the government to generate greater
transparency. Another important point has to do with mobility.
Future studies are needed to corroborate the results on the
properties of the UTAUT of this work and to resolve the
limitations presented. One way would involve the review of
possible errors in translation that might affect the
understanding of some reagents, especially those on the
subscales social influence, and facilitating conditions, which
showed less internal consistency. Future studies could perform
validity tests that allowed to expand and consolidate
knowledge about the properties of the instrument in the
Pakistani population.
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Abstract—The graphs appear in many applications such as
computer networks, data networks, and PERT networks, when
the network includes a small number of devices, it can be drawn
easily by hand, as the number of devices increases, drawing
becomes a very difficult task. For this problem we will develop a
new method for automatic graph drawing based on two steps, the
first is applying the topology –shape –metric that is approaching
to orthogonal drawings for the grid and the second step is
applying the fuzzy genetic algorithm that is directed, in the
topology –shape –metric the final drawing is achieved through
three sequential steps: planarization, orthogonalization, and
compaction. Each of these steps is responsible for the quality of
the final drawing. Then the genetic algorithm applied at the
planarization step of the topology-shape-metric to find the
geometric position of each vertex to minimize bending in the
graph. The developed technique generates a greater number of
planar embedding by varying the order of edges’ insertion. This
is achieved clearly in the Results given in the paper.
Keywords—graph drawing; hierarchical graphs; topologyshape-metric; fuzzy genetic algorithms

I.

INTRODUCTION

The expanding use of computers into business, science and
the home, making scientists tend to draw diagrams to
understand computer software. Graph drawing is a
visualization of objects and relations between those objects.
The effectiveness of the visualization of a graph is dependent
on how efficiently the associated diagram conveys
information to the users. The Specific requirements in this
application are: Initially we will apply the topology- shapemetric that is divided into three main steps. The first step is
the planarization step in this step reduces the number of edge
crossings as much as possible.
The second step is the Orthogonalization: The goal of this
step is to minimize the number of bends without changing the
topology. The third step is the compaction in this step the goal
is to minimize the drawing area. The problem of drawing
graph was first studied in 1983 by M.R Garey, and D.S.
Johnson [1] studied the problem of minimizing the number of
edge-crossing. Then, in 1994, Di Battista [2] presented study
to produce esthetically pleasing drawings of graphs based on
main-cost-flow for both vertical and horizontal edge groups.
Later, in 1999 Klau, Petra Mutzel [3] presented an approach
based on a branch – and – cut algorithm which computes

optimally labeled orthogonal drawings for compaction and
labeling problem. In 2001, Maurizio patrignani [4] presented
study for the complexity of orthogonal compaction based on
three problems consist of providing an orthogonal grid
drawing, while minimizing the area , the total edge length, or
the maximum edge length. In 2002 Markus Eiglsperger,
Michael Kaufman [5] present a new compaction algorithm for
orthogonal graph drawing with vertices of prescribed size.
Finally, applied the fuzzy genetic algorithm at the
planarization step of the TSM. The use of fuzzy logic based
techniques for either improving genetic algorithm behavior
and modeling genetic algorithm components, the results
obtained have been called a Fuzzy genetic algorithm. A FGA
may be defined as an ordering sequence of instruction in
which some of the instructions or algorithm components may
be designed with fuzzy logic- based tools. In 1960[6], the
Genetic Algorithms were first described by John Holland and
further developed by Holland and his students and colleagues
at the University of Michigan in the 1960 and 1970.In 1997,
J.Branke, F.Bucher, H.Schmeck [7] use genetic algorithm for
undirected graphs. In 1999, D.K.Pratihar, K.Deb, A.Ghosh [8]
uses a fuzzy logic and a fuzzy genetic algorithm for the
problems with mobile robots. In 2001, I.G. Damousis, K.J.
Satsio's, D.P. Labridis, P.S. Dokopoulos [9], combined fuzzy
logic and genetic algorithm techniques—application to an
electromagnetic field problem. In 2006, P.Kuntz, B.Pinaud,
A.Ghosh [10] used a hybrid genetic algorithm to minimizing
crossing in hierarchical graphs. In 2007, D.Vrajitoru [11]
applied a hybrid genetic algorithm to solve graph drawing
problems. In 2011, Bernadette M.M, Gustavo H.D, Frederico
G. Guimar, Renato C. M, Petr Ya. E [12] using a fuzzy
genetic algorithm for automatic orthogonal graph drawing. In
this chapter we will use TSM to minimize the crossing in the
graph and then apply the FGA in the second step of TSM to
find the geometric position of each vertex to minimize the
bends in the graph to produce a graph with good esthetic
criteria.
II.

THE TOPOLOGY – SHAPE – METRIC TECHNIQUE

The topology-shape-metric was widely discussed and
improved in 1998 by I.G. Toll's, G. Di Battista, P. Eades, and
R. Tamassia [13]. When applying the topology-shape-metric,
the final drawing is produced by applying three consecutive
steps: planarization, orthogonalization, and compaction.
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A. Planarization
this step determine the topology of the graph , which test if
the graph is planar or no. therefore, the goal of this step is to
minimize the number of edge crossing as much as possible
because the number of crossing affects the understanding of
the graph. In 1998, I.G. Toll's, G. Di Battista, P. Eades, R.
Tamassia [13] present algorithms that are used to build planar
graph.

We will apply the planarization step on the graph in
Figure2, we will get different planar graph by varying edge
insertion to minimize edge crossing.
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Fig. 2. Example of nonplanar hierarchical graph.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram for the topology-shape-metric algorithm [14, 15]

Algorithm (Planarize).
Input: graph G;
Output: planarization G_ of G;
1) Compute a maximal planar subgraph S of the input
graph G, and partition the edges into “planar” and “nonplanar”, as follows:
a) Start with subgraph G_ consisting only of the vertices
of G, but no edges;
b) For each edge e of G, if the graph obtained by
adding e to G_ is planar, then add e to G_ and classify e as
“planar”, else reject e and classify it as “non planar”.
2) Construct a planar embedding of the planar subgraph
G_, and the dual graph of S.
3) Add to G_ the non planar edges, one at a time, each
time minimizing the number of crossings. This is done as
follows for a non planar edge (u, v):
a) Find a shortest (least number of edges) path in the
dual graph of the current embedding G_ from the faces
incident to u to the faces incident to v;
b) Add the nonplanar edge and update G_ as well as its
dual graph.

Fig. 3. Nonplanar hierarchical graph with one bend.
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Fig. 4. Planar hierarchical graph with three bends.
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The graph in Figure4 is planar but contains three bends, to
solve this problem we will apply fuzzy genetic algorithm.
B. Orthogonalization
This step is performed to reshape the drawing to cancel the
bends from the graph and the edge become straight line. We
will use the Tamassia algorithm [14] computes an orthogonal
shape of a planar graph with respect to an input embedding
with a minimal number of bends the result of the
orthogonalization on the Figure2 is shown in Figure5.
Algorithm. ORTHOGONAL
Input. A biconnected graph G.
Output. An orthogonal drawing of G.
1) Compute a st-numbering of G
2) Produce a reduced graph G I and modify the stnumbering so that there are no gaps in the st sequence.
3) Run Form _pairs on the reduced graph G.
4) Place vertices vl and v2 in the same row, if v2 does not
belong to a pair in which it shares a row with another vertex.
If Vl and/or v2 have degree less than 4, then the placement of
vl and v2 might require one or two rows.
5) REPEAT
a) Consider the next vertex vi according to Unmarked.
The st-numbering of G.
b) If v has already been placed, then go to Step 6.
c) If vertex vi is unassigned, then place v, i in a new
row. Connect vi with each vertex vj (j < i) such that (vj, vi) is
a directed edge of G. Add as many uncompleted edges as
required, depending on vi's out degree.
d) If vertex vi is assigned to a pair, then place vi
together with the other vertex in the same pair following the
placement rules described above for the specific type of pair.
6) UNTIL the only remaining vertex is vn,
7) Insert vn, in a new row. If vn, is of degree 4, then there
is an incoming edge that enters vn, from the top and bends
twice. This edge is chosen to be the one that connects to vn, _l.
8) Restore the degree 2 vertices of G that were absorbed
in Step 2.
9) End.

C. Compaction
In this section we will minimize the area of the given
orthogonal drawing. The result of this step is shown in
Figure6.
Algorithm .planar graph compaction.
Input. √n x. √n bitmap planar graph layout.
Output. √n x. √n bitmap planar graph layout compacted
one point to the east.
1) identify all points on layout that may possible move to
the east. Mark these points to be movable.
2) umark movable points that can cause connectivity
violation to be stationary.
3) repeat step 2 until no further points is unmarked.
4) compact movable points to one point to the east
maintaining connectivity.

Fig. 6. The result of compaction Figure5

III.

PROPOSED FUZZY GENETIC ALGORITHM

We will solve the problem of bending in the graphs by
using the FGA to find the geometric position of each vertex.
We will applying the FGA at the planarization step to obtain a
lot of planar graphs then submit this to orthogonalization and
compaction step .The aesthetic criteria takes into
consideration:
1) The number of crossings FX in the graph.
2) The number of bends fB in the graph.
3) The total sum of the edges’ length fL.
By minimizing all of them we will obtain the optimal
graph.
The fitness function ф(st,i) = α1fX + α2fB + α3fL
where i ∈ [0, 1]
We develop the diagram of TSM by adding FGA [15].
Algorithm (TSM-Fuzzy-GA).
Input: graph G;
Output: an optimized planar drawing;
1) Generation of the initial population:
N = number of individuals;

Fig. 5. Orthogonal representation of Figure2

a) Generate at random the ordering of edge’s insertion
from G (represented by an integer permutation);
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2) Fitness computation: i = 0;
While (i < N) do

1

a) Submit solution si to the planarization step to obtain
a planar embedding (Γ i) and the number of crossings FX (si);
b) Submit the planar embedding (Γ i) to the
orthogonalization step to obtain the orthogonal representation
H, and the number of bends fB (si);
c) Submit the orthogonal representation H to the
compaction step to obtain the final drawing and the total sum
of the edges length fL (si);
d) Calculate the value of the fuzzy membership's µFX,
µFB, and µFL;
e) Calculate the fuzzy-max-min aggregation µD;
f) i = i +1;
3) Record the best individual according to the fitness
function;
4) Application of the genetic operators for generating the
new population. Each crossover operator (PMX or OX) for
producing each offspring is selected with equal probability
(0.50). The mutation operator to be used (scramble, swap,
insert, and invert) for each offspring is also selected at
random with equal chance (0.25);
5) Application of generational survival selection;
6) Go to step 2 until the stop criterion is met;
The results of applying FGA on the Figure2.
First step: in Figure7 we replaced v2 by v3 to cancel the
bend between v2 and v7.
Second step: in Figure8 we replaced v8 by v9 to cancel
the bend between v5 and v8.
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Fig. 8. Best planar graph produced from applying FGA

IV.

A GENETIC OPERATOR

in this paper we attempt to solve the problem of bends in
the graph by using FGA, the operator used in genetic
algorithms to
maintain genetic
diversity,
known
as mutation and to combine existing solutions into
others, crossover. The main difference between them is that
the mutation operators operate on one chromosome, that is,
they are unary, while the crossover operators are binary
operators .Genetic variation is a necessity for the process
of evolution. Genetic operators used in genetic algorithms are
analogous to those in the natural world: survival of the fittest,
or selection,
reproduction
(crossover,
also
called
recombination), and mutation.
A. Selection
The Selection operator decides which of the individuals in
the population will go into the next generation. This is decided
by the fitness value of an individual as calculated by the Fuzzy
Fitness Function. At this point the assumption is that a fitness
value pertaining to each individual is available.
B. Crossover
Crossover is the most widely used recombination operator.
Uniform 1-point crossover has been used. In general, 1-point
crossover selects a random cut point and combines the first
portion of one parent with the second portion of the other and
vice versa to produce two offspring. The individual here
consists of an array of cluster numbers. Hence, the main issue
in recombination is the renumbering of clusters in the
resulting offspring.

Fig. 7. Planar graph result from applying FGA
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made a single-point cluster to which zero fitness value is
assigned.
d) Mutation Rule 4: if none of the above conditions
apply, then the border is left undisturbed.

Fig. 9. A Visualization of Crossover

C. Mutation
Mutation is needed to counteract the loss of some
potentially useful genetic material during selection and
crossover. In an artificial chromosome, this is affected by an
Occasional random alteration of the value of a string position.
In a binary implementation, a bit value is toggled. In an
integer or floating point implementation, a value is changed
within an allowed range. This definition cannot be directly
applied to the present scenario .A mutation operator that
works at the boundaries of clusters has been worked out. For
this, the pair-wise fitness between two consecutive data points
is found for the whole data set. This has been calculated using
the Fuzzy Fitness Function.
1) In each, select randomly, points in the range (1, mi)
where mi is the number of clusters in the ith individual. The
number of clusters to be selected is equal to n mutation as
worked out in the previous paragraph. Mutation is applied on
the left as well as on the right border of each selected cluster
which amounts to 2*n mutation borders.
2) for a border point
Two cut-off values (in %) are to be fixed, one below which
the pair-wise fitness will be classified as insignificant (lower
value (lval)) and the other above which the pair-wise fitness
will be significant (high value) hval). The actual values will be
implementation dependent.

Fig. 10. A Visualization of Mutation

V.

RESULTS

In this paper, we tested many values for the number of
vertices v in the graph, to generate an optimal graph by
following the procedure shown in the diagram [16]:
1) We generated graphs by varying the number of vertices
V, from 10 to 600 vertices.
2) For each graph in the test set, when we applying the
TSM on the graph in Figure2, at the planarization step the
final graph contain three bends shown in Figure5, but when
we applying FGA at the planarization step on the Figure2, the
final graph contains one bend shown in Figure7.
Table 1 shows the results obtained with the classical
topology shape-metric approach.
Table 2 presents the results obtained by the fuzzy genetic
algorithm.
TABLE I.

a) Mutation Rule1: if it's pair-wise fitness with the data
point in the neighboring cluster is greater than hval and its
pair-wise fitness with the neighboring data point within the
same cluster is less than lval, and then reallocates the data
item to the neighboring cluster.
b) Mutation Rule 2: if it's pair-wise fitness with the data
point in the neighboring cluster is greater than hval and also
its pair-wise fitness with the neighboring data point within the
same cluster is greater than hval, then the two clusters can be
merged.
c) Mutation Rule 3: if it's pair-wise fitness with the data
point in the neighboring cluster is less than lval and its pairwise fitness with the neighboring data point within the same
cluster is also less than lval, then the border point can be

RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE CLASSICAL APPROACH TSM

F
41
87
148
232
441
1398
2126
2757
4769
5969
9055
9500
10000
10100

fl
16
38
64
92
132
328
632
781
854
1144
2748
2800
3000
3200

fB
3
2
5
6
19
49
59
75
172
197
173
198
200
195

fx
0
1
1
6
24
119
137
194
509
618
608
620
630
616

v
10
20
30
40
50
100
150
180
200
250
500
520
550
600
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TABLE II.

V-N
10-30

20-30

30-30

40-30

50-30

100-30

150-30

180-30

200-30

250-30

500-30

520-30

550-30

Fig. 11. Block diagram for the TSM-Fuzzy-GA algorithm

600-30

RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE FUZZY GENETIC
ALGORITHM

Fuzzy genetic algorithm
stats
fx
fl
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev
Best
Average
StdDev

0
0
0.00
1
1
0.00
1
1
0.00
5
5
0.52
12
14
1.69
62
70
7.89
86
89
5.56
95
110
10.27
334
342
18.57
427
429
12.77
319
321
2.67
310
303
1.90
367
332
20.23

14
14
0.52
29
30
0.95
48
50
1.69
71
76
4.37
95
100
7.66
250
264
8.29
393
403
25.33
531
536
35.14
687
688
34.21
910
999
77.81
1351
1356
6.86
1387
1493
6.92
1400
1525
50.72

Best
Average
StdDev

358
290
2.29

1520
1526
7.67

Test cases
fB
µD
3
3
0.00
1
1
0.00
5
5
0.00
5
6
0.71
10
12
1.96
31
36
3.30
36
38
3.08
51
52
2.17
120
130
5.91
145
152
4.47
103
108
6.98
95
87
5.00
163
145
7.10
150
110
7.80

1.000
0.800
0.26
1.000
0.675
0.24
1.000
0.714
0.25
0.857
0.433
0.26
0.769
0.446
0.23
0.917
0.330
0.31
1.000
0.237
0.29
0.696
0.321
0.26
0.698
0.198
0.26
0.848
0.279
0.35
1.000
0.697
0.41
1.100
0.699
0.50
0.900
0.770
0.40
1.900
0.800
0.56
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS
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Abstract—Efficient task scheduling is essential for obtaining
high performance in heterogeneous distributed computing
systems. Some algorithms have been proposed for both
homogeneous and heterogeneous distributed computing systems.
In this paper, a new static scheduling algorithm is proposed
called Node Duplication in Critical Path (NDCP) algorithm to
schedule the tasks efficiently on the heterogeneous distributed
computing systems. The NDCP algorithm focuses on reducing
the makespan and provides better performance than the other
algorithms in metrics of speedup and efficiency. It consists of two
phases, priority phase and processor selection phase. From the
theoretical analysis of the NDCP algorithm with other algorithms
for a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), the better performance is
observed.
Keywords—static task scheduling; heterogeneous distributed
computing systems; Meta-heuristic algorithms

I.

INTRODUCTION

The availability of high-speed networks and diverse sets of
resources lead to a platform, called as heterogeneous platform.
Such a platform contains interconnected resources with
different computing capabilities and different computing
speeds. To run an application in this heterogeneous
environment, several issues need to be considered such as
partitioning the application, scheduling the tasks; etc. It is
referred to such a system as Heterogeneous Distributed
Computing System (HDCS). In recent years, HDCS has
emerged as a popular platform to execute computationally
intensive applications with diverse computing needs [1].
Task scheduling is of vital importance in HDCS since a
poor task-scheduling algorithm can undo any potential gains
from the parallelism presented in the application. In general,
the objective of task scheduling is to minimize the completion
time of a parallel application by properly mapping the tasks to
the processors. There are typically two categories of scheduling
models: static and dynamic scheduling. In the static scheduling
case, all information regarding the application and computing
resources such as execution time, communication cost, data
dependency, and synchronization requirement is assumed
available a priori. Scheduling is performed before the actual
execution of the application [2, 3]. On the other hand, in the
dynamic mapping a more realistic assumption is used. Very
little a priori knowledge is available about the application and
computing resources. Scheduling is done at run-time [4]. In
this paper, it is focused on static scheduling. Static scheduling

has three categories: list-based, clustering and duplication
based.
List-scheduling algorithms contain two phases: a task
prioritization phase, and a machine assignment phase. In
prioritization phase, the algorithms assign a certain priority
that is computed, to node in the DAG. In machine assignment
phase, each task depending on its priority is assigned to
machine that minimizes the cost function [5-9]. Examples of
list-based algorithms are Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
(HEFT) and Critical Path on Processor (CPOP) [10]. Another
static scheduling category is task duplication based algorithms,
in which tasks are duplicated on more than one processor to
reduce the waiting time of the dependent tasks. The main idea
behind duplication based scheduling is to utilize processor
idling time to duplicate predecessor tasks. This may avoid
transfer of results from a predecessor, through a
communication channel, and may eliminate waiting slots on
other processors and reduce the communication overheads
[11,12]. An example for duplication algorithms is
Heterogeneous Critical Node First (HCNF) and Scalable Task
Duplication Based Scheduling (STDS) [13,14].
In this paper, a new algorithm called Node Duplication in
Critical Path (NDCP) is developed for static task scheduling
for the HDCS with limited number of processors. The
motivation behind this algorithm is to generate the high quality
task schedule that is necessary to achieve high performance in
HDCS. The developed algorithm is based on critical path
method to give each node a priority, and the duplication
algorithm to minimize communication overheads. Finally, idle
time is decreased in proposed algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II discusses problem definition. Section III gives an
overview of the related work. Section IV presents our
developed NDCP algorithm with examples. Section V
discusses the results and in section VI, conclusions are given.
II.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Task scheduling for HDCS is the problem of assigning the
tasks of a parallel application to the processors of a HDCS,
which have diverse capabilities, and specifying the start
execution time of each task. This must be done in a way that
respects the precedence constraints among tasks. An efficient
schedule is one that minimizes the total execution time, or the
schedule length, of the parallel application [15-23].
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The models of HDCS [24] and the model of application to
be considered in this work can be described as follows. By
using DAG, the parallel application is represented. DAG is
defined by the tuple (T,E), where T is a set of n tasks and E is a
set of e edges. Each ti ϵ T represents a task in the parallel
application, which in turn is a set of instructions that must be
executed sequentially in the same processor without
interruption. Each edge (ti, tj)ϵE represents a precedence
constraint, such that the execution of tj ϵT cannot be started
before ti ϵT finishes its execution. If (ti, tj) ϵ E, then ti is a parent
of ti and tj is a child of ti. A task with no parents is called an
entry task tentry, and a task with no children is called an exit task
texit. Each edge (ti, tj) ϵE has a value that represents the
estimated inter-task communication cost required to pass data
from the parent task ti to the child task tj. Because tasks might
need data from their parent tasks, a task can start execution on
a processor only when all data required from its parents
become available to that processor; at that time the task is
marked as ready. The speed of the inter-processor
communication network is assumed to be much lower than the
speed of the intra-processor bus. Therefore, when two tasks are
scheduled on the same processor the communication cost
between these tasks can be ignored. The HDCS is represented
by a set P of m processors that have diverse capabilities. The
n×m computation cost matrix C stores the execution costs of
tasks. Each element ci,j ϵ C represents the estimated execution
time of task ti on processor pj. Precise calculation of the
running times of the tasks on the processors is unfeasible
before running the application. All processors in the HDCS are
assumed to be fully connected. Communications between
processors occur via independent communication units; this
allows for concurrent execution of computation of tasks and
communications between processors. After scheduling all the
tasks of a parallel application on the processors of a HDCS, the
schedule length is defined as the longest finish time of the
HDCS processors. Fig. 1 presents an example of a parallel
application consisting of five tasks and a HDCS with two
processors, where the application is represented as a DAG and
the execution costs estimated for the five tasks on the HDCS
are shown as a computation cost matrix.

(a) DAG

Task

P0

P1

t0

7

8

t1

6

9

t2

5

8

t3

2

3

t4

2

4

(b) Computation Cost Matrix

Definition (2) EST
[10]: Denotes the Earliest Start
Time of a task on a processor and is defined as shown in
Equation 1.
) ,max{AFT( )+

EFT

= EST

+

--------------------------- (2)

Which is the Earliest Start Time of a task on a processor
plus the computational cost
of on a processor .
Definition (4) Data Ready Time (DRT): is the idle time
waited by a ti on processor pj.
Definition (5) Maximum Parent (MP): maximum parent of
task ti is a parent task tk such that the value of EFT(tk ,pm ) +
c(tk,ti) is the largest among all ti's parent tasks.
Definition (6) Very Important Task (VIT): is the task that
belongs to the critical path of DAG.
III.

RELATED WORK

In this section, it is given an overview of some algorithms,
specifically list-based scheduling algorithms.
A. Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
The HEFT algorithm executes in two phases: a taskprioritizing phase and processor selection phase [10]. In task
prioritizing phase, the algorithm selects the task with the
highest upward rank at each step. Upward rank is given by
Equation 3.
Ranku=̅̅̅ +

̅̅̅̅

--------(3)

Where succ(ni) is the set of immediate successors of task ni,
̅̅̅̅ is the average communication cost of edge(i,j), and ̅̅̅ is
the average computation cost of task ni .In processor selection
phase, the selected task is assigned to the processor which
minimizes its earliest finish time with an insertion-based
approach. The algorithm has an O(n2p) time complexity for n
nodes and p processors.

Rankd(ni) =

Definition (1) Critical Path (CP): CP of a DAG is the
longest path from the entry task to the exit task in the graph.

=max{ TAvailable(

Definition (3) EFT
[10]: Denotes the Earliest Finish
Time of a task on a processor and is defined as shown in
Equation 2.

B. Critical Path On Processor Algorithm
The CPOP algorithm consists of two phases: prioritizing
phase and processor selection phase [10]. In task prioritizing
phase, the algorithm selects the task with the highest of upward
rank + downward rank value at each step. Downward rank can
be calculated by Equation 4.

Fig. 1. Example of a DAG and Computation Cost Matrix

EST

Where TAvailable ( ) is the earliest time at which processor
is ready. AFT ( ) is the Actual Finish Time of a task
(where tk is the parent of task ti and k=1, 2,…, n) on the
processor .
is the communication cost from task
to
task ,
equal zero if the predecessor task is assigned to
processor . For the entry task, EST(
, )= 0.

} }--(1)

̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

--(4)

Where pred(ni) is the set of immediate predecessors of task
ni. The algorithm targets scheduling of all critical tasks (i.e.,
tasks on the critical path of the DAG) onto a single processor,
in which the critical tasks are executed in minimum time as
possible. If the selected task is noncritical, the processor
selection phase is based on earliest execution time with
insertion-based scheduling. Like HEFT algorithm, the CPOP
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algorithm has an O(n2p) time complexity for n nodes and p
processors.
C. Path-based Heuristic Task Scheduling Algorithm
The PHTS algorithm is proposed for a bounded number of
heterogeneous processors consisting of three phases namely, a
path-prioritizing phase, task selection phase, and processor
selection phase [25]. Path prioritizing phase for computing the
priorities for all possible paths. Each path is assigned by a
value called rank(pj), is given by Equation 5.
̅ +̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅------------------------------(5)

Rank(pj)=∑

Where ̅ is the average computation cost of a task ti. It is
computed by ̅ = ∑
, and
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ is the
communication cost of edge from task ti to its successor, if
exists.
In task selection phase, the algorithm selects the
unscheduled tasks from the paths in the sorted path list. During
the task selection, the algorithm applies the following
conditions on each task:
The task should not be scheduled earlier.



The task has no parents or its parents are scheduled.

Finally, the algorithm apply the processor selection phase
like HEFT algorithm. The algorithm has an O(n2p) time
complexity for n nodes and p processors.
D. Highest Communicated Path of Task Algorithm
HCPT algorithm consists of three phases called, level
sorting phase, task prioritizing phase and processor selection
phase. In level sorting phase, the given DAG is traversed in a
top-down fashion to sort tasks in each level. In task prioritizing
phase, the HCPT algorithm computes the task priority by using
the rank value as shown in Equation 6.
(̅̅̅̅

( ))------(6)

Where MCP(ti) refers to Mean Communication of Parent
tasks. It is computed by Equation 7.
MCP(ti)=(∑

)/y --------------------------------------------(7)

Where y is the number of parent tasks. Finally, the
algorithm apply the processor selection phase like HEFT and
PHTS algorithms [8].
IV.

Schedule_Task(ti)
Begin
For each processor in the processor set ( є Q) do
Compute EFT( , ) value
End for
Assign to the pj that minimizes EFT
If ti is VIT
{
If DRT ( ti , pj)>w (MP,pj)
If EST(ti ,pj)>EFT(MP, pj)
{
Duplicate MP on without violate the dependency constraints
Update EFT of ti on pj
}
}
End
Fig. 2.



Rank(ti)= MCP(ti)+

A. Priority phase
In this paper, NDCP algorithm modified into priority
scheme, where gives the priority to the path instead of the
node.

OUR SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

The Node Duplication in Critical Path (NDCP) algorithm is
developed for static task scheduling algorithm for HDCS with
limited number of processors. This algorithm based on Critical
Path Merge [26] (CPM) technique and task duplication
technique.
Any algorithm applying the list scheduling technique has
the freedom to define the two criteria: the priority scheme for
the nodes and the choice criterion for the processor. Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3 show steps of NDCP algorithm. It consists of two phases
namely, priority phase and processor selection phase.

Schedule Task Function

Set the computation cost of tasks & communication cost of edges
While there are tasks in given DAG do
Compute the Critical Path
using CPx=Max{∑
+ ∑ ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅}
Put critical path in Critical Path List (CPL)
Remove critical path from the DAG
Update the DAG
End While
For each path CPx in CPL
For each task ti in CPx
If ti has no parents or all parents are scheduled then
{
Call Schedule_Task(ti)
For each Waited Task tw in WL
If all parents of tw are scheduled then
{
Call Schedule_Task(tw)
Remove tw from WL
}
End for
}
Else
Put task ti in Waited List (WL)
End for
End for
Fig. 3.

Node Duplication in Critical Path Algorithm (NDCP)

The NDCP algorithm computes the critical path of the
DAG using Equation 8.
CP=Max{∑

+∑

} -------------------(8)

Where
is the maximum computation of task ti. b
is the number of CP tasks.
is the communication
between ti and its successor, where ti and its successor belong
to the same critical path. Then the algorithm removes this
critical path.
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After updating the DAG, the algorithm computes next
critical path and so on. The NDCP computes a critical path
using the largest weight for each task ti at slowest processor pj,.
It sorts all critical paths into critical path list CPL in
descending order.
B. Processor selection phase
This phase consists of two stages: processor stage and
duplication test stage. In processor stage, NDCP algorithm
selects a CPx from CPL, and then it selects task ti from CPx. If
ti has no parents or all parents are scheduled, the algorithm
calls Scheduled_Task function (as shown in Fig. 2). In
Schedule_Task function, the NDCP algorithm calculates EFT
of task ti by Equation 2 for each processor, and selects the
processor that has a minimum EFT to assign the task. With
high performance algorithms, some processors are idle during
the execution of the application because of DRT. If DRT is
enough to duplicate MP, the execution time of the parallel
application could be reduced [11]. So, the algorithm applies
task duplication to reduce the makespan. Schedule_Task
function executes also stage of duplication test. The algorithm
test, if DRT of task ti is more than the weight of MP on the
same processor pj ,the algorithm duplicates the MP on pj and
updates EFT of task ti. The duplication stage is applied on VIT
only. This must be done without violating the precedence
constrains among tasks. If the task has parents without
scheduled, the algorithm puts this task in waiting list WL to be
ready. Once all parents are scheduled, the algorithm selects the
task from WL to schedule. It also removes that task from WL
and continues. Using WL guarantees scheduling all of
important tasks early. A case study is taken into account as
following.
Case Study: Considering the application DAG shown in
Fig. 4, Table 1 shows the computation matrix. The generated
schedule along with stepwise trace of the HCPT algorithm and
NDCP algorithm are shown in Fig. 5. With applying task
duplication, DRT of tasks decreases. So the schedule length
with task duplication decreases. PHTS, HEFT and CPOP
algorithms were also applied on sample DAG 1, and the results
respectively were 47,47, 57. From Fig. 5 it is clear that our
algorithm is outperforms the others because it marks 43 units.
So the scheduling performance is enhanced. It is noted that, the
NDCP algorithm applies task duplication to decrease the
communication overhead by using idle time in scheduling. The
NDCP algorithm applies the task duplication on VIT only,
because the task that belongs to the critical path is critical task.
So, if EFT of VIT decreases the schedule length of application
will decrease. When the algorithm duplicates a task, it
decreases DRT of its childs and decreases also EFT. This leads
to good utilization of processors in the system.
TABLE I.
Task
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

COMPUTATION MATRIX
P0
10
8
5
15
12
3
8
4

P1
7
5
2
10
14
7
4
3

T9

9

7

Fig. 4. Sample DAG 1

V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Simulation Environment
To evaluate the performance of our developed NDCP
algorithm, a simulator had been built using visual C# .NET 4.0
on machine with:
 Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU M 350
@2.27GHz.
 Installed memory RAM: 4.00 GB.


System type: window 7, 64-bit.

To test the performance of NDCP algorithm with the other
algorithms a set of randomly generated graphs is created by
varying a set of parameters that determines the characteristics
of the generated DAGs.
These parameters are described as follows:
 DAG size: n: The number of tasks in the DAG.
 Density:
It is used "sameprob" method to generate the DAG [27].
Let A denote a task connection matrix with elements a(i,j),
where 0≤ i ≤ n, and 0≤ j ≤ n, represent the task number (t0 is
the entry dummy node and tn is the exit dummy node). When
a(i,j)=1, ti precedes task tj, when a(i,j)=0, ti and tj are
independent of each other. In the "sameprob" edge connection
method, a(i,j) is determined by independent random values
defined as follows:
P[a(i,j)=1]<=prob for 1≤i<j≤n and P[a(i,j)=0]> prob for
1≤i<j≤n, P[a(i,j)=0]=1 if i≥j, where prob indicates the
probability that there exists an edge (precedence constraint)
between ti and tj .
With six different numbers of processors varying from 8,
16, 32, 64 and 80 processors. For each number of processors,
six different DAG sizes have been generated varying from 40,
60, 80,100,120 and 150 tasks. In each experiment, the
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probability p is assigned from the corresponding set given
below:


SETprob={0.3, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}

Fig. 6. Schedule Length at 8 Processors

(a)HCPT

(b) NDCP

Fig. 5. The Schedules Generated by Different Algorithms

HCPT is applied (which is the pest performance algorithm
compared with HEFT, PHTS, CPOP), PHTS (which is the pest
performance algorithm compared with HEFT) and NDCP
algorithms on Standard Task Graph Set (STG) (a kind of
benchmark for evaluation of multiprocessor scheduling
algorithms) [28]. The results of PHTS, HCPT and NDCP
respectively were 254, 230 and 205 units on random task graph
50//tmp/50/rand0005.stg. In addition, the algorithms are
applied on random task graph 50//tmp/50/rand0000.stg, and the
results of PHTS, HCPT and NDCP were 88, 80 and 76 units
respectively, from the results, it is noted that our algorithm
outperforms other algorithms compared in performance.

Fig. 7. Schedule Length at 16 Processors

B. Comparison Metrics and Results
The comparison metrics are schedule length, speedup,
efficiency, and time complexity.
1) Schedule Length
Schedule length is the maximum finish time of the exit task
in the scheduled DAG [26]. The main function of task
scheduling is minimizing an application time, so schedule
length is the important metric to measure performance of task
scheduling algorithm. The NDCP algorithm used critical path
to detect task priority, because the critical path contains a very
important tasks. The NDCP algorithm computes the first
critical path to get rid the critical tasks then it computes the
next critical path (after updating DAG) to get rid the next
critical tasks and so on. It deals with the DAG, after computing
a critical path, as a new DAG with new critical path. The
NDCP algorithm uses also task duplication to reduce DRT of
the successors, and it could reduce the overall time of
application. The algorithm duplicates MP of VIT only.
Therefore, the NDCP algorithm is more efficient than other
algorithms. This appeared from Fig. 6 to Fig. 10. Figures show
scheduling length versus number of tasks with varying number
of processors 8, 16, 32, 64 and 80. Performance ratio in
schedule length is 11%.

Fig. 8. Schedule Length at 32 Processors

Fig. 9. Schedule Length at 64 Processors
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Fig. 12. Speedup with 60 Tasks

Fig. 10. Schedule Length at 80 Processors

2) Speedup
Speedup of a schedule is defined as the ratio of the
schedule length obtained by assigning all tasks to the fastest
processor, to the schedule length of application [24]. The
speedup is given by Equation 9.
Speedup=

∑

-

----------------------------- (9)

Where
means the weight of task ti on processor pj
and SL means the schedule length. Speedup is a good measure
for the execution of an application program on a parallel
system. Due to minimize schedule length, all processors have
finished tasks execution earlier and speedup of NDCP
algorithm increases. The results of the comparative study
according to the speedup parameter have been presented from
Fig. 11 to Fig. 16. According to the results, performance ratio
of speedup is calculated as 10.5%.

Fig. 11. Speedup with 40 Tasks

Fig. 13. Speedup with 80 Tasks

Fig. 14. Speedup with 100 Tasks
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Fig. 15. Speedup with 120 Tasks

Fig. 17. Efficiency with 40 Tasks

Fig. 16. Speedup with 150 Tasks
Fig. 18. Efficiency with 60 Tasks

3) Efficiency
Efficiency is the speedup divided by the number of
processors used [24]. The efficiency is described in Equation
10.
Efficiency=

--------------------(10)

Using task duplication involves the largest number of
parallel computers and makes balance between them.
Efficiency is an indication to what percentage of a processors
time is being spent in useful computation. So efficiency of the
NDCP algorithm outperforms efficiency of the other
algorithms. From Fig. 17 to Fig. 22, figures show efficiency of
the NDCP algorithm compare with HEFT, CPOP, PHTS and
HCPT algorithms. The performance ratio in efficiency which
has been achieved by NDCP algorithm is 9.3%. According to
efficiency parameter, our proposed NDCP algorithm achieves
better performance than the other algorithms.

Fig. 19. Efficiency with 80 Tasks
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Our algorithm may approximate time complexity into
O(wpn). From Table II; it is noted that, task duplication
algorithms have high time complexity. But NDCP algorithm
has the lowest time complexity because The NDCP algorithm
tests task duplication, if there is an idle time at specific
processor not at all processors. The algorithm assigns the task
firstly then examines, if there is enough idle time before the
task to duplicate its parent or not so, our algorithm has the
lowest time complexity for task duplication. This makes the
NDCP algorithm outperformance the other algorithms.
TABLE II.
Algorithm

Fig. 20. Efficiency with 100 Tasks

TIME COMPLEXITY OF SOME ALGORITHMS
Complexity
2

Use Duplication

HEFT

O(n p)

No

CPOP

O(n2p)

No

2

No

2

No

HCNF

2

O(n log n)

Yes

NDCP

O(wnp)

Yes

PHTS
HCPT

O(n p)
O(n p)

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new scheduling algorithm has been
presented for heterogeneous distributed computing systems
(HDCS) to enhancement scheduling performance. This
algorithm based on Critical Path Merge (CPM) technique and
task duplication technique. The NDCP algorithm duplicate MP
for VIT only. The performance analysis showed that the
proposed NDCP algorithm has better performance than HCPT,
PHTS, HEFT and CPOP algorithms. According to the
simulation results, it is found that the NDCP algorithm is better
than the other algorithms in terms of schedule length, speedup
and efficiency. The NDCP algorithm also has the lowest time
complexity O(wnp). Performance improvement ratio in
schedule length is 11%, performance improvement ratio in
speedup is 10.5% and performance improvement ratio in
efficiency is 9.3%. In addition, the algorithms are applied on
Standard Task Graph STG as a benchmark, and it is observed
that NDCP algorithm is more efficient than the other
algorithms.

Fig. 21. Efficiency with 120 Tasks

[1]

[2]

[3]
Fig. 22. Efficiency with 150 Tasks

4) Time Complexity
Time complexity is the amount of time taken to assign
every task to specific processor according to specific priority.
The NDCP algorithm has an O(cp+w*p*n) time complexity
for cp number of critical paths, w number of waited tasks w<n,
n number of tasks and p number of processors.

[4]

[5]
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Abstract—This paper presents a numerical model, based on
transfer matrix method, for modeling the propagation of surface
acoustic waves at the interface formed by the coupling liquid and
a continuously inhomogeneous thin layer on a semi-infinite
substrate. The tow-dimensional spectrum of reflection coefficient
computed by this model, allows determining the modes which
propagate at the studied interface, this model treats different
profile of gradients, and the numerical results obtained show that
the reflection coefficient is sensitive to the variation of these
gradients.

and the dispersion curves of different numerical profiles of
gradient simulating an FGM structure. The numerical sample
considers the transversal cut near to the surface of titanium
plate after the oxidation process, where the titanium layer
presents a continuous gradient in its elastic properties crossing
its depth. The inhomogeneous area is divided into some
elementary layers with the same thickness. The number of
elementary layers is selected such that the error rate on the
velocity of the Rayleigh mode is less than one percent in the
frequency range.

Keywords—surface acoustic waves; nondestructive testing;
functionally graded materials; dispersion curve; Lamb modes

I.

INTRODUCTION

The functionally graded materials are recently developed
in Japan for to be used as thermal barrier materials for
aerospace structures and fusion reactors (high temperature
applications), and now they are developed for the general use
in different engineering applications. The FGMs are made
from different of material constituents, where their properties
such as elastic constants and density are varying according to
the spatial coordinates [1]. The profile of gradient in physical
properties obtained is governed by the procedure of
fabrications [2][3]. For modeling FGMs, tow approaches are
possible. The first assumed that the gradient is piecewise
varying, and the FGM is slicing into finite homogeneous
layers [4][5]. The second approach assumed that the gradient
is varying continuously between the tow basic material
properties [6]. Due to their complex structure, the
characterization of FGMs poses a great challenge. The surface
acoustic wave is widely used for characterizing the profile of
gradient near to their surface [7] because surface acoustic
wave (SAW) propagation, is strongly dependent to the local
properties of the materials [8]. The good Knowledge of the
reflection coefficient is necessary to determine and analyze the
reflected or transmitted modes propagating at the interface of
studied structures [9].

II.

THEORY AND METHOD

The geometry of the problem is illustrated in the Fig.1. At
each layer the elastic properties are constants, and then, the
continuous gradient is replaced by piecewise constant
functions. The minimal slicing to ensure reliable results and
easy calculations are determined. (Fig.2)

Fig. 1. Geometry of graded layer on sem-infinte substrate

The gradient variations are in the direction (ox3), and then,
all properties of the material are only depending to the x3
coordinate. Taken account of the boundary conditions, the
displacement -stress vector at each tow adjacent layers can be
written as following [15]:

 m ( x3 )  Am ( x3 ) m1 ( x3 )

(1)

In inhomogeneous medium, the equation governing the
propagation of elastic wave, is a system of three second order
differential equations with no constant coefficients, for the
displacement field, in which involved spatial derivatives of the
elasticity coefficients, these type of equations can be solved
analytically for specific profile of gradients [10][11][12].

Where  and A are, respectively, the displacement-stress
vector and transfer matrix of the layer m, such as:

In the present article, we have used the transfer matrix
method [13][14] and the theory developed by
L.M.Brekhovskikh [15] to compute the reflection coefficient

tow matrices are obtained for the same layer m (at its limits,
upper and lower interface), they contain the same properties of

 m  u11m u33m  33m 13m  And Am  am  am  , these
1
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the layer m, but they differ by the term which contains the
expression exp  jkx3  [15].

1
u11
 j (W k L1 sin   PkT1 cos  1 )

In the general case, the displacement-stress vector has six
components and the matrix A is at sixth order [16]. But
according to the theory developed by L.M.Brekhovskikh, the
calculation of the reflection coefficient requires only fourth
components of displacement-stress vector [15].

1
 33
  2 1 (W cos 2 1  P sin 2 1 )

Step by step, using (1), and taken account the boundary
conditions at the interface separating tow successive layers, it
is possible to express the displacement-stress vector at the
interface liquid/first elementary layer (x3=0) as a function of
that at the interface last elementary layer/ substrate (x3=d):

 n  An An1... A1 1

(2)

And then, the transfer matrix of the continuous graded
layer is as following (n is the number of elementary layers):

1
u33
 j (Wk L1 cos1  Pk L1 sin  )

 131   2 1 ( P cos 2 1  W

Finally, R is the reflection coefficient, it is a function of
incident angle and frequency. By using (4) and (5) and (6) and
(7), its expression can be written in the following form:

 33n

 j n
n
u
n
R  ,   n.33
 33

 j n
n
u33
n

(3)

n

At the interface liquid/layer the shear component  13n is
null (the liquid is considered perfect, its shear modulus is then
null), and then from (2) and (3), we can deduced the following
equation:
1
1
A41u111  A42u33
 A43 33
 A44131  13n  0

(4)

By using (2) and (4), we deduce the following system of
equations:
n
1
1
1
u33
 M 22u33
 M 23 33
 M 24 13

(5)

1
1
1
 33n  M 32u33
 M 33 33
 M 34 13


d 
d 


 tanh  a(x 3  2 )   tanh  a( 2 )  



  (9)
C  C0   Cd  C0  
d
d






tanh  a   tanh  a 


 2
 2
C0 and Cd are the ultrasonic velocities in the surface of layer
and in the substrate. a is a given parameter.
III.

A4i  Ap1
A41

, p  2, 3 and

u  j ninc (1  R)

 33n   2 ninc (1  R)

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ultrasonic velocities in substrate of Titanium alphacase and in Titanium layer [18] and the numerical data used in
simulations are regrouped in the table I. The coupling liquid
surmounted this structure is the water.

i =2, 3, 4.

At the tow interfaces liquid/first elementary layer and last
elementary layer/substrate, the normal displacement and stress
components can be written as following [14]:
n
33

(8)

The tangent hyperbolic profile of longitudinal and
transversal velocities is given by the following formula:

With:

M pi  Api 

CT21
sin 21 )
CL21

CL1 and CT 1 are the velocities of longitudinal and shear
waves in the substrate. P and W (amplitudes of acoustic waves
P
in the substrate) are tow unknowns, and only the rate
is
W
necessary to determine the reflection coefficient. This quotient
can be deduced from (4) [15].

1

A   Am

(7)

(6)

Φinc and R (quotient between amplitudes of incident and
reflected waves) and ρn and αn are respectively, the amplitude
of incident acoustic wave and reflection coefficient and
density and wave number in coupling liquid. ω is the angular
frequency of acoustic wave. θ is the incident angle of acoustic
wave. θ1 and γ1 are the refraction angles of transmitted waves
in the substrate. d is the thickness of graded layer.

TABLE I.

INPUT DATA USED IN SIMULATIONS

VL(m/s)

VT(m/s)

ρ(kg/m3)

Thickness(µm)

Titanium
alpha-c

6660

3553

4460

-

Titanium

6060

3230

4460

100

Water

1500

-

1000

-

A. Stabilization of the velocity of Rayleigh mode
To determine the number of elementary layers sufficient to
ensure the accuracy of calculations, the frequency is fixed at
150 MHz and the input number of elementary layers is
increasing until the stabilization of velocity of Rayleigh mode.
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In the Titanium, the wavelength of Rayleigh at the
frequency of 150 MHz is λR=20µm, which is less than
thickness of the graded layer (d=100µm). About twelve layers
the velocity of Rayleigh mode (for linear profile) becomes
constant and stabilizes at the 3020.30 m/s and the relative
error is null (Fig. 2). For example, at teen layers the velocity
of Rayleigh mode is 3010.10 m/s and the error is about 0.34%.
For a graded aluminum layer on the substrate of silica, for to
have an error less than 1%, it should about twenty layers
[4][5][17]. This difference can be explained by the significant
difference between the properties of the graded layer and
those of substrate, in contrast to the Titanium alpha and
Titanium where their properties are very close and the step of
variation of the profile is weak, then, the continuity is assured
only for several elementary layers.

asymptotic value of 3342 m/s (the transversal velocity in layer
is 3230 m/s). Other modes (sezawa modes) vary between 5600
m/s and the asymptotic velocity of 3342 m/s at high
frequencies.
Higher order modes: which decrease rapidly from high
velocities to the velocity of longitudinal mode in the layer (the
asymptotic value of 6100 m/s) (Fig.4).

Fig. 3. Dispersion image for linear profile-phase of the matrix R

Fig. 2. Variation of the velocity of Rayleigh mode with elementary layers

B. Reflection coefficient and dispersion curve
The reflection coefficient in (8) is computed for each
frequency at each incident angle. The length of vectors which
contain frequencies and incident angles are respectively
choosing 401 and 451 elements. The step between tow
successive frequencies is fixed at Δf=0.375MHz in the
frequency range of [0 150MHz]. For the incident angles the
step is Δθ=0.1089 degree for the incident angle range of [0 50
degree]. The reflection coefficient is then a matrix of 401×451
elements. We have remarked that the image of the phase of
this matrix (or its imaginary or its real part) gives the
dispersion of the generalized Lamb modes reflected by the
studied structure (fig. 3 and Fig.4).
We have remarked that the counter of the image in Fig. 3
can clearly show all generalized modes reflected in the
coupling liquid (Fig.4), this method gives the dispersion curve
from reflection coefficient without solving (4).
The image in Fig.3 shows a series of modes which
propagate at the interface of studied structure. Tow types of
acoustic surface modes are present:
The Rayleigh and pre-Rayleigh modes (sezawa modes):
The first mode is the Rayleigh mode (Rayleigh wave), its
velocity decrease, with frequency, from 4020 m/s to reach the
asymptotic value of 3020.30 m/s at high frequencies. The
velocity of first Sezawa mode decrease from the 6612 m/s (the
longitudinal velocity in substrate is 6660 m/s) to the

Fig. 4. Contour of the image in Fig. 3

At low frequencies (f=0.375MHz, Fig.5) and at the
incident angle of θ=22 degree, only the Rayleigh mode is
existing, its acoustic energy is totally reflected by the interface
liquid/graded layer (R=1). When the frequency increases,
many modes appear at different incident angles (Fig.6). Their
velocities can be determined by using the following formula:

v

vliq
sin  c

(10)

vliq is the longitudinal velocity in the coupling liquid and θc
is the critical incident angle. This angle can be determined
from the phase of the reflection coefficient, it corresponds to
the pick figured in the phase of the reflection coefficient
(Fig.5).
The phase velocity of the Rayleigh mode and Sezawa
mode is determined by using (10). At each frequency, the
critical angles are determined by using an appropriate
algorithm. The dispersion curve of these tow modes is
presented in Fig.7.
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Fig. 5. Modulus and phase of the RC at f=0.375MHz

Fig. 8. Modulus of the reflection coefficient at normal incidence

Fig. 6. Modulus and phase of the RC at f=74.62 MHz

Fig. 9. Modulus of the reflection coefficient at θ=11 degree

Fig. 7. Dispersion curve of Rayleigh and sezawa modes

Fig. 10. Modulus of the reflection coefficient at θ=14 degree

C. effect of the gradient on reflection coefficient
In the case of the inverse problem i.e. when the reflection
coefficient and dispersion curve are known and elastic
properties of the studied structure are unknown, in this case,
the complete characterization of continuously graded profile is
very delicate.

From the Fig.8 and Fig.9 and Fig.10, we can observe the
influence of the profile of heterogeneity on the spectrum of
reflection coefficient and we note the following remarks:

However, the reflection coefficient is the good indicator of
the profile of heterogeneity of graded materials.
The modulus of reflection coefficient for different profiles
is presented in the following figures:

 The resonance in the reflection coefficient.
 The reflection coefficient is sensitive to the shape of
gradient at certain frequency range and incident angles.
 At normal incidence, the reflection coefficient is more
sensitive to the profile of gradient (Fig.8).
 At low frequencies (0 to 20MHz), the reflection
coefficient is insensitive to the nature of the gradient.
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Interpretations:


At normal incidence, the acoustic wave propagates in
the direction of the gradient, the vertical interference
with the heterogeneity occurs.

not influenced by the profile of gradient (fig.12). The results
are regrouping in table II:
TABLE II.

FREQUENCY OF EXCITATION OF THE TOW FIRST MODES
gaussian pr.

linear pr.

tanh pr.

f(MHz)

15.375

16.125

16.50

At high frequencies, the wavelength is weak compared
to the thickness of the heterogeneous area, the acoustic
wave is sensitive to the spatial variation of gradient.

λ(µm)

222.55

212.20

207.38

f(MHz)

91.125

132.75

109.5

D. Study of Rayleigh and Sezawa modes
For exciting only these tow first modes, the incident angle
is fixed at the critical angle of θ=26 degree, which correspond
to the velocity of 3421 m/s for the both modes (Fig.11).

λ(µm)

37.550

27.776

31.249





At low frequencies, the wavelength is important
compared to the thickness of graded area, the whole of
acoustic energy is located in the substrate.

Rayleigh mode

Sezawa mode

The second mode (or sezawa mode) is excited at high
frequency (λ<d) that’s why the phase of reflection coefficient
of this mode is more sensitive to the profile of gradients (table
II).
At the incident angle of θ=26 degree, the wavelength of
the Rayleigh mode is important than thickness of graded layer,
the acoustic wave is not affected by the heterogeneous area
(λ>d) (Fig12), (table.II).
When the incident angle increases, the Rayleigh mode
(first mode) is excited at high frequencies and becomes
sensitive to the profiles (λ<d) (Fig.13) (Table.III ).

Fig. 11. Dispersion curve for Rayleigh and Sezawa modes-real part of the R

At this incident angle, the modulus of reflection coefficient
is equal to one in all frequency range (Fig.5 and Fig.6). For
evaluating the influence of the profile of the gradient, the
phase of reflection coefficient gives the best results.

Fig. 13. Phase of the RC for Rayleigh mode at θ=30 degree
TABLE III.

FREQUENCY OF ECXITATION OF RAYLEIGH MODE
gaussian pr.

linear pr.

tanh. pr.

f(MHz)

49.875

121.500

48.375

λ(µm)

60.557

24.858

62.435

Rayleigh mode

IV.
Fig. 12. Phase of the RC at θ=26 degree for Rayleigh and sezawa modes

From the Fig.12, we can observe the influence of the
nature of the gradient on the phase of reflection coefficient for
the Sezawa mode. The frequency of existence of this mode
depends to the shape of gradients. The Rayleigh mode dose

CONCLUSION

This numerical study, based on transfer matrix method, of
the propagation of acoustic wave in continuously graded thin
layer on semi-infinite substrate, aims to understand the
behavior of acoustic wave at the interface of such structure, in
order to discover an efficient tool for characterizing the
gradient in elastic properties present near to the surface of
these structures.
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We used the model described in this article to compute the
tow-dimensional spectrum of the reflection coefficient which
is a good indicator of the heterogeneity of materials. At
normal incidence and at high frequencies, the reflection
coefficient is more sensitive to the gradient. For the Rayleigh
and Sezawa modes, the phase of the reflection coefficient is
best for characterizing the profile of heterogeneity at high
frequencies. The frequency of excitation of these modes is
influenced by the shape of gradient.
The gradient has little influence on the velocity of
Rayleigh and Sezawa modes and this due to the nature of
propagation of these modes, which propagate perpendicularly
to direction of the heterogeneity, the vertical decreasing of the
displacement field is very rapid, and then, the vertical
interferences are very weak.
The choice of the incident angle and the frequency is
mandatory for ensuring best characterization of FGMs.
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Abstract—The existing manual point counting technique for
ferrite content measurement is a difficult time consuming method
which has limited accuracy due to limited human perception and
error induced by points on boundaries of grid spacing. In this
paper, we present a novel algorithm, based on image analysis and
pattern classification, to evaluate the volume fraction of ferrite in
microstructure containing ferrite and austenite. The prime focus
of the proposed algorithm is to solve the problem of ferrite
content measurement using automatic binary classification
approach. Classification of image data into two distinct classes,
using optimum threshold finding method, is the key idea behind
the new algorithm. Automation of the process to measure the
ferrite content and to speed up specimen’s testing procedure is
the main feature of the newly developed algorithm. Improved
performance index by reducing error sources is reflected from
obtained results and validated through the comparison with a
well-known method of Ohtsu.
Keywords—Pattern classification; Decision threshold; Machine
learning; Microstructure

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the perspective of materials science and engineering, the
microstructure (microscopic image) of specimen is the most
considerable entity. The study of microstructure correlates the
properties of material with microstructure. Quantitative
measures of micrographs determine the specific characteristics
of microstructures.
The measurement of different metallic components present
in specimen, by employing microstructure to evaluate
percentage composition, is an important aspect of quantitative
metallography. Vital role of quantitative metallography is very
important in the discipline of materials science and
engineering. It provides the basis to develop an appropriate
mathematical model by considering the relations between
processes, mechanical properties and microstructures.

Considering these points, the vital role of quantitative
metallography is very obvious in the discipline of materials
science and engineering [1-3].
Ferrite content measurement is a significant parameter
which determines the mechanical strength of material.
Experimental techniques for ferrite content measurement are
broadly classified as destructive techniques and nondestructive techniques [4]. Destructive techniques refer to the
measurements from microstructures. On the other hand, nondestructive techniques are directly applicable to the material’s
specimen for ferrite content measurement. There is no need to
acquire fine microstructure of specimen for ferrite content
measurement procedure. In destructive techniques,
measurements are taken from microstructures, while in nondestructive techniques specimen is directly employed for
measurements [5]. Manual point counting and Image analysis
are examples of destructive techniques while magnetic method
(Magne-Gage instrument) and magnetic induction method
(ferritescope or vibrating sample magnetometer, VSM) falls
under the category of non-destructive techniques for ferrite
content measurement[1;4].
Ferritescope is a device which measures the ferrite
contents from material’s specimen directly instead of
microstructure. The principle of magnetic induction is applied
to measure the ferrite contents by employing ferritescope[6].
Magnetic portion of specimen interacts with the magnetic field
generated by coil and induced voltage measures the proportion
of ferrite content in second coil. The correct identification of
ferrite and non-ferrite structures is a particular advantage of
magnetic induction technique. The magnetic permeability of
steel plays an important role for the measurement of ferrite
content because the amount of ferrite present in specimen
tends to correlate with the permeability of steel. This
permeability specifies the ferrite content of material being
analyzed, when calibrated with standards having known ferrite
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content. Digital read-out dial or calibrated dial provides the
measure of ferrite content [4]. Ferritescope is very costly
device, so in spite of having high accuracy, this method is not
cost effective and rarely used.
Manual point counting method is based on stereological
principle in which a square grid of particular dimensions is
superimposed over the specimen’s microstructure. This square
grid is moved systematically through the specified number of
different fields to cover specimen’s surface area. This method
gives an impartial statistical estimation of volume fraction
corresponding to ferrite or any identifiable constituent in
microstructure. There are few sources of error associated with
manual point counting method such as points on grid
boundaries and human perception limitation which are
responsible for low accuracy of obtained results. The
American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM E562) [7]
standard describes the detailed procedure for the measurement
of volume fraction of ferrite.
Image analyzer is a device capable of measuring ferrite
content measurement from specimen’s microstructure directly.
The accuracy of desired results is strictly dependent on the
acquired image quality. In the presence of bad contrast or
analyzed features have a discontinuous outline in
microstructure, the automatic measurements of image analyzer
provide inaccurate results [8].
The microstructure under experiment contains the
information of two metallic components. One of them is
Austenite and other one is Ferrite [9]. The histogram of
microstructure has two distinct regions. First region
corresponds to Ferrite component and second region indicates
the presence of Austenite. This pattern of histogram in
microstructure attracts the attention to solve the problem of
separating each metallic component by volume. Pattern
classification based on Image data analysis is the possible
approach towards efficient solution for ferrite content
measurement. Image data analysis based on histogram pattern
is the first step in classifier design. Optimum decision
threshold between two regions separates one class of data
from other [7;10-13].
The analysis and implementation of systems that are able
to learn pattern from data is the subject of machine learning.
Supervised machine learning and un-supervised machine
learning are two primary machine learning techniques. In
supervised learning, data analysis and prior knowledge of
class label are used to design a classifier whereas finding
pattern in data without any prior knowledge is the main focus
of un-supervised learning [14;15]. Supervised learning leads
to classification, whereas un-supervised learning ends up with
clustering (similar groups in data). In variety of situations,
linear and non-linear classifiers are employed to separate data
into different classes. Linear classifier is most suitable option
in situations where decision boundary may be marked as
hyper-plane among different classes. In complex data
distributions, inter mixing of data from different classes is
quite random, and not possible to separate data into different
classes by passing hyper-plane as decision threshold. Nonlinear classifier deals such type of complex data distributions
[7;15]. The Pattern classification deals with the identification

and separation of data into different classes. Feature selection
or extraction plays an important role in determining the
performance of classifier.
Otsu’s method provides a global threshold value to convert
the grayscale images into binary images. The existence of two
distinct and separable categories of image pixels is an
essential condition for this technique to work. As a
consequence, the image histogram must follow bi-modal
pattern. The threshold value corresponds to the optimal
decision boundary for classification of image pixels. Image
pixels having values below this threshold belongs to one class
and pixels with values above threshold represent other class.
These two classes describe the two distinct phases present in
image. The percentage of each phase is evaluated quite easily
after classification of pixels.
There exists no method in literature for automatic ferrite
content measurement from microstructure by using image
analysis and pattern classification. Up to our knowledge,
present research fills this gap and provides an efficient
solution for ferrite content measurement [13;15-17]. The GPF
algorithm based on image processing and pattern classification
has the ability to automatically measure the volume fraction of
ferrite. This method will enhance the specimen’s testing speed
to a great extant. Machine learning nature of GPF algorithm in
this paper has minimized the errors of manual point counting
technique. The proposed technique will probably replace the
tedious manual point counting method [17].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the
methodology and experimental details. The analysis and
discussion on obtained results are included in section III.
Finally, the section IV deals with the conclusion and possible
future directions to extend the present research along with the
potential application areas.
II.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

First of all, specimen is prepared by following some
etching standard. The heat treatment and cooling method
assigns a unique color to each metallic component in
specimen. Microstructure (microscopic image) of specimen is
taken with some suitable magnification index (200 or 500
times) to visualize inner details clearly. In the present study
the specimen contains two metallic components (ferrite and
austenite) and correspondingly two phases in microstructure.
Each phase having distinct color and particular range of pixel
intensities. The binary classifier is designed to separate ferrite
content from specimen’s microstructure. Analysis of image
histogram suggests the linear classifier with optimal decision
threshold to solve problem. MATLAB software is an efficient
tool to program the functionality of linear classifier.
The process of evaluating the ferrite content measurement
in a specimen having two phases is categorized in analysis and
) describes the
classification modules. The function (
discrete-time version of specimen’s microstructure with
),
spatial resolution of(
(
)
(1)
( ) (
)
In the quantization of 2-D discrete time signal, the
standard of 256 gray levels (0-255) is most appropriate to
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assign intensity level of each image pixel. One byte (8-bits) is
required to store the information of one pixel in gray scale
image. For analysis purpose, RGB image is converted to
grayscale image to find the range of pixel intensities
corresponding to each phase.

from data peak in second distribution by considering two
consecutive data samples (peaks) in single step. The process
continuous, until non-zero starting point of first distribution
reaches. This is an indication to the completion of first
iteration.
Image histogram gives information of relative frequency
of pixels at particular gray level. The mathematical
formulation of histogram is represented by function ( ).

Fig. 1. Description of proposed algorithm with various parameter definitions

For instance, the distribution of data in Figure 1 describes
two distinct regions before and after decision boundary. The
region before decision boundary indicates the presence of
ferrite contents and after that austenite part. Distribution of
data in Figure 1 allows the application of Gaussian kernel to
each component. Statistical relations for normal distribution
are applicable to each component of distribution. Gary levels
corresponding to two data peaks describe the mean locations
(µ1andµ2) of two Gaussian kernels. In existing situation, the
decision boundary is approximately at µ1+σ1from mean (µ1) of
first Gaussian kernel and at µ2-σ2 from data peak (µ2) of
second Gaussian kernel. The standard deviation σ from mean
(µ) covers approximately 84.4% of area under distribution
curve. Decision threshold is the intersection of two Gaussian
kernels, the lowest pixel count with respective gray level
between two optimized data peaks. This optimum threshold
minimizes the classification error to a negligible value. The
reason behind that lies in the fact that this optimized threshold
is actually the starting point of second distribution and last
point of first distribution. The proposed algorithm first
determines the maximum data peak (maximum pixel count
with respective gray level) of whole image.
[ ( )]
(3)
In above equation,
is the function that provides the
maximum pixel count of whole image histogram with
corresponding gray level. Suppose , ,
and
(
) are maximum pixel count, corresponding gray level, gray
level at non-zero starting pixel count and total number of data
samples (data peaks) between
in histogram
respectively. The maximum data peak may fall in any
distribution. In case, second distribution contains maximum
data peak, the process of finding the data peak in first
distribution is quite straight forward. When maximum data
peak falls in first distribution, reversal in the order of
distributions needs to be considered to make the process
identical to above mentioned. Recursive window is applied

( )
(2)
Histogram pattern of microstructure shows two distinct
and linearly separable regions. The existence of two distinct
regions provides evidence to the two metallic components in
specimen’s microstructure. One region corresponds to the
existence of ferrite and other to austenite. The primary
function of linear classifier is to find optimal decision
boundary. Ferrite class label is assigned to pixel intensity
range below decision boundary. The range of pixel intensity
above decision threshold is assigned austenite class labels.
Analysis of microstructure gives an identification of different
phases, and classification separates metallic components in
terms of pixel count with specific intensity range. The scope
of present research is to separate ferrite content by volume in
microstructure having two phases based on pattern
classification. The beauty of proposed algorithm is to
transform the complex and lengthy procedure for
measurement of metallic components to a simple arithmetic
problem. Finding data peaks in each distribution and decision
boundary in between provide the required solution of data
classification problem. Minimum pixel count between two
data peaks is the optimum decision threshold and the most
important parameter for the classification of image data.
The number of data samples reduces to one half after each
iteration, and this procedure ends up with two optimized data
peaks with corresponding gray levels of both distribution
parts. One of these optimized data peaks refers to the mean of
first Gaussian kernel and other to the second Gaussian kernel.
Decision threshold provides the pixel intensity range for
ferrite content measurement. On the basis of this information,
volume fraction of ferrite is determined by comparing the
pixel counts in ferrite region to the total number of pixels.
( )

( )

(4)

(* Operator defines recursive window for the selection of
greater sample value in the comparison of every two samples
till the completion of iteration).
(5)

The vector contains gray levels at ascending order index,
after the completion of each iteration, the length of this vector
reduces to one half. Window function
compares two
data samples in one step and selects the highest of two.The
result will be the reduction of data peaks to one half for next
iteration. Algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 3. Four different microstructure samples used to evaluate performance
of various algorithms for the measurement of ferrite volume fraction. The
samples were selected based on the spread of histogram degrading from an
almost Gaussian curve

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The chi-square goodness-of-fit (GOF) test is employed to
know that data samples came from a population with specific
distribution. Information of model (distribution) for which
decision is required and sufficient number of data samples are
the limitations of chi-square GOF test. In this case, there is a
need to test that data samples follow Gaussian distribution.
This hypothesis is tested by applying chi-square GOF test, in
which chi-square statistic for the given data samples is
compared against some critical value. The degree of freedom
and significance level (0.05 default) are important factors to
decide some critical value. In case of hypothesis acceptance,
the Gaussian kernel is applied on the distribution of data and
all the standard mathematical relations for normal distribution
are valid here.

Fig. 2. Algorithm flow chart of the proposed algorithm to calculate ferrite
volume fraction in a microstructure

We select four microstructures (Sample 1, 2, 3 and 4)
having variations in histogram pattern. First microstructure
(Sample 1) contains histogram in which both regions of
distribution are very similar to Gaussian kernel. The histogram
pattern in second microstructure (Sample 2) indicates
Gaussian trend in first distribution part, but second
distribution part doesn’t obey Gaussian pattern in second half.
In third microstructure (Sample 3), the situation is
approximately same as described in Sample 2. Worst scenario
is being presented having lot of irregularities in both
distribution parts in fourth and last microstructure (Sample
4).Figure 3 shows four samples(microstructure images) used
to measure ferrite volume ratio.

The chi-square statistic value is less than critical value
(
) for different microstructure images used
in the experimental procedure. The values of degree of
freedom and level of significance are 6 and 0.1 respectively.
This test validates the GOF for Gaussian distribution.
Gaussian kernel is applied to approximate the distribution of
data corresponding to both phases present in microstructure.
The GPF algorithm works accurately in this situation and
gives reliable results. These results include mean, variance,
standard deviation associated to the distribution of each phase
and most important one is the optimal decision boundary for
data classification.
For manual point counting (MPC) procedure, 30 equal
sized fields were placed on each sample image in order to
measure ferrite content to cover the whole image and pixels
were counted for their gray level classification manually.
Figure 4 presents data for Sample 1 for all 30 fields evaluated.
Table 1 bears values for various parameters for each sample
evaluated using MPC algorithm. In all four samples ferrite
volume fraction evaluated as percentage of the ferrite content
present are very close to each other with relatively low error.
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TABLE I.

FERRITE VOLUME FRACTION MEASUREMENT USING MPC
WITH 30 FIELDS PER MICROSTRUCTURE
Total Fields
Counted

Phase Vol.
Fraction
(%)

Standard
Deviation

95% CI

1

30

40.1

7.7

2

30

47.1

3

30

4

30

Sample
No.

Volume Fraction

60

TABLE II.

DECISION BOUNDARY CALCULATION BY SPC AND GPF
ALGORITHMS

µ1

σ1

SPC (µ1+σ1)

2.9

Sample
No.
1

82

30.1

112.1

GPF
( lowest pixel
count)
116

7.6

2.9

2

90

17.7

107.7

116

44.5

10.1

3.8

3

79

21.5

100.5

109

4

85

18.6

103.6

108

44.5

8.8

3.3

Ferrite volume fraction of
sample 1 by MPC using 30 grid
fields (95% Cl)

40
20
0
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29
Field Number

Fig. 4. Calculation of ferrite volume fraction of sample no. 1 by manual
point counting using 30 fields per microstructure with relative error bars

For statistical point counting (SPC) algorithm, Gaussian
kernel is applied on each distribution of histogram to obtain
parameters (µ, σ). Decision boundary is approximately at the
spread of σ1 from mean µ1 of first distribution. Ferrite content
measurement is provided by considering pixel count for the
range of gray levels below decision boundary. Classification
boundary by applying Gaussian kernel is close to the result of
proposed algorithm. This closeness in results provides
mathematical support of Gaussian kernel to GPF algorithm.
Table 2 shows the parameters (µ1, σ1) of first distribution
part representing ferrite content region, and decision boundary
values evaluated based on statistical estimation and proposed
GPF algorithm. Pixel intensity range for ferrite content
measurement in various microstructures is provided in Table
3.
The ferrite volume fraction by considering optimized
decision boundary based on proposed algorithm for different
microstructures are shown in Table 2. Several microstructures
having highly symmetrical to worst possible scenario have
been considered to check the validity of GPF algorithm. In the
presence of irregularities, where second distribution doesn’t
obey Gaussian pattern, the GPF algorithm works well and
provide quite satisfactory results.

TABLE III.

FERRITE VOLUME FRACTION MEASUREMENT USING
PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Sample No.

Pixel Intensity Range

Ferrite Volume
Fraction

1

13-189

56.59

2

56-169

53.03

3

36-157

44.82

4

45-160

48.53

The results obtained by applying GPF algorithm are
approximately same to the one achieved by applying Gaussian
kernel to each component of distribution. Sources of errors
like points on grid boundaries and limited human perception
have been resolved in the considerations of GPF algorithm.
Thereby, results provided by GPF algorithm are more accurate
and reliable than manual point counting method. The distance
between first non-zero pixel count with corresponding gray
level and optimal decision boundary L1 indicates the range of
pixel intensities for ferrite content measurement. Total pixel
count for pixel intensity range L1 indicates the presence of
ferrite content measurement in microstructure having two
phases. Application of Gaussian kernel on both distribution
parts provides approximately the same result. The closeness of
results obtained by applying Gaussian kernel and GPF
algorithm provides mathematical support to measurement
process.
If we carefully observe the Table1, we can clearly see that
Table1 shows the results by manually applying the grid, field
by field on the microstructures. Measurements of thirty fields
are recorded, the volume fraction of ferrite in each field with
95% confidence interval and relative accuracy has been
considered to average out the result. In microstructure (sample
3), ferrite volume fraction by applying manual point counting
and GPF algorithm are very close to each other. On the other
hand, there is a difference of approximately 16% in case of
microstructure (sample 1). The reason behind this big
difference lies in the fact that acquired image doesn’t fulfill
the required essential conditions for analysis. This difference
will reduce to an acceptable level in the presence of conditions
such as color contrast between different phases, clear grain
boundaries and noise free focus. In sample 4 and sample 2, the
difference in volume fraction is approximately 4% and 6%
respectively.
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The comparison between Otsu’s method and proposed
GPF algorithm is shown in table 4. Threshold values and
percentage of ferrite content measurement for different
microstructures are obtained by applying these two
algorithms. The results obtained by employing two different
techniques are very close to each other. Also the results
obtained by GPF algorithm are very close to MPC results.
This indicates the validity and reliability of results provided
on the basis of GPF algorithm.
TABLE IV.

COMPARISON BETWEEN OTSU’S METHOD AND GPF
ALGORITHM

Otsu’s Method

GPF Algorithm

Threshold

Ferrite Vol.
Fraction
(%)

Threshold

1

113

57.65

116

Ferrite
Vol.
Fraction
(%)
56.59

2

118

62.65

116

53.03

Sample
No.

3

110

49.25

109

44.82

4

110

56.36

108

48.53

The approach of GPF algorithm presented in this paper
considers the whole image, pixel by pixel for the classification
of all the data into two classes by deciding the optimized
decision boundary. The results obtained in two techniques are
shown in Table 3, but GPF algorithm adds the factor of
accuracy by removing doubts and approximations associated
with manual point counting measurement technique.
IV.

This research may prove beneficial for the modern
metallurgical industry all around the world in terms of
accuracy and time saving. Material quality is related to the
percentage of ferrite content in the material; GPF algorithm is
able to automatically measure the ferrite content in the
material more accurately in a minimum time and with much
less chances of errors. Instead of a simple histogram analysis,
segmentation may also be used for error reduction analysis.
Computational efficiency with mathematical simplicity of
analysis is another area to work in future.
The application area of this newly developed algorithm is
not limited to metallurgy and material sciences. This method
for binary classification will work reasonably well in the field
of medical diagnosis and as a test method in factories to
qualify a sample as pass or fail. This method may also be
applicable to check an item for a specific qualitative property
using the microstructure image of that particular item.
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

CONCLUSION

Automation of ferrite content measurement based on
image analysis and pattern classification is much faster and
more accurate in comparison to the conventional manual point
counting technique. The selection of optimal decision
boundary minimizes classification errors and adds factor of
accuracy to acquired results in relatively less time. Limitations
associated with image analyzer and error sources regarding
human perception in manual point counting have been
resolved in machine learning algorithm for pattern
classification. The crux of this research is to increase the
efficiency of manual point counting for ferrite content
measurement process by introducing the automatic
computerized method to perform the same task in a very short
span of time.
The present research deals with the separation of two
phases in a microstructure image. Support Vector Machine
(SVM) is a well-known binary classifier, the comparison of
GPF algorithm with SVM may be one of the possible future
directions to extend the present research activity. There is
another dimension to proceed with the application of GPF
algorithm i.e. generalization of GPF algorithm to work with
microstructure images having more than two phases is another
promising future direction. There is a definite need to analyze
in great detail; the data present in the microstructure images
with more than two phases. In this way important information
of hidden pattern in the data can also be acquired for analysis.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]

[15]
[16]
[17]
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Abstract—A major requirement in face recognition research
and coded voluntary eye-blink based sign language
communication research is a robust face and eye-blink image
corpora. The effectiveness, confidence level, and acceptability
level of developed algorithms for face recognition and eye-blink
based sign language communication depends largely on
availability of relevant corpora in these fields of international
standard. The wave of security challenges with attendant wanton
destruction to lives and properties particularly in our country
makes deployment of appropriate information technology to
curb it imperative. Hence, the motivation of this work in
provision of face and eye-blink image corpora with local contents
to serve as input dataset to our developed face recognition
authenticated driven coded eye-blink triggered actionable alert.
Keywords—Face Recognition; Coded Voluntary Eye Blink;
Sign Language Communication; Authenticated driven; corpora

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there have been efforts to augment
traditional Human Computer interfaces with intelligent
interfaces that allow users to interact with the computer more
naturally and effectively. The goal is to develop HCI that are
more man-centered
in communication than computercentered.[1] These
are to respond to users natural
communication cues such as gestures, facial expressions, gaze
directions etc. and have been implemented in systems such as
face recognition systems, eye blink recognition system, lip
reading systems, voice recognition and translation systems and
sign language recognition systems.
Although there are existing reliable methods of biometric
personal identification such as finger print analysis, retina or
iris scan they are yet to gain general acceptance from the
public [2]. Facial recognition is chosen because it is a more
passive and non-intrusive system of authentication also it is an
identification technique that is closer to the way human beings
recognize each other. With the current insecurity in worldwide
a non-intrusive authentication system such as face recognition
will be desirable where the people involved may not even be
conscious of been captured.
Eye blink as a sign language, has for ages been a mode of
communication for human beings, where information of
different codes are being passed from one person to another.
For security or emergency issues a real time eye blink
communication would be a very reliable mode of
communication for quick responses. It is reported that the eyes
are directly connected to brain [3], they are the last part of our

body on which we can lose control in man. For some persons,
who are suffering from a brain-stem stroke, neuro-motor
disability or due to any accident, the eyes are the only option
for communication with the world. Blink of their eyes can be
converted to vocabulary for such persons. But continuous
monitoring and understanding is required to understand and
communicate with them properly. This is a bit difficult for
human to understand the meaning of those blinks continuously
[4].
It is noticed that world-wide there are many computer
users who, due to their physical condition, are not able to use
their hands or any part of body. Most of them have good
control of their eyes and therefore communication with the
world is done solely using the movement of their eyes or eye
lids. These eyes blink or eye lids movement can be replaced
with mouse click functionality. Implementing this man
centered communication mode(eye blink communication) to a
computer system for responses in these types of situations is
very timely. Hence the development of the face and eye blink
corpora. Many face databases has been created and made
available for use and research purposes but most if not all of
them are for the white coloured man. In this paper is presented
corpora for the black coloured man both of frontal still faces
for face recognition and dynamic video streams for eye blink
recognition is presented.
In this proposed system, a cctv colour camera captures
video stream digital images fed into a module for detecting
face in the input image and crop out the face image.
Due to variations in the size and illumination effects on the
cropped faces both size (geometric) and illumination
normalization is carried out on the cropped face. The
normalized face is then passed to face recognition unit and the
eye-blink recognition unit simultaneously.
On detection and decoding of eye blinks, the desired action
is performed if and only if the person making the blinks is
authorized to communicate with the machine. Authorization is
based on face recognition. The actionable operation supported
in this work is automatic telephone dialing of some selected
phone numbers relaying pre-recorded „Save-Our-Soul‟
message by person under security threat or by an incapacitated
medical patient In the section two of this paper the data
collection experiment is discussed, the section three describes
the corpora creation process and how it can be accessed, and
section four is the conclusion of the paper.
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II.

RELATED WORKS

A summary of some existing face databases is given in [5],
where the authors created a database of black faces used to
benchmark algorithms developed for skin segmentation, face
development and recognition under real life situation. The
researchers present still frontal view black face database
collected under controlled conditions for researches that
require two dimension still face images. In [6] RPI ISL
presents seven eye databases used primarily in eye detection,
eye tracking and eye blink recognition. Existing eye blink
databases capture only single eye blinks but this collection
contains both single and double eye blinks to make room for
more robust and extensive researches in eye blink
recognition.[7] Presents the ZJU Eye blink video database
which consists of 80 video clips of 20 individuals in the avi
format. This was used in the development of an eye detector
and eye blink detector using AdaBoost tools and recorded a
99.34% rate of eye detection and a 96% accuracy of eye blink
detection. This newly created eye blink video corpora
contains 90 video streams of four minutes each capturing both
involuntary eye blinks and prompted single and double eye
blinks for a wider scope of research in theses area.[8]The
BioID Face Database is a real world condition database with
varying illumination background and face size. The dataset
consists of 1521 gray level images with a resolution of
384x286 pixels. Each one shows the frontal view of a face of
one out of 23 different test persons. For comparison reasons
the set also contains manually set eye positions. The images
are stored in single files using the portable gray map (pgm)
data format. The database is published to give all researchers
working in the area of face detection the possibility to
compare the quality of their face detection algorithms with
others. A new corpora is being created to have black faces
databases relevant to the international community to aid more
researches in the fields of face detection, face recognition and
eye blink recognition.
[9]The AT&T laboratory created a database of faces that
contains a set of face images taken between April 1992 and
April 1994 at the lab. The database was used in the context of
a face recognition project carried out in collaboration with the
Speech, Vision and Robotics Group of the Cambridge
University Engineering Department. There are ten different
images of each of 40 distinct subjects. For some subjects, the
images were taken at different times, varying the lighting,
facial expressions (open / closed eyes, smiling / not smiling)
and facial details (glasses / no glasses). All the images were
taken against a dark homogeneous background with the
subjects in an upright, frontal position (with tolerance for
some side movement). The files are in PGM format, the size
of each image is 92x112 pixels, with 256 grey levels per pixel.
The images are organised in 40 directories (one for each
subject), which have names of the form sX, where X indicates
the subject number (between 1 and 40). In each of these
directories, there are ten different images of that subject,
which have names of the form Y.pgm, where Y is the image
number for that subject (between 1 and 10). The database can
be
retrieved
from
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/Research/DTG/attarchive/pub/data/at
t_faces.tar.Z as a 4.5Mbyte compressed tar file or from
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/Research/DTG/attarchive/pub/data/at

t_faces.zip as a ZIP file of similar size. The database was
utilized in [10].
III.

DATA COLLECTION EXPERIMENTS

The corpora consist of only Africans between the ages of
eight and forty five. A total of 123 male and 80 female fontal
images were captured. It consists of mainly adults, only
twelve children were captured, this is to ensure a large age
variance. The pictures and streams were captured without
glasses; only eight people were captured with plain glasses on.
Of the eighty females captured, six of them had vials covering
their hair to their bodies. The video streams are a total of four
minutes each of static frontal recordings of involuntary and
voluntary single and double eye blinks. The facial expression
for both the pictures and the video is neutral. The pictures are
stored in the BMP format, while the videos are stored in the
AVI format. The picture frames from the video streams are
stored in the BMP format.
A. Data Collection Process
A video recording cam-coder was used to capture the data
for both still pictures and video clips. The choice of a camcoder over a web cam was to enable the researches get good
quality pictures and video streams. A JVC camera model GZMG 275 was used with f-stop f/1.4, exposure time 1/25
seconds, ISO speed ISO-200 and EXIF version 0221.
The consideration of the site setting was for the camera to
be four feet in front of the person to be captured with a white
background. Where illumination was not sufficient, flood
lights were made available. Figure 1 Depicts a picture of the
data capture studio setup.
B. Black Eye-Blink and Face Corpora (BEFC)
In the BEFC a total of two hundred and three (203) people
were captured. One hundred and twenty three (123) males and
eighty (80) females. Five frontal view pictures were captured
of each of people in jpeg format at a dimension of 1632 by
1224, horizontal and vertical resolution of 72dpi each,
resolution unit of 2, bit dept 24 and color representation of

Fig. 1. Picture of Data Capture Studio Setup

sRGB. These were later converted into bmp format to ensure
we have a loss less file. The bmp files from the pictures are of
size 1632 by 1224 pixels each to be down sized to 640 by 480
pixels for a more reduce storage size and processing time.
Each file is 900Kb on disk and 24 bpp(bit dept) each. Figure 2
shows sample faces in the face corpora.
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The video clips were made for four minutes each. They
are frontal view video clips, the first two minutes was to
capture involuntary eye blinks, in the third minute, prompted
single eye blinks were taken and in the fourth minute
prompted double eye blinks were taken. The video clips were
taken in the .MOD format and later converted to the avi
format because decoding program is easily done with the avi
format. The .MOD files had a frame dimension of 720 by 576,
frame rate of 25fps, data rate 7700kbps and total bit rate 7956
kbps. The avi format has frames are of the dimension 720 by
576 pixels, data rate 1041 Kbps(kilobytes per second) , total
bit rate of 1169 Kbps, frame rates 25 frames per second, bit
rates 128 kbps, and of an average size of 33.7 Mb. A total of
90 videos clips were taken, 50 males and 40 females. The
video clips were latter split into frames of bmp format of size
1.18Mb each, dimension 720 by 572, 24 bit colour. Eight of
the people were captured with glasses to see how sensitive the
system will be with glasses.

While the frame folders have names of the form MOVx ,
where x numbers from 1 to 90. . The corpora can be accessed
by contacting the first authors, the website where it can be
uploaded is still under development and once it is ready it will
be made public.

Fig. 3.

Arrangement and Naming in The Black Face Corpora

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper has discussed a new black face and eye blink
corpora created for the development of a face recognition
enabled by eye blink recognition system. The corpora are
available for research as a contribution to the fields of HCI
and bioinformatics for academic and non-commercial use
especially for black faces. The system that will be developed
will be applicable in the security system of the nation and also
in the health sector




Fig. 2. Sample Faces in the Black Face Corpora
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C. Quantity and Quality of Collected Data
The corpora stores one thousand one hundred and fifteen
(1015) frontal view face pictures both of jpeg and bmp
formats, ninety (90) video clips for four minutes each in the
avi format and ninety folders of the frames of each video clip
in the bmp format. The pictures are sharp, bright and distinct.
There are some shadows at the background; the white
background assumed various shades depending on the
dominant color of the cloth of the person.
IV.

CREATION AND ACCESS OF CORPORA

A. Description Of The Corpora Creation and Access Process
The corpora are organised of four folders, the first folder
contains 1165 pictures in the jpeg format, the second contains
1165 pictures in the bmp format, the third contains 90 video
clips of four minutes each and the fourth contains 90 folder of
the frames of each video clip in the bmp format.
The pictures have names of the form Fac_x_t. file
extension. Where x stands for number numbering from 001223 and t stands for image number 1 to 5 for each subject.
Figure 3 shows a sample of named pictures. The video streams
have names of the form MOVxy.file extension, where x
numbers from 1 to 90 and y is the number corresponding to
the number of the picture of the person in the face database.
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Abstract—The principle of fractal image coding is that the
image converges to a stable image by iterating the contractive
transformations on an arbitrary initial image. This algorithm
Partition the image into a number of range blocks and domain
blocks. For every range block, the best matching domain block is
searched for among all domain blocks by performing a set of
transformations on each block. For color image compression, the
Fractal coding is applied on different planes of color image
independently by treating each plane as gray level image. The
coordinate systems used for color image are RGB, YIQ and
YUV. To encode a color image the main idea is to divide the
image into its three different layers or components (RGB, YIQ
and YUV). It is then possible to compress each of these layers
separately, handle each of the layers as an independent image. In
this paper the data of the color component (R,G,B) are
transformed two times in two program separately, ones for YIQ
and other for YUV color space. The results show that using
(YUV) color space is more useful and efficient than using YIQ in
fractal image compression, where PSNR increase 0.1% , CR
increase 0.31% and ET decrease 2.321%.
Keywords—Compression
image;
fractal
compression and iterated function system

I.

color

image

INTRODUCTION

Colors are important for human for communicating with
the daily encountered objects as well as his species, these
colors should be represented formally and numerically within
a mathematical formula so it can be projected on device
computer storage and applications, this mathematical
representation is known as color model that can hold the color
space, by the means of color’s primary components (Red,
Green, and Blue) the computer can visualizes what the human
does in hue and lightness. Most of these techniques reduce the
redundancies between color components by transforming the
color primaries into a decorrelated color model such as YUV
and YIQ. [1]
The YIQ color space has been used in NTSC (National
Television System Committee) color TV system and has been
employed in USA, Canada, Japan and Korea. The Y stands for
luminance components, and I and Q stand for chrominance
information for representing color. [2]
RGB values can be transformed to YIQ color space using
equation (1), while YIQ values can be converted back to RGB
using equation (2). [3,4]

[ ]

[

] [ ]……………..(1)

[ ]

[

] [ ]….…………(2)

The YUV color space defines is a term of one luminance
(Y channel) and two chrominance components (UV
channels).U represents the color difference between blue
signal and luminance (B−Y) and V represents the difference
between red and luminance (R−Y). RGB values can be
transformed to YUV color space using equation (3), while
YUV values can be converted back to RGB using equation
(4). [3,4]
[ ]

[

] [ ] ,...............…(3)

This is the inverse matrix to get the RGB components out
of the YUV color:
[ ]

[

] [ ] ,...…………(4)

Many researches study the color image compression. Porat
[2001] study the effect of intercolor correlation on color image
compression. He has been compare color compression
techniques that take advantage of this inter color correlation.
Most of these techniques reduce the redundancies between
color components by transforming the color primaries into a
de correlated color space, such as YIQ or YUV. [5]
Kasambe and Patel [2007] they have to provide a method
that uses genetic algorithms to speed up. The coordinate
systems used for color image are RGB, YIQ and YUV. The
time required for the account in fractal image compression
with acceptable Image quality for color and gray scale images.
[2]
Al-Hilo [2007] has studied speeding fractal color image
compression by moment feature includes converting the RGB
model system to YUV model and minimize of the rang of U
and V because of most of the image data are concentrated in
the range of Y [6]
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(2)

II. MATCHING PROCESS
After the generation of the range and domain pools; one
takes each range block listed in the range pool and map it with
all the domain blocks listed in the domain pool. At each
mapping instance one determines the mapping coefficients,
i.e., scale (s) and offset (o), which are called the IFS
coefficient. These parameters (s) and (o) are determined by
applying the least sum X2 of square errors between ri′ and ri
according to following equation: [7]
∑
The minimum of

……………...…….…(5)

The domain must be partitioned into overlapping
blocks, using specific step size, to generate the
domain blocks (d1,…,dn). They should have the
same size of range blocks.
d) Searching:
(1) Pick up a domain block from the domain pool.
(2) Perform one of the isometric mappings.
(3) Calculate the scale (s) and offset (o) coefficient
using equations (7-8).
(4) Apply the following condition to bound the value of
(s) and offset (o) coefficient:

occurs when:

If s< smin then s=smin

….…………………....(6)

and

Else if s >smax then s=smax
If o< omin then o=omin

Substituting equation (5) in (6) and using equations (7) one
gets:
∑

∑
∑

∑
(∑

……………….….. (7)

)

Else if o >omax then o=omax
(5)
(6)

∑

∑

∑

∑

[∑

(∑

∑

∑

…. ……….......(8)

)

∑

(7)

∑
]………......(9)

∑

sopt=is; oopt=io, χ2min= χ2

where, di is the ith pixel value of the matched domain
block.

PosI=domain block index

ri is the ith pixel value of the range block.
n is the number of pixels in each block (i.e. the block size).

Sym=symmetry index

III. ENCODING TECHNIQUE
The implementation encoding
summarized by the following steps:

method

Quantize the value (s) and offset (o) using
equations (7-8).
Compute the approximation error (χ2) using
equation (9).
After the computation of IFS code and the sum of
error (χ2) of the matching between the range and the
tested domain block., the (χ2) is compared with
registered minimum error (χ2min); such that:
If χ2< (χ2min) then

End if
could

be

If χ2min <  then the search across the domain
blocks is stopped, and the registered domain block
is considered as the best matched block
(9) Repeat steps (4) to (10) for all symmetry states of
the tested domain block.
(10) Repeat steps (3) to (11) for all the domain blocks
listed in the domain pool.
(11) The output is the set of IFS parameters
i.e., is , io , posI , Sym  which should be
(8)

1) Load BMP image and put it in (R,G,B) arrays (i.e.,
three 2D arrays).
2) Convert (R,G,B) arrays to (Y,I,Q) arrays in first
program and convert to (Y,U,V) in second program.
3) Down sample (I and Q) to quarter of its original size in
first program and to to (U and V) in second program.
4) For each component (i.e., the original Y, and the down
sampled (I,Q) for first program and (the original Y, and the
down sampled (U,V) for second program) do:
a) Establish the range array
b) Down sample the range image to produce the domain
array.
c) Partitioning:
(1) The range array must be partitioned into nonoverlapping fixed blocks, to generate the range
blocks (r1,….,rn).

registered as a set of fractal coding parameters for
the tested range block.
(12) Repeat steps (1) to (12) for all range blocks listed in
the range pool
(13) Store all IFS mapping parameters as an array of
record. The length of this array is equal to the
number of range blocks in the range pool.
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IV. DECODING TECHNIQUE

V. TESTS RESULTS

The decoding process by YIQ and YUV model can be
summarized in the following steps:1) Generating arbitrary domain pool. The domain pool
could be initialized as a blank image or a piece of image
extracted from any available image.
2) The values of the indices of (is) and (io) for each range
block should be mapped to reconstruct the quantized values of
the scale (sq) and offset (oq) coefficients. This step is called the
dequantization step.
3) Choosing the number of possible iterations, and the
threshold value of the mean square error (TMSE). At each
iteration the following steps are performed:
a) For each range block one determines the coordinates
(xd, yd), of the best matched domain, from the IFS parameters
(posI), in order to extract the domain block (d) from the
arbitrary domain image.
b) For each range block, its approximation ri′ is
obtained by multiplying the corresponding best matched
domain block (d) by the scale value (sq) and adding to the
result the offset value (oq), according to equation:.

This work is carried out in Visual Basic 6.0 version on
Laptop (hp): intel (R) Core (TM) i5-2430M CUP @ 2.40 GHz
Processor, 64-bit Operating System and 6.00 GB RAM. To
evaluate the performance of the established colour FIC system
by YIQ and YUV model, the proposed system has been tested
using Lena image (256x256 pixel, 24bits) as test image. These
tests explore the effect of the following coding parameters on
the compression performance parameters of the established
system of YIQ color space and YUV color space:
A. Maximum and Minimum Scale Tests
This set of tests was conducted to study the effect of
MinScale, and MaxScale on the compression performance
parameters of the reconstructed image in YIQ and YUV
models. Table (1) and (2) show the effects of this test on
compression performance parameters for YIQ and YUV
respectively.
TABLE I.
EFFECTS OF MAXSCALE AND MINSCALE ON THE COMPRESSION
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS USING (YIQ) COLOR MODEL
MaxScale

………………..…...............................….(10)
1

c) The generated
block is transformed (rotated,
reflected, or both) according to its corresponding IFS
symmetry parameter value (Sym).
d) The generated block is placed in its position in the
decoded image array (range image).
e) Checking whether there is another range block, if yes
then steps (b,c,d) are repeated.
f) Down sampling the reconstructed image (range pool)
in order to produce the domain pool by using the
averaging (or integer) sampling.
g) Calculating the mean square error (MSE) between
the reconstructed range and the previous reconstructed range
image. If the MSE is greater than (TMSE) value then the
iteration continued and the above steps (a-f) should repeated;
this iteration is continued till reaching the attractor state (i.e.;
the newly reconstructed range image is very similar to the
previous reconstructed image), otherwise the iteration
continue till reaching the predefined maximum number of
iterations (m), in our program used (m=20).
4) The above (steps 3a-3g) should be implemented upon
the three components (Y,I,Q in first program and Y,U,V to
second program) to produce the attractor of each component.
5) Converting the reconstructed (YIQ color components in
first program and YUV in second program) to RGB
components sing the inverse (YIQ and YUV) transform
equations respectively (2,4).
6) Calculating the fidelity criteria for each RGB
component, then determines the overall value of the fidelity
criteria for the RGB reconstructed image.

2

3

MinScale
-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
-3
-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
-3
-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
-3

PSNR
30.85
30.94
30.94
30.92
30.90
31.02
31.05
31.03
31.02
31.01
31.04
31.04
31.05
31.04
30.98

CR
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73

ET(sec)
54.65
54.34
54.26
54.46
53.96
54.99
54.17
54.36
53.99
54.97
54.25
54.19
54.76
56.56
55.27

TABLE II.
EFFECTS OF MAXSCALE AND MINSCALE ON THE COMPRESSION
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS USING (YUV) COLOR MODEL
MaxScale

1

2

3

MinScale
-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
-3
-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
-3
-1
-1.5
-2
-2.5
-3

PSNR
30.93
31.02
31.02
31.02
31.02
31.11
31.14
31.15
31.15
31.12
31.11
31.13
31.14
31.13
31.13

CR
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04
9.04

ET(sec)
58.59
57.98
57.72
58.33
57.52
57.75
58.10
57.50
57.87
57.91
58.83
58.41
57.64
55.33
58.33

1) Step Size Tests
In this set of tests the effect of the shift StepSize parameter
is studied. Figures (1) and (2) show the effects of this test
using YIQ and YUV models respectively.
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Original image

StepSize (1)

StepSize (2)

StepSize (3)

StepSize (4)

Original image

DomSize
(128x128)

DomSize
(64x64)

DomSize
(32x32)

DomSize
(16x16)

PSNR
CR
ET

31.5
8.73
208.23

31.05
8.73
53.45

30.71
8.73
24.08

30.48
8.73
14.20

PSNR

31.05

30.49

29.49

27.80

CR

8.73

8.73

8.73

8.73

ET

53.75

13.24

3.48

1.14

Fig. 1. Effect of StepSize parameter on the compression performance
parameters using (YIQ)

Fig. 5. The effects of DomSize on the compression performance parameters
using YIQ

Original image

StepSize (1)

StepSize (2)

StepSize (3)

StepSize (4)

Original image

DomSize
(128x128)

DomSize
(64x64)

DomSize
(32x32)

DomSize
(16x16)

PSNR

31.60

31.15

30.83

30.57

PSNR

31.15

30.55

29.95

27.85

CR
ET

9.04
223.88

9.04
54.68

9.04
24.69

9.04
14.46

CR

9.04

9.04

9.04

9.04

ET

54.85

13.68

4.56

1.23

Fig. 2. Effect of StepSize parameter on the compression performance
parameters using (YUV)

Fig. 6. The effects of DomSize on the compression performance parameters
using YUV

2) Block Size Tests
This set of conducted tests aimed to investigate the effects
of the BlockSize parameter on the compression performance
parameters. Figures (3) and (4) show the effects of this test
using YIQ and YUV models respectively.

3) Domain Size Tests
This set of tests was performed to define the effect of the
DomSize on the compression parameters. Figures (5) and (6)
show the effects of this test using YIQ and YUV models
respectively

Original image

BlockSize (2×2)

BlockSize (4×4)

BlockSize (8×8)

BlockSize(16×16)

4) Permissible Error Value (εo) Tests
This set of tests was performed to study the effects of
permissible error level (εo) on the compression performance
parameters. Tables (3) and (4) show the effects of this test
using YIQ and YUV models respectively

PSNR
CR
ET

34.32
2.04
30.68

31.05
8.73
53.57

27.15
37.46
31.27

23.68
161.68
24.17

TABLE III.
EFFECTS OF PERMISSIBLE ERROR VALUE (Ε) ON THE
COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS USING (YIQ)

Fig. 3. Effects of BlockSize parameter on the compression performance
parameters using (YIQ)
Original image

BlockSize (2×2)

BlockSize (4×4)

BlockSize (8×8)

BlockSize(16×16)

PSNR
CR
ET

28.80
2.11
101.70

31.15
9.04
57.62

27.19
38.89
31.34

23.68
168.32
23.59

Fig. 4. Effects of BlockSize parameter on the compression performance
parameters using (YUV)

εo
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
2
3
4
5

PSNR
31.048
31.048
31.048
31.047
31.048
31.047
31.045
31.044
31.041
31.033
30.826
30.367
29.959
29.534

CR
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73
8.73

ET(sec)
54.72
55.36
54.49
54.27
54.27
53.62
55.33
55.00
51.67
50.32
33.21
20
14.22
10.10
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TABLE IV.
Original image

SHOWS THE DIFFERENT BETWEEN YUV, YIQ MODEL FOR
LENA IMAGE
YIO

TABLE VI. EFFECTS OF PERMISSIBLE ERROR VALUE (Ε) ON THE
COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS USING (YUV)

YUV

εo
Percentage
Error %

PSNR

31.05

31.15

Increase 0.10%

CR

8.73

9.04

Increase 0.31%

ET

53.75

57.62

increase 2.23%

TABLE V.
Original image

SHOWS THE DIFFERENT BETWEEN YUV, YIQ MODEL FOR SUN
CHILD IMAGE
YIO

YUV

Percentage
Error %

PSNR

35.2

36.32

Increase 1.12%

CR

8.73

9.04

Increase 0.31%

ET

51.48

55.14

Increase 3.66%

VI. CONCLUSIONS

[1]

[2]
[3]

The results indicate that using YUV model is more
efficient than YIQ model as in following:
1) The PSNR is increase 0.10% in YUV model than in
(YIQ) model.
2) The CR is increase 0.31% than in YUV model than in
(YIQ) model.
3) The ET parameter in the (YUV) is increase 2.23% than
in (YIQ) model.
Table (5) and (6) summarizes the results for Lena and sun
child image respectively.

[4]
[5]
[6]

[7]

0.1

PSNR
31.1466

CR
9.04

ET(sec)
53.68

0.2

31.1465

9.04

54.95

0.3

31.145

9.04

54.41

0.4

31.144

9.04

54.26

0.5

31.140

9.04

56.67

0.6

31.142

9.04

55.59

0.7

31.140

9.04

54.54

0.8

31.136

9.04

57.74

0.9

31.133

9.04

51.00

1

31.120

9.04

50.72

2

30.862

9.04

33.42

3

30.151

9.04

20.19

4

29.540

9.04

14.19

5

28.994

9.04

5.05
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Abstract—The Cognitive Driving Framework is a novel
method for forecasting the future states of a multi-agent system
that takes into consideration both the intentions of the agents
as well as their beliefs about the environment. This is particularly useful for autonomous vehicles operating in an urban
environment. The algorithm maintains a posterior probability
distribution over agent intents and beliefs in order to more
accurately forecast their future behavior. This allows an agent
navigating the environment to recognize dangerous situations
earlier and more accurately than competing algorithms, therefore
allowing the agent take actions in order to prevent collisions.
This paper presents the Cognitive Driving Framework in detail
and describes its application to intersection navigation for autonomous vehicles. The effects of different parameter choices on
the performance of the algorithm are analyzed and experiments
are conducted demonstrating the ability of the algorithm to
predict and prevent automobile collisions caused by human error
in multiple intersection navigation scenarios. The results are
compared to the performance of prevailing methods; namely
reactionary planning and constant velocity forecasting.
Keywords—Multi-agent systems; autonomous vehicles; intent
prediction; non-linear filtering; Bayesian filtering;

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The potential safety and convenience benefits that autonomous vehicles can provide to our society are myriad. The
World Health Organization reported that in 2010, 1.24 million
people died due to road vehicle accidents.1 In addition to the
potential of reducing this massive loss of life, autonomous
vehicles have shown promise in increasing vehicle efficiency
and convenience for drivers [1]–[3].
The vast majority of current autonomous vehicle architectures employ a reactionary response to changes in the
environment. These systems require very frequent and rapid replanning in order to avoid dynamic obstacles. Another intuitive
approach is to have the autonomous vehicle predict where the
dynamic obstacles are going to be in order to plan a path.
One popular approach to making this prediction is to assume
the dynamic obstacle continues to move in a straight line
at its current velocity, as is done in the ’velocity obstacle’
literature [4], [5]. Cornell’s autonomous vehicle, Skynet, uses
this type of approach by using an extended Kalman filter
to track dynamic obstacles and then calculates the ’time to
1 http://www.who.int/gho/road

safety/mortality/traffic deaths number/en

collision’ assuming a constant speed and heading [6]. This
approach does not take into account the control decisions made
by the dynamic obstacle that affect its trajectory, as is the case
for pedestrians and other vehicles.
Some research has begun to incorporate the intentions of
the dynamic obstacle in order to more intelligently predict
its future position. Some methods used to predict intent are
hidden Markov models [7], [8], Markov decision processes [9],
and Gaussian processes or mixture models [10], [11]. These
methods attempt to model trajectories and classify the dynamic
obstacles’ motion according to the corresponding intent. While
this body of research is a step toward realizing more intelligent
vehicles that truly understand their environment, it fails to
consider how the obstacles’ understanding of the environment
will affect its future state.
The aforementioned types of planners work sufficiently
well for navigating in urban environments where other vehicles
are driving safely, but widespread adoption of autonomous
vehicles will take time and human driven vehicles will remain
on the roads for many years. With the presence of nonautonomous vehicles, the potential for accidents caused by
human error will persist. According to a research study by
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 93% of
traffic accidents were caused by human error.2 Autonomous
vehicles need to be able to operate alongside human drivers
and prevent these potential collisions caused by human error.
Reactive planners will often fail to recognize these dangerous
situations in time to prevent a collision. Using constant velocity forecasting can result in overly cautious driving, due to
frequent false predictions of dangerous situations.
In this research, both the intent and the belief of a dynamic
obstacle are considered when modeling the future states of
the obstacle. This is beneficial for situations in which a
dynamic obstacle, e.g. a pedestrian or another vehicle, may
have an incorrect belief about the environment. For example,
an obstacle vehicle trying to merge into traffic may believe
it has more space than it actually does or it may not see an
oncoming vehicle due to occlusions or driver error. In these
situations, just knowing the driver’s intent does not suffice
since for the same intent she may yield or begin to merge
depending on her belief.
2 http://www.nhtsa.gov/people/injury/research/udashortrpt/background.html
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In this paper, the dynamics of a multiple-vehicle system
are modeled as a dynamic Bayesian network (DBN). Obstacle
vehicles’ actions are dependent on both their intent and their
belief of the surrounding environment. This idea is similar
to that proposed in [12], but in this paper the problem is not
formulated as a Markov decision process as to avoid discretization of the state space. This is required in order to achieve
the resolution necessary for the autonomous vehicle domain.
Inference is performed over the network using a particle filter
to jointly estimate the vehicle’s intent and belief. Future vehicle
states are then forecast using Monte Carlo simulation and
the probability of a future collision is calculated. Simulation
results show that this method of joint inference allows an
autonomous vehicle to predict a collision with enough time
to take evasive action.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
section 2, an overview of the cognitive driving framework
is given. The manner of representing the system state and
dynamics is described. In section 3, the process for formulating
the problem as inference over a dynamic Bayesian network is
explained. The structure of the DBN is detailed and the method
of performing joint inference over the network using particle
filtering is discussed. At the end of section 3, forecasting the
future state of the system using Monte Carlo simulation is
explained. Next, in section 4, a detailed analysis is given on
how different parameter choices affect the performance of the
algorithm. Then simulation results demonstrating the accuracy
of the proposed method are presented. Finally, concluding
remarks are given and future research directions are discussed
in section 5.
II.

T HE C OGNITIVE D RIVING F RAMEWORK

This section provides an overview of the cognitive driving
framework by describing how the state of an intersection
environment with multiple vehicles is represented and by
defining the form of the system dynamics.
In the cognitive driving framework, or CDF, the system
consists of two vehicles, the obstacle vehicle and the ego
vehicle, in a known environment. The joint state of the two
vehicles is called the system pose and is represented as
1 
x
St = 2 t ,
(1)
xt
where a superscript 1 denotes the obstacle vehicle and a
superscript 2 denotes the ego vehicle. In this paper, the term
’ego vehicle’ refers to the vehicle that is trying to predict the
intent of the obstacle vehicle.
In order to provide a general algorithm, the system dynamics are assumed to be nonlinear and of the form

1
  1 1
x
f ( xt , ut ,1 νt )
St+1 = 2 t+1 =
,
(2)
xt+1
f (2 xt ,2 ut ,2 νt )
where i ut is the control input and i νt is the process noise for
vehicle i at time t. The controller for the autonomous vehicle
running the CDF (the ego vehicle) is assumed to be of the
form
2
ut = h(2 xt ,1 xt ,2 I),
(3)
where the arguments to the nonlinear function h() are the
vehicle’s own state, the state of the obstacle vehicle, and the

intent of the ego vehicle, respectively, at time t. The intent
variable, i I, represents the current behavior the vehicle is
trying to execute (e.g. turn left or go straight through the
intersection). Here the controller, h(), is both highly nonlinear and discontinuous as it is a function of both continuous
and discrete variables. The nonlinearities arise not only from
the piecewise nature due the discrete intent variable, but also
from the nonlinear kinematics of the system and the nonlinear
dependence on the obstacle vehicle state.
The controller for the obstacle vehicle is modeled similarly
as

1

ut = h(1 xt , Bt ,1 I).

(4)

The difference here is that the obstacle vehicle is not assumed
to have exact knowledge of the ego vehicle’s state. Instead,
the obstacle vehicle’s controller operates on the assumed state
of the ego vehicle, the belief, Bt . It should be noted that in
this context the belief is simply a point, not a distribution or
density as sometimes used in the literature. If the ego vehicle
has not been observed by the obstacle vehicle, then Bt = ∅.
The obstacle updates its belief according to the equations
Bt+1 = g(Bt , Ot+1 )

(5)

Ot = k(St , β, et ),

(6)

where Ot is the obstacle vehicle’s observation at time t,
and β is a parameter that represents the probability of the
obstacle vehicle observing the ego vehicle at any given discrete
time step. The observation noise, et , is normally distributed
with a mean of zero. Given Bt and Ot+1 , Bt+1 updates
deterministically. The observation model, k(), determines from
the system pose if the ego vehicle is in the obstacle vehicle’s
isovist: the volume of space with line of sight visibility from
the obstacle vehicle’s pose. If the ego vehicle is occluded
by other vehicles or buildings, it will not be in the obstacle
vehicle’s isovist, and thus Ot = ∅. If the ego vehicle is in the
obstacle vehicle’s isovist, then the obstacle vehicle will make
a noisy observation of the ego vehicle’s pose with probability
β.
The goal of the cognitive driving framework is to allow the
ego vehicle to predict the future states of the obstacle vehicle
using this model in order to prevent collisions. This is done by
performing online inference of the obstacle vehicle’s belief and
intent, Bt and It . The following section details the procedure
for performing this joint inference and prediction.
III.

F ILTERING AND F ORECASTING

In this section, the model outlined in the previous section
is formulated as a dynamic Bayesian network. How online
inference is performed using a particle filter is described and
a procedure for using Monte Carlo simulation for forecasting
future system states is presented.
A. Dynamic Bayesian Network
The cognitive driving framework uses a dynamic Bayesian
network to capture the dependencies between the random
variables in the CDF system dynamics. A Bayesian network is
a directed acyclic probabilistic graphical model that is used to
represent a set of random variables and their conditional dependencies. A dynamic Bayesian network is a Bayesian network
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Fig. 2: Simplified model of the CDF using the joint DBN state
variable Xt .

in order to perform online inference of the obstacle vehicle’s
belief and intent. By combining equations 2 through 6 we can
represent the DBN state and dynamics, respectively, as

Fig. 1: The structure of the DBN used in the cognitive driving
framework.

which relates the variables to each other over sequential time
steps. In literature, dynamic Bayesian networks are sometimes
referred to as two-time-slice Bayesian networks because at
any point in time t, the value of a variable in the network
can be calculated from the prior value (at time t-1) and the
independent variables [13]. Kalman filter models and Hidden
Markov Models are special cases of DBN’s. In Kalman filter
models, both the system dynamics and the measurements are
assumed to be linear Gaussian. In hidden Markov models, the
dynamics and measurements both have discrete distributions.
DBN’s make no assumptions about the form of the dynamics
or measurements and allow the hidden state of the system
to be factored into separate variables so the structure of the
dependencies between the variables can be exploited.
The structure of the DBN used in the CDF is depicted in
figure 1. This graphical model reflects the dependencies given
by the equations in section II. The gray nodes in the graph
denote the variable known by the ego vehicle, the system pose,
St , as given in equation 1. In some contexts, because the value
of this variable is provided to the ego vehicle by its sensors,
it is called the observation. In this work, the observation, Ot ,
refers to the obstacle vehicle’s noisy measurement of the ego
vehicle’s pose, 2 xt .
Between time-slices, the variables in the DBN flow temporally from left to right and within a time-slice they flow
(more-or-less) from top to bottom. The system pose affects the
obstacle vehicle’s observation which in turn determines the obstacle vehicle’s belief. The obstacle vehicle’s intent and belief
of the system pose inform the obstacle vehicle’s controller.
The joint actions of the two vehicles result stochastically in
the next system pose. Without loss of generality, the intent of
the obstacle vehicle is assumed to be constant throughout an
episode.
B. Filtering
Now that the two-vehicle system dynamics are represented
as a DBN, a method of filtering needs to be implemented

Xt = [St , Bt , I]T

(7)

Xt+T ∼ P (Xt+T |Xt+T −1 )

(8)

This condenses the DBN in figure 1 to that shown in figure 2,
which is the typical representation for filtering problems. The
variable Yt represents the measurement, which in this study is
the system pose, St .
The system dynamics are highly non-linear, as shown
in section II . Instead of linearizing the dynamics at the
expense of accuracy of the estimation, a non-linear Monte
Carlo based filtering method was employed. Monte Carlo (MC)
methods are ideally suited for the current application due to
their ability to model highly non-linear systems with multimodal, non-Gaussian distributions [14]. In this study, the DBN
state is composed of both continuous and discrete variables,
representing discrete intention hypotheses making traditional
linearization methods such as the Extended or Unscented
Kalman Filter unsuitable for this application.
Particle filters are sequential Monte Carlo methods that
maintain an estimate of the posterior distribution of the system
state as a set of particles. This non-parametric representation
is capable of representing arbitrarily complex distributions as
long as a large enough particle set is used. Each particle is initialized according to the a priori distribution and is propagated
through the noisy system dynamics. The particles are then resampled according to the particles’ importance weights. The
importance weight of a particle is proportional to the likelihood
of the particle generating the measurement, Yt = St . In this
study, the likelihood is represented as a Gaussian distribution
centered around the measured system pose. The weight of each
particle is proportional to the probability of the system pose
of the particle given the measured system pose, as shown in
the equation below.
[m]

wt

[m]

∝ P (Xt |St ) ∼ N (St , Σ).
[m]

Xt

[m]

[m]

∼ P (Xt |Xt−1 )

(9)

(10)

Σ is the variance of the Gaussian likelihood function. A
superscript [m] denotes that the variable corresponds to the
mth particle. The weights are normalized such that they sum
to one.
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Algorithm Cognitive Driving Framework(χt−1 , St )
χt = χt = ∅
for m = 1 to M do
[m]
[m]
[m]
X t ∼ P (Xt |Xt−1 )

5:

wt = P (X t |St )
[m]
[m]
χt = χt + hXt , wt i
χt = Resample(χt , wt )
χt+T = χt
collisions = 0
for m = 1 to M do
for τ = 1 to T do
[m]
[m]
[m]
χt+τ ∼ P (χt+τ |χt+τ −1 )
[m]
collisions = collisions + CheckCollision(χt+T )
P (collision) = collisions/M
if P (collision) ≥ T hreshold then
EmergencyStop
return χt

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Fig. 3: The distribution of particles using Monte Carlo simulation for a look-ahead time of 2.5 seconds.

Once the importance weights are calculated, the particles
are re-sampled in order to move the posterior distribution
toward the region of the state space that matches the measurement. The technique of stratified or low-variance sampling
is employed to reduce computational complexity [15]. The
resulting set of particles is an approximation to the actual
state of the system. As the number of particles, M, approaches
infinity, the particle set converges to the true distribution of
the state.
It is worthy of note that the version of the Cognitive
Driving Framework presented here does not require that the
obstacle vehicle controller (equation 4) be know; in fact, nor is
it required that the system dynamics (equation 2) are known.
All that is required for the CDF is that a simulation of the
DBN system dynamics is available, i.e. that samples can be
generated from the distribution P (Xt+1 |Xt ).
C. Forecasting
Using the particle filtering method described in the previous subsection, an online estimate of the system state can be
maintained. To predict and anticipate collisions in the future,
though, the future state of the system must be estimated. To
accomplish this, the CDF uses Monte Carlo simulation to
propagate the particle set representing the current system state,
Xt , forward in time, creating a new particle set, Xt+T , that
approximates the state of the system at some time t + T in the
future. This is done by recursively sampling the DBN system
dynamics given in equation 8. The probability of a collision
can then be calculated from this new particle set by simply
determining the percentage of particles in the set that represent
a collision state.
An example future state distribution is shown in figure 3.
Here, a vehicle is at a stop sign at a T-intersection and has
the option to turn left or right. If it is turning left, it may
also choose to yield if there is oncoming traffic. In the figure,
the set of particles for a look-ahead time of 2.5 seconds is
plotted. Three distinct modes can be seen in the distribution
corresponding to the three potential behaviors of the vehicle:
turning left, turning right, and yielding. This situation will

14:
15:
16:
17:

[m]

[m]

Fig. 4: Pseudo-code overview of an update for the Cognitive
Driving Framework algorithm.

be discussed and analyzed in more detail in the experimental
results, section IV.
The cognitive driving framework algorithm is given in
figure 4. In lines 2 through 5 the particle filter update is
performed on the particle set, χ. Line 2 samples the next
state from the DBN dynamics and line 3 sets the weight for
the new sample based on the measured system pose. After
this is done for all the particles, this weighted particle set,
χt , is resampled according to the weights in order to move
the distribution of the particles toward the measurement, as
shown in line 5. In line 6, the particle set representing the
future state of the system, χt+T is initialized to be equal to the
set representing the current state, χt . Line 7 initially sets the
number of particles in a collision state to zero. Lines 8 through
11 recursively propagate each particle one at a time through the
system dynamics to obtain samples of the system state T time
steps in the future. After each sample is propagated through
the dynamics T times, it is checked to see if it is in a collision
state in line 11, and the number of particles in a collision
state is counted. Line 12 then calculates the probability of a
collision as the number of particles in a collision state divided
by the total number of particles. If the probability of a collision
is higher than the set threshold, then an emergency braking
maneuver is triggered in line 14. Otherwise, the algorithm just
returns the particle set representing the current system state,
χt .
There are multiple parameters used in this algorithm,
namely, the look-ahead, T , the threshold, T hreshold, and the
number of particles, M . The selection of values for these
parameters and their influence on the performance of the
algorithm is discussed in section IV-B.
IV.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In order to demonstrate the ability of the CDF to perform
joint inference on the intent and belief of an obstacle vehicle as
well as forecast the future state of the multi-agent system, two
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Fig. 5: A close up image of the simulated intersection environment for scenario one. The ego vehicle (red) attempts to
predict the intent of the obstacle vehicle (blue).

Fig. 6: A close up image of the simulated intersection environment for scenario two. The ego vehicle (red) attempts to
predict the intent of the obstacle vehicle (blue).

simulated experiments were conducted. For comparison, the
same experiments were also conducted using both a reactive
planner and a constant velocity planner. This section first
describes the simulation set up for the two tested scenarios.
Next, a detailed analysis is performed to determine the optimal
choice of parameters as well as examine the effects of parameter choice on the performance of the CDF algorithm. Lastly,
the simulation results using all three methods are presented
and discussed.

where xt and yt are the position of the center of the rear axle
in the ground plane, θt is the vehicle’s orientation, and vt is the
speed of the vehicle, all at time t. The superscript indicating
which vehicle the pose corresponds to has been left off here
for clarity. The dynamics from equation 2 are then given by


xt + vt · ∆t · cos θt
yt + vt · ∆t · sin θt


xt+1 = f (xt , ut , νt ) = 
(12)
θt + vt ·∆t
· tan (2 ut +2 νt )
l
vt + (1 ut +1 νt ) · ∆t

A. Simulation Setup

where the elements of the two dimensional control input are
acceleration, 1 ut , and steering angle, 2 ut . The two components
of the process noise, 1 νt and 2 νt , are both zero mean Gaussian
noise affecting the realization of the controller’s commanded
acceleration and steering angle, respectively. The parameter l
is the wheelbase of the vehicle. In these simulations, a time
step, ∆t, of 0.1 seconds is used.

The CDF was tested using two simulated T-intersection
scenarios. Scenario one is depicted in figure 5. The autonomous vehicle (the ego vehicle, in red) has the right of
way. An obstacle vehicle (blue) is stopped at a stop sign at
the intersection and can either turn left into the ego vehicle’s
lane or turn right. It is desirable for the ego vehicle to predict
not just the intention of the obstacle vehicle to turn left, but
whether the obstacle vehicle is going to turn left in front of
the ego vehicle or if it is going to yield.
Scenario two takes place in the same intersection environment, but the ego vehicle is now traveling south (toward the
bottom of the figure) through the intersection. The obstacle
vehicle is driving north toward the intersection and has the
option to proceed straight through the intersection or to turn
left. Again, it is desirable to predict not just whether the
obstacle vehicle is going to turn left or go straight, but whether
the obstacle vehicle is going to turn left in front of the ego
vehicle, yield to the ego vehicle, or go straight.
The simulation uses a bicycle kinematic model for the
vehicles as described in [10]. The pose for a vehicle from
equation 1 is given by the four dimensional vector
 
xt
 yt 
xt =   ,
(11)
θt
vt

The controller used in this simulation is a piecewise function that is composed of a different path following controller
for each intent, I. A hand tuned finite state machine determines
whether the vehicle should yield to the other vehicle or if it
is clear to proceed. As shown in equations 3 and 4, the ego
vehicle determines its control input based on the known poses
of both vehicles, while the obstacle vehicle only has access to
its own pose and a noisy estimate of the ego vehicle’s pose.
B. Parameter Analysis
In this section, the affect of varying the parameter values
in the CDF algorithm are analyzed. In particular, the lookahead (how far into the future to forecast the system state)
and the threshold (the collision probability at which evasive
action should be triggered) are examined.
When analyzing the performance of the CDF algorithm,
two key metrics were considered: the percentage of imminent
collisions avoided and the number of false positive predictions
of an imminent collision. Both of these metrics need to be
considered when selecting values for the look-ahead and the
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Fig. 8: Number of false positive collision predictions with
different values for the look-ahead and the threshold.
Fig. 7: How CDF performance varies with different values for
the look-ahead and the threshold.

threshold because the parameters that result in good performance on one metric cause poor performance according to the
other. The optimal selection of parameters will simultaneously
minimize both the number of collisions and the number of
false positive collision predictions.
In order to characterize the effects of different parameter
values on the performance of the CDF algorithm, a series of
simulations were run on a range of values for both the lookahead and the threshold. For each (T, T hreshold) pair, 100
simulations were run on scenario one of the T-intersection
navigation problem.
Figure 7 shows how the percentage of imminent collisions
avoided varied with the parameter settings. Figure 8 shows how
the number of false positive imminent collision predictions
varied with different parameter values. As one would expect,
lower values for the threshold correspond to a greater number
of collisions avoided but also correspond to a greater number
of false positive predictions. The influence of the look-ahead is
less obvious, as poor performance occurs at look-ahead values
that are both too small or too large. For small values of the
look-ahead, there is not enough time to take evasive action to
prevent the collision by the time it is recognized. On the other
hand, for larger values of the look-ahead, the covariance of
the future state distribution grows very large making it more
difficult to recognize situations where collisions are imminent.
The selection of the parameter values can be seen as a
’cautiousness/aggressiveness’ setting for the autonomous vehicle. For some parameter settings (i.e. low threshold values),
the vehicle will behave very cautiously, avoiding 100% of
imminent collisions but also frequently braking unnecessarily
when collisions are falsely predicted. Alternatively, the settings
can be tuned so that the vehicle will not brake until it is
nearly certain the obstacle vehicle is going to cause a collision.
In this study, the collision avoidance metric was weighted
more heavily and parameter values were chosen that had a
reasonably low number of false positive predictions. Ultimately
the look-ahead was chosen to be 1.6 seconds (16 time steps)
and the threshold was set to a collision probability of 0.35.

The number of particles, M , used to approximate the
current and future state distributions was chosen heuristically.
As the number of particles increases, so does the accuracy
of the approximation, but this improved accuracy comes at
the cost of increased computational expense. Therefore, it
is desirable to use as few particles as possible while still
maintaining a sufficiently accurate posterior distribution. It was
observed in this study that as few particles as 100 could be
used to approximate the posterior distribution with acceptable
convergence results.
C. Results and Analysis
Experiments were performed to compare the CDF to both
a purely reactionary planner and a constant velocity planner.
These two methods are commonly used in moving object
tracking and collision avoidance. Reactive planners continually
check to see if the planned path is still clear, if it is not,
the robot will either stop or plan a new path avoiding the
obstacle that is blocking the current path. Reactive planners
are extremely simple but are only effective for slow moving
robots using very frequent update rates. Constant velocity
planners are the most common type of planner where the robot
tracks moving objects’ positions and velocities. Collisions
are predicted by assuming the robot and the obstacle will
maintain a constant velocity. The constant velocity trajectories
are checked to see if a collision state will occur in the future.
This technique often results in more intelligent trajectories
than reactive planning, but also often results in frequent false
positive collision predictions and performs poorly when the
constant velocity assumption is violated.
Two experiments were performed, corresponding to the two
scenarios presented in section IV-A. In both experiments, the
CDF algorithm calculates the probability of a collision at a
look-ahead of 1.6 seconds in the future, or 16 time steps ahead
at simulation rate of 10 Hz. If the probability of a collision
exceeds the threshold of 0.35, the ego vehicle then brakes at
the maximum rate in an attempt to avoid the collision. The
maximum rate of deceleration used in the experiments was 16
f t/s2 , which is reasonable for a passenger vehicle traveling
on a road surface with a moderate coefficient of friction.
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TABLE I: Simulation results using the cognitive driving framework in scenario one.

Scenario
Cutoff
Yield
Right

Prediction
Cutoff
Yield
Right
385
1
18
2
312
15
0
0
267

Total
404
329
267
1000

When testing the reactive planner, this braking maneuver was
initiated when any part of the obstacle vehicle entered the ego
vehicle’s lane. When testing the constant velocity forecaster,
the braking maneuver was initiated when the planner reported
a collision state at a look-ahead of 1.6 seconds, the same as
used with the CDF. The constant velocity trajectories were
assumed to be deterministic. Each planner was run at a rate of
10 Hz.
The first experiment performed was scenario one as described in section IV-A. In this experiment, the ego vehicle is
driving north through the intersection at a speed of about 30
miles per hour (48 km/h). The obstacle vehicle is stopped
at the stop sign and randomly chooses to turn right, with
probability 0.25, or left, with probability 0.75. Based on the
obstacle vehicle’s stochastic observations, it sometimes falsely
believes the intersection is clear and turns in front of the ego
vehicle, causing a collision to be imminent. A collision is
considered ’imminent’ if the system state is such that if the
ego vehicle does not take preventative measures, a collision
will result. The parameter β in equation 6 was set to 0.05.
This selection of β corresponds to about a 40 percent chance
of the obstacle vehicle observing the ego vehicle within the
first second of simulation.
Table I details the simulation results for the first experiment
using the CDF. The simulation was run for a total of 1000
episodes and the obstacle vehicle cutoff the ego vehicle a total
of 404 times. In this context, ’cutoff’ means that if the ego vehicle were to keep its speed constant and not take preventative
measures, a collision would result. The results show that the
CDF was able to recognize 385 out of 404 imminent collisions
and only 2 benign situations were mistaken as cutoff situations.
For comparison, the simulation was then run using the
reactive planner and the constant velocity planner, again for
1000 episodes each. Table II compares the performance of
all three methods. The CDF was able to avoid 95% of the
imminent collisions caused by the obstacle vehicle, while the
reactive planner was only able to avoid 47% of the imminent
collisions. The constant velocity planner was able to prevent
almost all of the imminent collisions at 98%, but at the cost
of a very high false positive rate of 43%. Here, false positive
means that at some point, the planner believed a collision to be
imminent and initiated the emergency braking maneuver when
in fact a collision was not imminent. The CDF only had a false
positive rate of 9.4% and since the CDF continuously updates
its online estimate of the obstacle vehicle’s intent, it quickly
recognizes when the obstacle vehicle is actually turning right
and aborts the braking maneuver.

TABLE II: Comparison of simulation results for scenario one.

CDF
Reactive
Velocity

Collisions
Imminent
404
404
390

Collisions
Occurred
22
213
7

False
Positives
9.4 %
0%
43.3%

Collisions
Avoided
94.6%
47.3%
98.2%

The second experiment performed was scenario two as
described in section IV-A. In this experiment, the ego vehicle is
driving south through the intersection, again at a speed of about
30 miles per hour, while the obstacle vehicle is heading north
toward the intersection. The obstacle vehicle randomly chooses
to go straight, with probability 0.25, or left, with probability
0.75. As with the first experiment, if the obstacle vehicle’s
intent is to turn left, it may cutoff the ego vehicle depending
on it’s belief. This scenario is more difficult to recognize than
scenario one since the obstacle vehicle is moving at a much
higher speed.
The results for the CDF algorithm on this experiment
are given in table III and the comparison between all three
methods is given in table IV. It can be seen that the CDF only
had one false negative classification, recognizing 196 out of
197 imminent collisions before they occurred, 94% of which
were able to be avoided. The reactive planner performed very
poorly, only avoiding 2.5% of imminent collisions. This low
collision prevention rate is due to the fact that the reactive
planner is unable to detect the dangerous situation with enough
time to take evasive action. The constant velocity planner
also performed poorly, only preventing 8.6% of collisions.
The CDF did have a significant number of false positive
classifications, though, due to recognizing that the obstacle
vehicle’s intent is to turn left but not recognizing that the
obstacle vehicle is going to yield. Similarly to scenario one,
this results in initiating the braking maneuver and then aborting
once the ego vehicle recognizes that the obstacle vehicle is
yielding.
After testing these three different planners on two different
intersection navigation scenarios, it is clear that the CDF is
better at optimizing the trade off between avoiding collisions
and minimizing false positive classifications (overly cautious
driving) for a variety of situations. The main advantage to the
reactive planner is that it has a very low false positive rate
(0% for the two scenarios tested here), but it performs very
poorly at preventing collisions. Both of these facts are a result
of the planner not recognizing a collision as imminent until
it is nearly about to occur, so the planner is very confident
that the collision is indeed imminent, but there is not enough
time to prevent the collision at typical driving speeds. The
constant velocity planner performed well on scenario one, with
a collision avoidance rate 3.6% higher than the CDF, but had
nearly 5 times as many false positive classifications. Furthermore, the constant velocity planner performed very poorly on
scenario two, only preventing 8.6% of imminent collisions.
This is caused by the planner’s failure to anticipate the driver’s
turning action due to the constant velocity assumption.
The cognitive driving framework, on the other hand, was
able to prevent about 94% of collisions in both scenarios.
At the same time, the CDF had a fairly low false positive
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TABLE III: Simulation results using the cognitive driving
framework in scenario two.

Scenario
Cutoff
Yield
Right

Cutoff
196
273
1

Prediction
Yield
Right
0
1
279
5
0
245

Total
197
557
246
1000

number of vehicles. The framework could be strengthened by
relaxing the assumption that the vehicle poses are known. Additionally, the authors are implementing the cognitive driving
framework on an autonomous vehicle platform in order to test
the algorithm in an actual intersection navigation scenario.
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Abstract— Image denoising is one of the most significant tasks
especially in medical image processing, where the original images
are of poor quality due the noises and artifacts introduces by the
acquisition systems. In this paper, we propose a new image
denoising scheme by modifying the wavelet coefficients using
soft-thresholding method, we present a comparative study of
different wavelet denoising techniques for CT images and we
discuss the obtained results. The denoising process rejects noise
by thresholding in the wavelet domain. The performance is
evaluated using Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean
Squared Error (MSE). Finally, Gaussian filter provides better
PSNR and lower MSE values. Hence, we conclude that this filter
is an efficient one for preprocessing medical images.
Keywords— Computed Tomography;
transform; Lung cancer; Thresholding

I.

Discrete

However, the CT image quality is influenced by the
radiation dose since it increases with the significant amount of
radiation dose. Unfortunately, this increases the amount of xrays being absorbed by the human body and increases the
chances of cancer [15]. On the contrary, we need to reduce the
radiation dose and this leads to noisy CT images. The presence
of noise gives spotted images with blurred appearance [1].

wavelet

INTRODUCTION

Despite the advances in oncological care, lung cancer
remains the largest cause of death both worldwide and within
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with an overall 5-year survival
rate of only 15%. According to GLOBOCAN 2012 [7][8][23],
lung cancer accounts 2 million deaths annually.
Recently, In KSA, the prevalence of lung cancer has
increased significantly in the recent years; this is, mainly
attributed to the increased incidence of smoking among men
and students. The survival of patients is closely correlated to
the stage of the detected lung cancer. Obviously, early
detection of cancerous pulmonary nodules should improve a
patient’s chances for survival.
Computed tomography (CT) is the most commonly used
diagnosis technique for detecting small pulmonary nodules
because of its sensitivity and its ability to visualize a complete
three-dimensional structure of the human thorax. It basically
uses x-rays to obtain structural and functional information
about the human body. An example of lung CT images is given
in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: An example of lung CT image from ELCAP databse

Thus, recovering an original image from noisy image
remains a challenging problem that has received an increasing
attention in recent years [15]. The recovering can be
accomplished by image denoising, a process of estimating the
original image from an image that has been contaminated by
noise degradation [1]. Different methods have been proposed
in literature for denoising lung CT images [18][23]. In [9], the
authors proposed a low-pass Gaussian filter to improve the
original CT images. This filter was also used in the work of
Gurcan et al. [12], Lin and Yan [16], and Lin et al. [17].
Gaussian smoothing filters were employed by Pu et al. [20],
Wei et al. [24], Gori et al. [10], and Retico et al. [21] to
eliminate the image artifacts. In [14], Kim et al. used median
filters to reduce noise. Also, 3D multi-scale filters were used in
[22] to enhance lung nodules.
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These traditional methods are restricted to the analysis of
spatial interactions over relatively small neighborhoods on a
single scale [19]. Nevertheless, other methods based on multiresolution analyses and wavelet transforms, become more
effective because of their capability to capture the signal details
in different scales [15][19].
However, to our knowledge, only few works in literature
considered the wavelet approach to denoise CT lung images
[2][3]. In [2], the authors propose a fusion algorithm based on
wavelet transform and canny operator to detect image edges,
which may reduce the noise and obtain the continuous and
distinct edges, whereas in [3], the authors combine Curvelet
transformation with Monte-Carlo algorithm. Firstly, CT
image’s Curvelet decomposition is processed, then, MonteCarlo algorithm is used to estimate high frequency coefficients.

decomposition as shown in Fig. 1(b). To obtain the next
decomposition, LL2 will be used. This process continues until
the final scale is reached.
The basic principle of denoising by wavelets was first
proposed by E.-L Donoho in [4-6], where he thresholds the
wavelet coefficients to zero if their values are below a certain
threshold.

In this paper, we propose an efficient noise reduction
technique for CT images using wavelet-based thresholding.
The proposed technique consists of two different stages of
processing, wavelet transformation and thresholding.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, a brief
introduction to wavelet transform is given. The proposed
denoising system is explained in Section 3. In Section 4,
experimental results for various type of noise are discussed in
detail. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

II.

DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM

Wavelets are functions generated from one single function
Ψ by dilations and translations. The basic idea of the wavelet
transform is to represent any arbitrary function as a
superposition of wavelets. Any such superposition decomposes
the given function into different scale levels where each level is
further decomposed with a resolution adapted to that level [19].
The translated and dilated wavelet functions derived from the
mother wavelet Ψ are given by equation (1):
a,b 

1
a

(

t b
) with a  0
a

(1)

Where a is the scale coefficient and b is the translation
coefficient. Thus, the wavelet transform of the signal x(t) is
given by:

Fig. 2: the 2 level discrete wavelet decomposition for an image, from [19]

According to the noise model, a variety of threshold
choosing methods can be mainly divided into four threshold
selection rules [11] that are as follows:
A. Universal Thresholding
Universal threshold is the default method and yields the
largest threshold. This type of global thresholding method was
developed by [4] and the threshold value is given in equation
(3) as :
TDonohoˆ 2 logn

Where n is the sample size and
level .



x(t ).a,b (t) dt




A



B 


(2)



Where the function Ψa,b must be square integrable and
must have compact support.

By applying DWT to an image, the image is decomposed
into four sub-bands as shown in Fig. 1(a). The sub-bands
labeled LH1, HL1 and HH1 represent the finest scale wavelet
coefficients, also called detail images while the sub-band LL1
corresponds to coarse level coefficients, also called
approximation image. To obtain the next coarse level of
wavelet coefficients, the sub-band LL1 alone is further
decomposed and sampled. This results in two level wavelet

̂ is an estimate of the noise

B. Heursure Thresholding
Mixed rule is a mixture of the two previous rules: Rigrsure and
universal threshold. First step calculates the variables A and B
according to the system of Eq. (4)



C a,b 

(3)

n

 x2 n
i 1

n
1  log n 


n  log 2 

3

(4)

If A is less than B the universal form threshold is as Eq. (3)
is used, else threshold selection rule based on Rigrsure is
adopted. A and B are defined by [11].
C. Minimax Thresholding
A fixed threshold selected to obtain minimum of maximum
performance for mean square error against an ideal procedure.
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The minimax principle is used in statistics in order to find a
good estimator. The algorithm of the threshold selection is :
T  0.3936 0.1829.

log n
log 2

(5)

D. Hard and Soft thresholding
There are two thresholding methods common used the hardthreshold function which selects all wavelet coefficients that
are greater than the given threshold T and sets the others to
zero as shown in Eq. (6) below:

0
xH  

x

if x  T
if x  T

(6)

The other popular alternative is the soft-threshold function
[13] (also called the shrinkage function) which shrinks the
wavelet coefficients by T towards zero. This type of threshold
is defined by Eq. (7)

0
xS  

 sgn(x)( x  t )

if x  T
if x  T

(7)

In the next part, we calculate a new threshold function that we
test for both soft and hard denoising algorithms.
III.

PROPOSED DENOISING TECHNIQUE FOR CT IMAGES

We modify the thresh value given by equation (3) by
adding a corrective term that takes into account the variation in
the computed tomography images. The new threshold function
Tnew is calculated using the following equation:
 1( x)
)
 ( x)

Tnew ˆ 2 log n -8(

(8)

Fig.3 : Proposed denoising scheme

Where n is the sample size, ̂ is an estimate of the noise
level , 1 and  are respectively, the variance of the and the
mean of the input noisy image.
Then we apply this new thresh Tnew in both equations (6) and
(7).
The proposed denoising scheme is explained in Figure 3.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In our experiments, we have taken several gray scale
images taken from ELCAP database, each of size 512 × 512.
Noises tested in this work are the gaussian noise and the
speckle noise. The noise levels are taken as 10, 20, 30 and 50.
The wavelets tested in our experiments are: Daubechies, Haar,
Symlet and Coifflet.
The results are compared with the universal threshold using
both soft and hard threshold rules. The objective quality of the
reconstructed image is measured by peak signal to noise ratio.
The results are given in Table 1, Table 2, Figure 5. and Figure
6. It is evident from Table 1 and Table 2. that our proposed
scheme outperforms the universal thresholding algorithm
specially for lung CT images, for all values of noise levels
considered in experiments. The robustness of the modified
proposed thresh over the universal one proposed in [4] can be
proved from Figure 4.

(a.)

(b.)

(c.)

(d.)

Fig. 4: (a) Original CT image (b) noisy image with σ = 50 (c) de-noised using
hard thresholding with our proposed thresh, and (d) de-noised using soft
thresholding with our proposed thresh
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TABLE I.
Noise
Levels

10

20

30

50

RESUSLTS OBTAINED FOR THE GAUSSIAN NOISE

Wavelet

Wavelet
level

Haar
Haar
Haar
Db4
Db4
Db4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Haar
Haar
Haar
Db4
Db4
Db4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Haar
Haar
Haar
Db4
Db4
Db4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Haar
Haar
Haar
Db4
Db4
Db4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4

2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4

Results (PSNR in dB)
Soft denoising
Hard denoising
TDonoho
Tnew
TDonoho
Tnew
21,43
23,32
24,86
27,28
21,07
23,01
24,71
27,19
20,93
22,89
24,68
27,17
21,54
23,36
24,75
27,09
21,12
23,00
24,55
26,96
20,96
22,86
24,51
26,93
21,59
23,41
24,81
27,11
21,20
23,07
24,61
26,98
21,05
22,93
24,57
26,95
21,60
24,82
23,41
27,12
21,19
23,06
24,62
26,97
21,04
22,92
24,56
26,94
18,47
19,68
20,17
21,84
17,99
19,30
19,95
21,71
17,77
19,12
19,90
21,67
18,73
19,85
20,25
21,89
18,18
19,41
19,98
21,71
17,93
19,21
19,90
21,66
18,74
19,89
20,30
21,95
18,23
19,48
20,07
21,79
17,99
19,29
19,99
21,74
18,77
20,33
19,91
21,96
18,23
19,47
20,07
21,78
17,99
19,29
19,98
21,73
17,24
18,03
18,23
19,40
16,68
17,59
17,95
19,22
16,38
17,37
17,85
19,18
17,58
18,28
18,38
19,51
16,93
17,78
18,03
19,29
16,59
17,53
17,90
19,21
17,58
18,29
18,42
19,54
16,97
17,83
18,12
19,37
16,65
17,60
18,00
19,30
17,61
18,41
18,32
19,56
16,98
17,84
18,07
19,36
16,66
17,60
17,95
19,29
16,03
16,32
16,28
16,93
15,39
15,84
15,89
16,73
14,95
15,52
15,71
16,63
16,39
16,65
16,62
17,13
15,70
16,10
16,16
16,86
15,24
15,76
15,95
16,74
16,39
16,66
16,62
17,13
15,71
16,14
16,21
16,91
15,27
15,81
16,02
16,80
16,42
16,65
16,69
17,15
15,75
16,16
16,22
16,91
15,32
15,83
16,01
16,78

Fig. 5: Different denoising scheme for a Gaussian noise

TABLE II.
Noise
Levels

10

20

30

50

RESUSLTS OBTAINED FOR THE SPECKLE NOISE

Wavelet

Wavelet
level

Haar
Haar
Haar
Db4
Db4
Db4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Haar
Haar
Haar
Db4
Db4
Db4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Haar
Haar
Haar
Db4
Db4
Db4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Haar
Haar
Haar
Db4
Db4
Db4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Symlet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4
Coifflet 4

2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4
2
3
4

Results (PSNR in dB)
Soft denoising
Hard denoising
TDonoho
Tnew
TDonoho
Tnew
21,60
23,60
25,42
28,54
21,23
23,27
25,23
28,39
21,10
23,16
25,19
28,35
21,71
23,63
25,28
28,25
21,28
23,25
25,05
28,04
21,12
23,12
24,99
27,99
21,76
23,68
25,35
28,27
21,35
23,31
25,10
28,06
21,21
23,19
25,05
28,01
21,77
23,69
25,33
28,25
21,35
23,31
25,09
28,04
21,20
23,18
25,02
27,99
18,73
20,02
20,63
22,73
18,22
19,59
20,35
22,52
18,01
19,43
20,28
22,47
18,99
20,20
20,70
22,73
18,39
19,70
20,36
22,47
18,15
19,51
20,27
22,40
19,01
20,24
20,77
22,82
18,46
19,78
20,47
22,56
18,23
19,60
20,38
22,50
19,04
20,26
20,77
22,82
18,46
19,78
20,43
22,55
18,23
19,59
20,34
22,48
17,69
18,55
18,81
20,30
17,05
18,03
18,42
20,02
16,75
17,81
18,32
19,95
18,04
18,82
18,99
20,39
17,29
18,21
18,53
20,05
16,96
17,96
18,39
19,96
18,04
18,84
19,01
20,47
17,34
18,28
18,61
20,17
17,02
18,04
18,48
20,07
18,08
18,88
19,02
20,48
17,35
18,28
18,59
20,15
17,03
18,04
18,46
20,05
16,95
17,34
17,29
18,20
16,09
16,65
16,72
17,79
15,62
16,31
16,50
17,66
17,40
17,73
17,72
18,44
16,43
16,92
17,00
17,94
15,91
16,54
16,75
17,77
17,40
17,73
17,74
18,43
16,45
16,97
17,08
18,00
15,96
16,60
16,85
17,84
17,44
17,77
17,79
18,47
16,48
16,98
17,10
17,98
16,00
16,62
16,83
17,82

Fig. 6: Different denoising scheme for a Speckle noise
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[8]

Table 3 gives an idea about the results obtained using wavelets
for denoising CT lung images. The applied noses are Gaussian
taken with two levels, 10 and 20. We can see that our results,
in term of PSNR, are similar to those given by Bhadauria and
Singh [2].

[9]

[10]
TABLE III.

DIFFERENT RESULTS PRESENTED IN LITERATURE

Results given in [2]
Our results

PSNR (db)
 = 10
 = 20
29.36
25.56
27.12
21.96

[11]

Used database
LIDC
ELCAP

V. CONCLUSION

[12]

[13]

In this paper, we have proposed a new denoising scheme
that removes the noise significantly and performs the universal
denoising scheme in terms of PSNR for all values of noise
level. The comparative result shows that the proposed
threshold value found to be better than universal threshold. The
comparative PSNR value of the proposed threshold improves
with increase in the noise level. In this sense our threshold
value is an important contribution to the choice of the threshold
to remove the noise from the image using wavelets.
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